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This Plan for a National'. Periodicals tenter was prepared by-the
_

.1 on Library Pe sourceslat the r the Library of Cctngress

and continues a series of steps'initiated by the National Co mission on

Libraries and Information Science that will, it is hoped, bring a.center'

of in the near future. The substance

the report reflects the view 8 ?f many-individuals who took p in its

preparation. A CLR project team headed by C. Lee Jones assum primary

responsibility for the ;effort. Several consultants worked with the

prbject , team on certain techniCal sections. CLR staff and the

conbultants are listed below".

Many individuals `Ffr public, liege, reaearoh a`speci

libraries reviewed all or part of the document at'several stages and

contributed greatly to the development of the key characteristics of the

plan as well as to its refinement in detail.

'The result of this ffort over a period of several/monihs'is the

report that follows. It __-not a formal pronouncement by the Council on

Library Resources but is rather a do nt for consideration, to be

refined if necessary and used without delay to help turn the aspirations

long held byibrarians and the users of libraries into accomplishment.

'
The cat. of preparing the document was met by grants from a number

of founda i nstthat share an i-merest in librarie anda willingness to

support rk to improve their functional and fisc=1 performance.

July, 1978

warren J. Haas

President

Council on Libral Resources, Inc.
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In the fall of 1977, the Library

Council.on Library Resources (CLR) to prepare a

plan fcr a U.S. national periodicals center

facility has formalized by the National Ciotmission on Librari s and

Infoimation ScienCe in its 1977 "doe EffectiveAccess'to Pe i cal

Literature, which recommended that the Library of Congress assume

responsibility for developing, managing, and operating the center. LC

and the COuncil agreed that the plan would be prepared in such a was'

that it could be used by the Library or any other agency prepared to

'assume responsibility for the creation of a major periodicals facility.

Several foundations contributed to th cost of preparing the plan, which

as (LC) asked the

ethnical-development

The need for such a

was cornpleted in August 1978.

The goal of the National Periodicals Center is to improve access

to periodical literpture for libraries and tl'ius.to individuals using

libraries. The intent of the plan is to assure that the piPc will

accompliA this goal (1) by providing an aticient, reliable, and

responsive document deliVery system for periodical material, (2) by
,

working effectively with the'publishing community, and (3) by helping to

shape ,a national library system through NPC operating p9licies and

prOdadures.
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vide a reliable method of access

co116.ctiOn-Of periodical' literature.

uceithe overall costs of acquiring

by _ineOrlibrary Ulan (ILL).

Lice the.time required to obtain requested material.

Assure that for. any document'delivered through the NPC, all

ired-copyrilght fees and, obligations will have been paid.

TO aCt,,undera ropriate.conditions, as a distribution agent

or publishers.

To provide libraries with additional options as they establish

their owncollection development and maintenance policies.

To promote the development of local and regional resource
sharing.'

To contribute to the preservation of periodical material.

To provide a base for the development of nevi and imaginative

publication strategies.

10. TO provide a working example of a national access service that

might be "extended to other categories of, materials.

These operating objectives make it clear that the 'National

Periodicals Center will link in new ways the collecting and distribution

functions of libraries with the diStribution activities of at least same

,,kinds of publishing. The center's governance must also be approached in

a new, imaginative way, one that will assure close opordnation between

its, operation and the development of other national Programs (e.g.,

'bibliographic. control, canmunications, etc.) that together, will

constitute the foundation of a national library and information system.

But the presentilibrary and information structure of the nation is
A

composed of many crete components. This fact, together with the

complexity of library functions and the dis sion of library services,

makes:it unlikely that there will or should be a formal prescriptive

centralized agency charged with operating a single hierarchicalhational

library system. A
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>r di ce the overall costs of acguiriji4T pe id al 'material'

.by interlibrary loan (ILL).

u06 the.tiMe required to obtain requested material.
E

that for any document'delivered through the INK, all

i red-oopyri ght fees and, obligations will have been paid.

To-aCt,,underappropriate.conditions, as a distribution agent

or publishers.

To provide libraries with additional -options as they establish

their owncolleCtion development and maintenance policies.

To proMote the development of local and regional resource

sharing.'

To contribute to the preservation of periodical material.

To provide a base for the development of new and imaginative

publication strategies.

10. To provide a working example of a national acces service that

might be-extended to other categories of, materials.

ehensive

These operating objectives make it clear that the 'National

Periodicals Center will link in new ways the collecting and distribution

functions of libraries with the distribution activities of at least same

,,kinds of publishing. The center's governance must also be approached in

a new, imaginative way, one that will assure close coordi.nation between

its, operation and the development of other national Programs (e.g.,

lbibliographic, control, communications, etc.) that together, will

constitute the foundation of a national library and information system.

But the presentilibrary and information structure of the nation is
A

composed of many crete components. This fact, together with the

complexity of library functions and the dis sion of library ser=vices,

makes-it unlikely that there will or should be a formal prescriptive

centralized agency charged with operating a single hierarchicalhational

library system, A
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most irtant question for many librarians is which libraries

able,to go directly to thr NPC-. After a break -in for the

vax: and after the collectiOn is well established,- all libraries will

have adcass, The decision to use the NPC or alternatives such a6,10Eal,

statevor regional resourcesIshould be based upon the actual dollar cost

of the transaction and the reliability of access or delivery.

Several fiscal considerations will aid libraries in king these

of decisions. Firft, any library or consortium wishing to have

ass totthe NPC will be required to establish a deposit account equal

e institution s.expected request activity for one month, with-some

arbitrary minimun required. Second, a price schedule will be

established that takes into account the copyright status of a particular

stern, "its Age,"and'fhe'frequency with which it is requested. 111'i4PC

transactions win require the payment of a fee, part'of which will be

used to defray any legally required
- yright fees or possible sales

fees. Librarians using the NPC will be assured that for any item

received from the center, the appropriate fees will have been paid:-

This will relieve libraries of some of the requirements established by

the CCNTU (National Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted

Works) guidelines.

Quite apart from the procedures .to comply with the copyright

legislation, it is imperative in the interest of effective scholarly

communication that the NPC develop effective relationships with the

publishing coMmunity. It is OrOposed that the NPC becbme a kind Of

service an fulfillment outlet for at least some publishers. Thus the

NPC m provide a back-issue, service (probably in microform), an

article sales service (so long as the article remained protected by

copyright), an outlet for on-demand publishing, and /or a source for the

full text of material published in synoptic forn All of these services

would generate same income for publishers, providing the access tc;

material that library users need. It is re_ nixed that a relationship

of this kind may tend to modify traditional information production

and/or distribution functions. But each element of the infoTatidon,

12







$3,750,000 and jai 11 r "r Fh^ haic the NPC and the

first-year collection costs. Second- -year costs rise to $4,850,000 and

cover the costs of the second-yoar develoment effort as well

as the fists of bringing all systems up to an operational level. Third-

year costs rise to $5,450,000 and are only minimally offset by

transaction receipts. This Year is a break-in year for all ooeratina
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to cOntinue th dotailoA ing mr- it,-1110ino ion

of firs year Htles, ivrr7iAt-0 lark filo,

identi£icati n any eveyr44-: -vc14-c.mn that miqht- he

appropriate for anticipacwi t1,1 thes op ratia, (--)F

Specifications For s.tern that will be t uir 8, qh(aqo are imortant-

tasks that would accuTplish two things: (1) provide a running start for

Et! I?:
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libraries became known.(96) These restrictions were added reluctantly
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percentAgo of tboe- 1,-, i-t r,ir

opposed to salaries and equipmnt) i G lecreasing.

At flip qxrte 1-img t- tl,o v of

rising, dmArlri ig incrAging_

principally the result of the
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serialg in Ar-Arlamic- lihrAri0o inrrpaged at A taro mnro

frIr All nthoe 111"%ror lq, Yoflor.rinn of tho ror,nnt

increase in thp median prig nr ppricvlicalq q thP gaffe PP ird.(26)
To cope with libra ipg Kayo hc.pn transferring funds PArmarkd fnr

book purchase to the periodicals budget and are cancelling duplicate



'fate primary n^ rrt many p,11 distribu -tion

of the periodical SlIhq(*riber thc' rase "f pthliqhPrq,

to MentrS- iq0,10Q 11("Atinet Of t?-1

cost of inventory, and t-hay QA-tnarlly dr r,-print FIPprint and

microform puhlishPrq have taken advantage of HIP regulting market for

back files. However, these publishers quite naturally choose to handle

only thobe back tilcb that C4LC 1.11 heavy demdnd, packaginy them elb
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been develop over the y=Ar-, 1 ihrar4c.g a Crony, h.Ava ably

any of them consistently. fixatihq the prpoise tit1P needed becomes

QLi e'oftena gui,iPginq

To attempt to improve access to periodical literature by

considering the matter as primarily an interlibrary loan problem,

therefore, nay t .= 4- is neetled is a new ecTie -r11,

that will Wu 5 ; . 1 C:LOILLAI-C 111 L.11 y,,j :yd 1

Whv L11CL LI$C . 1 t. 1,1 1.1. y
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Ttliq view hpon rmi.hr,r eYsrr . rra r nresr sel fir, r saf nf

the British Library I.Priding Divigin (PLED), a rsontrall7pd intprlihrry

0(ion Fhp rorc,ITYpA nvol,

million rPqnPqhP in ]c)76 77_ Ovor ,n,nOn of rhoc40 rpcillogrq c rle Frier

research librariPs in the united St-at pc i-nrntigh t-hp Cpnl-Pr for Research

Libraries. A qcr,Jd portion of the material requested through CRL bore a
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services to loCa Fiw,11 , the fyltmaworl, of a coherent

national periodicals progrnac rwtriql-rwIrt-ive ways could hp devised to

igprove each gl-op in the publiRhivq, 741-,tracting and

indexing, bibliographic idontificafion and control, and distribution of

periodical literatm-0, impro-vinq

nation as a whole.
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very. all rewt,i,n of ho /(14)

To assist in preparing the plan the team consulted with many

tndividuals Vi it word marl f(, and headquarterp of

networks that currently handle a significant volime of periodical loans.

While previous studies had considered available data with a view toward

detenni ring a P"ii-Ahl -)AlirrY 7eriodicals, this tepor

debc;LII, "kaLilay
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This umplies a more efficient method of soquiring desires uteri

afterjthe_initial distribution via subscriptions. Cnce the National

Pericclicals,Center-is_in place and operating, each library should find
,

:it easier to acquire needed material from this docunent delivery sistem.

Eliminating the guesswork and redundancy that piagues the present ILL
rocess will reduce total ILL costs:

reduce the time
material.

ired to obtain reque

_:Closely linked to Objective 2,is_ths pfd t tY which th9AW___

Will respond to requests for material. High speed transmission Of

requests, fast inteimal processing; and reduction in delivery time

will lower the overall time presently required to Clete an
interlibrary loan transaction.

4. TO assure that for every document delivered through, the
NPC all required copyright fees and obligations are

id.

The NF will establish relationships with publishers that will

relieve requesting libraries from the obligations required by the CCM

guidelines owering- photocopy of copyrighted material for ILL purposes.

Thus libraries will not have to maintain ILL request records for items

sought from the NPC collection. Prudent library managers will want...to

identify titles frequently requested, of course, and determine whether

it would be more efficient and cost effective to acquire and maintain

them locally.



-appropriate.conditionsi as a distribution

for lishers in order to Imovide theservice
ie 'pilblishers are unable-or do se

.

This Suggests that the NEC may beccxie a retail outlet

cn-demand distribution of a variety of requested ma

otherwise nay be unavailable. It also implies that the N

a source of revenue for the publishing community.

5o provide libraries with additional options
establish their own collection developnent

maintenance policies.

By its own policies and procedures, the NEC will not

periodical acqUisitions via subscription. Local decisions

concerning periodical collections must be made .in .light 'of 'Weal

priorities.,;* She very existence and,dependabilityefaelOCI hoWeYert is

bound to be an element to be considered. Decisions that concern

collection development are often based on anticipated, local USe or

demand. Since demand decays with age of the issue, local retention and

related preservation practices can be altered if there is some assurance

of continuing ready access to specific titles. For example, -a library

might reduce the mount of binding now necessary' to prpteet single

issues and use the money Vnus saved for additional subscriptions or for

maintaining those that increase .;i cost. A dependable NPC should

improve the ability of local libraries to make rational, cost - effective.

decisions about the nature of their periodical collections.

promote the development of local. and r'egi
she

The NEC could not absorb all of the existing request traffic even'

if it had the capacity in terms of collection to do so. It will,

through the regulation of access to the' most heavily requested

materials, encourage the development and use of local and regional

resources. At the same ttme, however, the NPC will function as a

28



for thpse resources. In the EL n run the 111X: and-
,

ional mr networks,wi1l'sqrvive theY Provide-Libra

users'w tlist practical means of access to materials they r re.-

=

-contr

material.-
ical

In order to ensure continued access over time, the NPC must pursue

sound preservation practices. This implies not only the assurance of

proper environmental conditi8ns for oolleCtions arid-the conversion of

certain 'materials to more astable media, but the collection and

preservation of complete back files as well. The ruling principle will

be_the presLwation,of a publicaticWs content, not _of_ _format. _The_

preservation activities of the NPC should became an. integral and

dependable part of a national preservation program.

9. Ti provide a se for the deli lopment of
imaginative publication strategies.

This is a long -term objective with two ,obvious possibilities at

present: 1) a synoptic journal with an article distribution service, and

2) an on-demand publishing service. The NPC will be ready and eager to

cooperate with any publishers who might be interested in exploring such

alternatives to traditional publishing methods. It is reasonable to

envision the NPC as the distribution element in a number of these

publication alternatives.

1 TO. provide a working example of a major, Vic,
national access service that might serve as a prototype
for categories of material other than periodicals.

While this plan is focused on periodicals, it is probable that

other categories of material might well be included in a future lending

library system.



erational Requireinents

,
131vdn the goal and d-objectives stated above, thelt1PC must rate

fthill certain constraints and utilize existing resources. Therefore,

e NPC must:

Operate as gist effectively as possible.

This implies a careful analysis of each element of the 'operation..

"the technologies euployed will be off-the-shelf, which may mean a heavy

relianc9_onz.cceputer-assisted Fequest:Processing and record keeping._

ether ranual methods should be replaced by machine methods, however,

will 'be' determined' by relative costs, not the availability of,

technology. There is no'intent to automate procedures regardless of

cost.

Be able to c suonse to incre

This requires a modular design of all NPC manual and muter

systems.

Fill 90 percent of all valid requests within a 24-hour

period or one - working -day cycle.

This will require the publication and distribution of a finding

tool and the limitation of requests to items cited therein. As soon as

the NC has the capacity to fill or refer a higher proportion of the

national request traffic, consideration will be given to an operating

mode that would accept all requests for periodical literature whether or

not the titles requested are listed in the finding tool.

=



`does not Mean that 50 percent. of
ducted to the NTC; it does mean that the NPC collection would haVe

ieved-sufficient depth to satisfy 50 peicent of the total Itistraffic
,-

generated in the country. Though much of this traffic will be filled

Vialocal sources,.the object is to have the capacity to provide bac

for t lis portion of the traffic.

5. De elop a referral system a backup t6 the resources
f -the Me-in-a-seuumr- is compatible-witir-its an

operations and is as transparent as possible to the
es institutions.

Develop the ability to analyze the nature of the request
traffic so as to predict load leVels and to adjust
'internal procedures to net the anticipated demand. The
analysis should also provide data= on what titles to
acquire, both current and retrospective.

7. Develop mutually acceptable working relationships with
fishers, including microform publishers.

Capitalize on existing and developing sources of

bibliographic data, e.g., CtJSER (Conversion of'Serials

project), IMS (International Serials_ Data System),
abstracting and indexing services, etc.

9. Establish an incremental pricing policy based on a
number of characteristics, including age of and demand
for the title requested as well as its copyright status-

_

The establishment of an incremental pricing policy is an attempt

to regulate the flow of traffic to the NPC and to 'compensate the

publisher for requests that otherwise Might be considered a,

circumvention of subscription costs. Putt her, it is at suclia
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ACCESS TO THE liPc

The Primary goal of e National Periodicals tenter is to.iwp

access to.the 'world's periodical literature. lb acccuplish this the NPC

will -dleliver requested material as rapidly as possible, given the limits

of technology and the costs of employing that technology.

It will take time to assure access to a major portion of 'the

ies periodical literature. The methods to be used to move toward

this objective are Outlined in later chapters on collection develoPm4

and the referral system. It is the intent of the collection development

strategytoestablishacollection that at the end ofsfive years will

satisfy 5.0 percent of all the ILL requests generated in the country.

,`Ibis strategy does not take into account the possible impact of gifts of

periodicals on the NPC's ability to provide access to information.

The NPC collection w

year. Prospective

periodical-literature will

provide access to more and

own collection and referral

ld, of ,course, continue to grow beyond the

as well as retrospective collecting of

continue. With time the NPC will be able to

more of the periodical universe through its

library resources.
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those institutions Willi

fadsiMile transmission requires

al' apital oxpenditure on anamitting and receiving ends.

-involves high labor and Iine ousts because of'the slow

si n rates of present off-the-shelf equipment% However, in view.-

of the -station that progress toward more rapill transmission rates

will be n de, the NPC will continue to evaluate this means of docunent

delivery& T

For the MD t part first-clasS mail will be used as the preferred

of delivery. H wever, where a speed advantage cph be gained, the

NPC will use commercial live ry services, bus, air freight,

combination of these modes too reduce delivery delay to a minidum.-.7he

costs of delivery will not ne ssarily dominate such, decisions; instead,-

costs will be weighed careful y against the actual reduction in delivery

time.

Thus far the NEC has ben viewed as a national effort. There is

much to be gained, however, LT expanding the support and service base to

include t6th Canada and

determine that they would 1

its service 'and should they par

would be reasonable'to call the

Periodicals Center. For purpos

however,- and until such interest an

institution will be referred to as the

co. Should those sovereign nations

ave a stake in this institution and

te in subsidizing the project, it

ded insLtution-theNorth American

this technical development plan,

subsidy oommitments are made, the

National Periodicals Center.

-Structure of he Access S --stem

initially at east, the three-tier

defined in the NCLIS'report, Effectiv

Literature, is a convenient means of des

the three levels only the local level

ent delivery structure as

cess to the Periodical

bing the access system. Of

really in place -- it is
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ibraries_not now served by -e ILL networks-camorganize a local
r . .

means' of tingitheirpreSsing needs for the most beavily requested

titles.

A second caveat also-,needs to be stated clearly. It is not the

intent of the NPC Wdisrupt any effective local document deliVery.pr

ILL Service.- It is-conceivabIe, however, that the NPC could become so

effectiVe in responding to requests that the contipuationNg an existing

ILL network tight properly be questioned. Thui, the rationale for: that

network's eXistnce would no longer_ seem to' be valid. After the NPC has

had operating experience in the,U.S. docdment delivery envirbinment,O.t

may under certain conditions prove desirable to displace same local ILL_

networks-and/or ,`consortia. -IFor the,irronediate,future,:-hoWeVert_networ__

with slow, laborious respOnse'times and mechanisms *should make every

effort7to improve their performance. This should be viewed not as a

response to NPC performance pressure, but as a response to.the pressing

needs of -the ultiMate user the library patrons of the nation. The

lessons that will be learned at the NPC, .particularly in the area of

communications, may assist local networks to become more responsive to

the d nds of the ILI...system.

The NPC will actively encourage, the dlevelopment of local ILL

networks, primarily through the establishment of fiscal incentives. The

most important of these will be .an incremental pricing, policy and the

use of deposit accounts.

Deposit Accounts

Any library or consortium wishing to have access to the NPC will

have to establish a deposit account equivalent to th'institution's

expected request activity for one month, with sane arbitrary minimum

required. The minimum deposit may encourage librarieto seek access to

the NPC via a group structure if they do not anticipate heavy use of the

NPC as individual institutions. It is conceivable that groups of this

sort could spring up specifically to reduce the effect of the deposit

account requirement m-la riqin TaPc. for a numbet of mall

libraries.
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,PricIng -Schedule

Although: ederal funding and oth h sidies will be required to

:support capital costs of the NPC, a pricing schedule will be necdssdry

to provide partial cost recovery for operations, to sensate copyright

holders ,-,and to regal e the flow 6f-traffic'to the N. mites per

document-will vary -according to a'number of charaeteristics, including

--the age --Of the item, its copyright status, agreements_ with publishers,

format iequested, etc. The chart on page 26 outlinesd-propoSed basic'

pricing schedule. betails of the sales feea'sie discussed in the chapter

.

"NPC-Publishing.Community.PelationihiP."

The base cost of an item requested from the NBC i8 represented by
9

tegory A.in the chart -- materialmot covered by copyright, odt-of7
fi

pYright material,iond copyright material for which'no fee is, required

by the publisher. This cost is the NPC processing fee, which will

likely be set initially' at $3.00 to $3.50.-

Category B -- copyright material published more than fivp years

ago and still covered by copyright will be furnished for the NEC

processing fee plus one-half of the copyright or sales fee. As the chart

indicates, the copyright or sales fee declihe's .as the age of the

document passes the five-year (60 month) mark.

For copyright materials published -tin the last 7 to 60 months --

Category C -- the cost will be the NPC processing fee plus the full
-

copyright/sales fee which will be established at a standard rate --

perhaps $2.00 -- in order to simplify record keeping. The fees actual y

paid by the NEC for these transactions may vary by title, but the fee

charged the req6esting library will be standardized. As experience is

acquired, NPC management will ddjust this figure in order to minimize

the cost per request and still cover the aggregate cost of the

copyright/sales fees.
1
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- PROPOSED- NPC PRICING SiJLE-
I

=

'CATEGORY IP!II)N

t

CCESS F

Material not covered by copyright, out-
of-Copyright material and copyright-
material for which no fee is required by
the publisher

NPC processing, only -,

Copyright material- published more than
five years ago and still covered by
copyright.

NPC processing fee,- us
one-half the polloYrighf 1 ,
or sales

=C.

D.

E.

Copyright material published in the last
7 to 60 -Mcinths - less than heavily
requested.

Copyright material, heavily requested,
published in the last 7 to 60 months..

ight' Material published within e="
last six months. Handled only if a sales
relationship exists between the NPC and
the publisher.

V.- Categories B, C, or D that for :some
reason must be transmitted to a referral
library.

NPC processing fee plu
copyrightfor sales fee.

NPC processing fee plus
copyright or sales fee
plus heavy-use premium

Full issue sales price
plus one-half the NEC'
processing fee.

Same fees less the
copyright or sales
fee.

Because operations the NPC have few precedents in the United

States, CONTU did not provide copyright guidelines for them. It is

assumed, however, that responsibility for copyright adherence will rest

with the NEC. Thus, whether NPC transactions are finally considered as

sales-on behalf of the publisher or as interlibrary loans, 1thraries
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using materials in thP NPC oollootimi Should not have to count such

requests as part of their cam guidt;blirie quro-as for specific titles.

This is especially true if the transactions are considered as sales. Tt

is also true dher,ever 11 : le ,f) C-4;in.,i pri Ai ges, ii s m
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facsimile anmission of mAteriAl, -11145 hic to ronicier that the-)A

transmissio costs are affected by distanesP, The same is trio of

incoming cominications to the NPC -- most often the cost is a function

of distance. if c1.ie (4,14

Llmc,

i.:Lcindardized fern of delivery (to

th L.111VG;L.

f

I I I. I. I k w k I ,



NBC for the various ptia- Thiq Arprewh wi11 Fr 0,0 ?he NPC Fran

the difficulties of such c441 ef,tirn And plao,=, the RP1PCi'i 1 in the hands

of those most likely to be in a position to render an informed judTment.
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end of this stage 375 1 hrar ios wiL4 havo dirar-t tc, the NP('.

The third phase is intehdod to Aqpss thp nature of the demand

that will tsP Pvg.rholl on tho NPC by mA'le-Nr r m.nfi

ILL

LC
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rational decision on this issue.

As soon as the NPC has demonstrated that it can handle the load

generated by U. ;':=-===i7= make plan .-. to tak

--ng the m4)*_a_ 11. I i ,bza 1 I., t
to provide for toxelqi , Sho 1.1 t Jcveiope.J. These pr'eedwrt
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Ultimately, access by telephoie will be developed, using a system

much like the airline/railroad reservation sysEems. A special charge may

be Teguired for this service. -Tests of this and other access modes yet

tc be de
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nearly ineJnite variety.The publishing envtr,-,nm.ont. in

size alone the rarrqe tg iirpressivp f r in the largest publisher of

several dozens of periodical titles tc, the many hundreds of publishers

publish oilly one. ftl F.rt produce

1. 1

19411., c.

I I LL-)

to1 t



by such a naticx liriq lihrrY, t-hr' heavily

7S

rcial publishers have, by and large, already egt-ablished titles in

subject fields that are sufficiently popular to warrant the expenditure

ch sug, 4P,C.
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Others may forc.ar, tho pilhlicati-- '4 rAr-tc ^f arTleal and

substitute the P-gt-P114-10

sufficiently rewarding.
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ahstrA,.t individu al art c sales arp

is pibbable that a number of other
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For those publishers that initially choose not to use the t PC as a

retail sales agent, the PC would propose to function as a library

organized for the purpose of filling requests from other libraries for

periodical, matc:1,ftl_ ref 10: tie N,K would remit

required pulsemcw.ts L, i, e. ieLlai

rt d

Anik. 11_
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Operar'n a ions ips: NPC and Publishers

The c,i , ,_ir E .11A itIcL
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agent for the publi fihpr. The NrC c'eAl 1 Al A- hc,A1 r aQrxr+.-1 fe, rgtincM Felt

the publisher's matoril ag thnocl h t-h45 t- r (,),) Wt.rfl, a RA1e. Thy:

equesting library would yet the material without a CONTU guideline
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ti

place in the present fiscal pnvironnient, should produce additional

revenues for the publisling comffunfty by virtue of an increased number

of subscriptions at the local level.
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o ting libriries. lie this is likely a relief for those

ibraries '-us.: =the- it may be so great a _relief generate more_ _

NEC Auld be,yieized positively fram the publisher's point of view since

ght ordinarily be expected..Such,a sift in demand to the

dredult in increased publisher
--
revenue.

Those publishers who are not interested in working with the NPC

will present an operating problem, but not an insuperable ,one. The NPC

nay have to resort to referral library 'sources to fill requests for the

products of such publishers. This will probably reduce publisher income

from document delivery activity, since these'transactions will be

identified as _eligible_ ,for_ CCNTP___guidelinerestrctiOns,*_ us

requesting libraries will be able to make at lest five requests in any

one year for material from a given title published within-the last sixty

months before'being required to make royalty payments.

e at'n Relaionshi s and -lishers

As often as possible the NPC will att to acquire mate in

microfiche. The NEC will need to establi effective irking

relationships with the microfilm publishing community. The ex'stence of

a national periodicals center should not threaten the econ c interests

of micropublishers -- it should instead actuary. contribute to

micropublisher revenues. As with publishers, one wayof assuring this

'.is for the NEC to function as a sales'agent for micrOpublishers.'

As a sales agent for micropublishers to NPC will deal in the

sale of small portions of publiShe&works. ese "nuisance" sales are

for less than a complete volume. -- a sine article, for instance, lor

even single issues. In any case, unleSs specifically authorized by a

micropublisher the NEC will avoid sales involving complete-volumes or

runs. The NEC will concentrate on its primary mission in the nation's

emerging' information system: to assist in the acquisition of specific

pieces of information (usually single articles) for the inquiring

library user.
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o ting libriries. lie this is likely a relief for those

ibraries '-us.: =the- it may be so great a _relief generate more_ _

NEC Auld be,yieized positively fram the publisher's point of view since

ght ordinarily be expected..Such,a sift in demand to the

dredult in increased publisher
--
revenue.

Those publishers who are not interested in working with the NPC

will present an operating problem, but not an insuperable ,one. The NPC

nay have to resort to referral library 'sources to fill requests for the

products of such publishers. This will probably reduce publisher income

from document delivery activity, since these'transactions will be

identified as _eligible_ ,for_ CCNTP___guidelinerestrctiOns,*_ us

requesting libraries will be able to make at lest five requests in any

one year for material from a given title published within-the last sixty

months before'being required to make royalty payments.
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-have-to explore other mechanisms'to assure 1) access to the information

RstedL and (2Y that the information will be preserved.

One such mechanism would be for the NPC to provide access

the referral ,sYStem to those titles for. which a mutually satisfactory

access arrangement chnnot be negotiated between the NPO and the

publisher pr misher. If heavily used titles are involved, it

would be le to have several libraries, regionally distributed,

serve as referral sources for a given title and to reward libraries

providing, the service through sane special arrangamemt 'his would

spread both the request load arid the responsibility for filling the

requests, althouqh it would obviously be rrbEre efficient for the NPC to

handle the backup function forthe heavily used titles as often as

possible.

It should be noted here that those requests that are transferred

into the referral system become libraiy-to-library requests with the NPC

acting only as a message- switching center. In this case the COM.

guidelines come into effect, and the requesting library during any one

year does not have to pay a copyright royalty for at least the first

five requests for material from a given title published in the last five

years. But if access can be provided from the NPC collection, the CONTU

guidelines will not apply. The transaction will be considered a sale,

and copyright holders will receive a payment for every transaction

during the period in which the title is covered by copyright (except for

those copyright holders that do not require such payments).

This chapter has suggested ways for the NPC to develop its

collection at a reduced capital cost. It is recognized, however, that

these strategies requite time to negotiate and triplement. The following

chapter on collection development does not therefore assume the presence

of these agreements. In any case, most titles acquired during the first

year will have to he purchased in order to allow sufficient time for the

NPC to develop the contractual relationships described above.





The Nature.so the NPC Collection

A periodical is defined as a publication issped at 'stated

intervals, normally-of a year or less in length.:-py.this definition a

periodical-czul be either a mont4ly magaxwne - 'containing a n rT of

separate articles or an annual directory of a membership arganizatitin.

e briN:- will not attempt to sollect all material that fit the broad

definition of periodical . but will restrict ild',.effoilts to those

-publi6ations that contain'urultiple articles. Annuals (e.g., Auntie".

Review of Information Science and Technolcy) or irregularly published

serials that contain nultiple articled will be' included. Directories,

indexes, and 'other serials that are data or reference oriented rather

than article'Oriented will be excluded. Serials` that are monographic in

orientation (one irticle per issue)°_ will.be SelectivelY'included. The

primary criterion for including a periodical in the NPC collection will

be whether it normally contains individual articles.

Additional categories of material have been excluded from-the NPC

collection because other agencies already have the responsibility for

providing access to the material. e following list summarizes the

inclusi0A-exclusion judgments recommended for a number of special types

of periodicals.

AbstractS/summaries .excluded

Book review digester .excluded

Catalogs excluded

Clinical medicine --initially excluded
Conference publications ............ . . ........included

Directories excluded

Government documents selectively included

Indexes---- excluded

Law reports and digests excluded

Legal cases and case notes................ included

Legal periodicals..... . . .... . included

illation ....... ***40 .... am......4 .....excluded

Statistics ---selectively included

University calendars = excluded

Yearbooks= selectively included



Periodical Universe

The Nature-sof the NPC Collection

A periodical is defined as a publication issued at stated

intervals, normally of a year or less in length. this definition a

periodical%.can be either a mont4ly magazine ,Containing:,:a:number of

separate articles or an annual direttory of a metbership organizatiOn.

_The NPC will not attempt to ..collect all materiald that fit the broad

definition Of periodicaL, but will restrict -1100x.itS to those

-ptibIkatins that contain 'multiple articles. Annual (e.g., Annual-.

Review of Information Science and Technology) or irregularly published

serials that contain multiple articled will ,te'included. Directories,

indexes, and 'other serials that are data or reference oriented rather

than article'oriented will be excluded. Serials that are monographic in

orientation (one article per issue): will be selectively included. The

primary criterion for including a periodical in the NPC coalection will

be whether it normally contains individual articles.

Additional categories of material have been excluded from-the NPC

collection because other agencies already have the responsibility for

providing access to the material. e following list summarizes the

inclusion- exclusion judgments recommended for a number of special types

of periodicals.

AbstractS/summaries- excluded

Book review digests A4 --excluded
Catalogs excluded

Clinical medicine initially excluded

Conference publications ............

Directories excluded

Government documents selectively included

Indexes excluded

Law reports and digests _-excluded

Legal cases and case notes_ included

Legal periodicals-- ..... .... . included

islation.... ....... .....

Statistics -selectively included

University calendars-- excluded

Yearbooks selectively included



Tae ° - distribution of ests' over an es

ati approximated by usingra logarithmic normal

distribution model. Using the request distribution estimate in 2 above,

it is possible further to estimate the potential use of a given set of

titles collected by the NPC and/or the referral system and to gauge

NiaCIs impact on existing interlibrary resource=s wring patterns.

_Log Noi-mat Distribution
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This is the log normal distribution curve used to estimate the

_PC's capacity to fill requests. It is derived from the work by Williams

(97) and is based on a population of 120,000 titles. The vertical axis

represents the percentage of total demand satisfied by a group of 1,000

ranked titles (the horizontal ax



65 title. dtionw- in this distribution model means that the

atj.on:of..j.ndividual periodicals is arranged by the number of

requests (or potential requests) With 1 being the most heavily

requested title, 2i-the next most heavily regmeste3,- and so 0

The log normal distribution funCtion is a mathematical= relationship

similar in some ways to the normal distributidn function (the bell

curve) but skewed heavily to the left. While it has other

operations research applications, its use in this application was

suggested by Williams.(97) it is sensitive,to the estimate of the

total number of titles, but 'less so after that population

-100i006--PalmOur-used=thiS'ineother data-tOlkoduCe-hik'

of thethe distribution of requests in the NCLIS report.(55)

..

Using this model it is possible to estiMites- ntage of

total requests that can be satisfied by any s jit bf the ranked

sizestitie'poptilatior sumMar50 ixes imated
__

distribution of requests but does' not to Into account the cii Of

back files in the collection.

The distribution of requests for a given title over its life span

can be estimated with a decay function of 7 percent. 'That is, if

in 1981. 100 requests-were to be received fdr the 1974 volume of a

it.is-.eStimated that 93 requests will be received for that

same 1974illume in 1982. It also- -suggests that in .1981 93

requests will have been received for the 1973 volume. This

function will vary from subject to subject and from title to title

but should represent a workable estimate for the entire population.

(This technique has been used by the National Technical Information

Service to predict future demand.) Combined with the log normal

distribution, the decay function allows the estimation of potential

fill eapacity, which is useful in predicting traffic flow to the

WPC, and the distribution of that fill capacity over the collection

within the NPC and the referral system. The foregoing assumes, of

cOurse, a reasonable validity for the log normal distribution and -

the 7 percent decay rate.

It must be realized that the above distribution functions are based

on a ranked title population and that the NPC will not have

accurate ranking data initially. Initial collection development

decisions will have the basis of otherjktors that
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This graph illustrates the importance of collecting back files for

at least the most heavily demanded titles. Each cell or space on the

graph represents one year's file of 1,000 titles, the titles being

ranked according to demanAL moving from the bottom to thb top, the cell

represented by the narrow black area would be responsible for over 0.5

percent of the total demand, the dark grey area for over 0.1 percent,

the medium grey area for over 0.05 percent, and the light grey area for

over 0.02 percent. The model represents the collection in the year 1985

after five years of collecting. It is obvious from the point of view of

capacity that it is more productive to collect extensively in the

heavily demanded hack runs than to concentrate solely on prospect

collecting.
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ospective Collection Development

=

The general colleCtim 'development strategy proposed above

s gests that to arrive at a 50 percent fill capacity after five years

.'of collecting, about 20 percent of the funds, available- should be spent

on badk:files and -the balance on gurrentSubsCriptiopss'"#iisrepregefits

an average acquisitions budget bf-$2,095-000 pe

After the heavi.y used'back fileehave been acquired', the emphasis.

'-atquisitions- Mfg tSh ift to 7,11:qsser--Used -but- current.thpublisht.d,, ;

Materials. The goal of the, NPC *ter all .is to improve -access to
, -

=

required periodical literature in as comprehensives Manner as possible.'
. .

=

To do this, the NPC should expand the number Of ctirrent subscriptions it /°'
= 4.

receives-as rapidIwas the _demand for.additionak titles warrants. Any .

other acquisitiOn funds that become'available should also be put to this

purpose.-

0

Selection

=Sin

3

, 9A, ,*

..

:N4111. have limited funds for collection development

dnd since- 20' petcent''._ot these funds must be used for back-file
.

Alsitionsi''the "NPC'will not be able to gubscribe to all required

periodicals at the outset. It must make some difficult acquisition

decisions. Further, the NPC will not have'a long lead time (at most six

months to a year) in which to select periodicals and prepare Orders.

Taking these factors into. account, -the following methodology for the

initial selection Of titles is proposed;

1. The collec tion development staff should begin work nearly one full

year prior to the receipt of the first purchased issues.
, 7

2. Using demand data from tho Rritish Library= -Ming-Division, the

staff will establish rough title-ranking egtimates. This should be

Supplemented by dat'A frcr, MYSILL and MINTTFX.





The staff will establish a data base using the International
Serials Data System ( I SDS ) base file (60,000+ records) plus
quarterly updates t_lic ,..,1,11.1.e1 t. 1 t. t Lc-au ti cubistai tiles.
Tenvora ry re cat d5 tt..11 1111 D tt.JL yet_ CaVeLeU Lry 1SLJ will be
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can concentrate on the other primary objectives, those of reliable

.-lccess to required matesr4.,1 ar,1 pv9servation. These objectives will, in
port, bt addLcd 111L 4L l t LicLia1

also

1.
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2. §PltMI9f1Y22. t the NPc can assure that for every use of 6

copyrighted ,item a publisher would receive a payment, many
.' 6

publishet oome 4rber. [to,- as a and,

such, an income ite

to the Ni-C at rh. cost
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might be ible to trodedify the regulations to require that a campy

be sent to the NPC to verify that the data .is consistent with
-di.
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weeding their collections in order to make rcx for material with a
higher probab) 1 itv of local use. The donation or deposit of back
ilex will com 1.:L t i; .latUrt2 I.X:
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file. The NK may absorb a portion of these titles directly 4 rcr
LC. But USBE has other sources and may L extremely useful for

fli
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Conceptual Framework

L



5. Allow the NPC flexibility in determining whether a particular

tit__ should be handled )r t referral sy3:!.

L:k L

. Al. A



Local and r ional ILL centers _may be.able to supplement NPC

demand data b rovidinq information on request traffic at that, level.

LE hey o)lie.Tt ISSNs, the

If& , ?;fi u1 oLciet. L. C )4.1 unLional AL ch

setsts of dato,C4n
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The alternative to

controllecl titles listed in a
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data available to predict demand during the ppricvi

will rough and not ,definitive (See Appendix A, page 177) . Only.

.1 . per 1 LIA.' can -v. i .,
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6. The library will rake an inv nfnry of rPt-rospect- ive holdirg.c of the
titles in question and .report to the NPC. The NPC will revise the

.A
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ble cost mid t iain a

24 -wor 3.ng -hours for 0

The 'success '.t.tle referral s"

high proportion, if not all, of the ,requests diredted to a re
ibrary can be expected to be filled since only known -holdings will be

fisted the finding tcsoI. Reaso'. nable at and time requirements "will

be stated referral librarx, opntract 91-kg contract will assure
v

libraries receive a- `level..- of se ie-4e canpensura with

t.he-NPC and will protect both the NPC and the referri. 1-brary.

f the contraCt a folfows:Theme

The = referral libraries will egr- p respond despond to request. directe
-to 'them by tilt N foe specified Cities. Bequests not routed
through the NPC--' be reimbursed.. by the WPC.

2. The requests will be filled with a photocopy (or other mutually.
acceptable form) 'and only in speeial cases with the original item.

The referral 's NEC account will..be credited at the rate of

one NPC,filled nonpremArn request for each request filled by the
library within bold worlffng__days. This credit is nob refundable in,
cash but can be used only for NPC services =`-ftquests not filled

within that` time will result in no credit. Other credit or cash
-arrangements may be necessary but uld be left to the discretion.

of OC management.

The NPC and the referrallijarary will each teserve the
delete titles from the list of those to which the. referral libr

agrees=to provide access.

qht t-

5. Titles can't* added to th r list only by mutual consent.

If a referral library drops a subscription frhe list of titles
to ,which it has agreed with the Npc to pr- id _ss, it will

notify the N

If a referral library constently provides inadequate sere e.
NPC reserves the right f-,Allaico alternative attra _ements,
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finding.' tool will, riot list the actualstated elsewhere,

tion of referral lib- orWoluMes.- When afreguest that

ultimatel --be = filled dn

e same valid

ne as-with

the ISSN and date/v

the title is-found

be s ored for L-ansmIss
-:'61

in the inventory- file..

e-c

It -is anticipated

trannitted but accdmulated

referra em is received at the WPC,

codes, nts, ISSN, etc) will

les and volumes held in the N. Wheh

are checked against the inventory file and

ted at.a referral library .the-reguest will-

the appropriate referral, lib ark indicated

e _ue

batched) for tr

y

on least <int* a

day (more likely three or more times )3, probaby-at.spe 'tied hOurs.td

as st th66,,work flow at the referral libraries. 4-- t c dialing

ipment'at the WPC shmld obviate the need for manual ention in

this process. The referral libraries will report their fill activities

once a day. A log of all transactions will be kept for.7acOountiiv:,

purposes and for analysis of the workload of eachlpbrary. Th deMand

data accumulated in this process will be added to the sel-Opticp 6.=

nsiderationg
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e. advantage of listirig holding that are sub Y l4 kite,

Ulu! ,Rroviding amass to. gore vainest 0 disadvantageS of

,
-small n r o requests hat:Cannot:be i0.11

area in which' salt ,,operational exper unentation Will prOvide the most

useful giiidance.

=selection process. It d al provide .the ies

the tiK relaxi its limitation of opting only requests

listed .in the finding tool. It is not reminded that, this se

established during the,first two operational years of the RC, a

hasiut_that3immholbitun,developing,theAllection;undeg

Location Mechanism

tem wags remain

control *doll. It gay we

ancillary' reference service in order

possible location f hardto-find titles

service would be based on th# qpIletion of

etc.) of other organizattons and OD the 01

to establish even

ist libraries in f1

linder NIT cOntrol,

rtiv qined by fa

inding tools

ect;e

staff in the 1 n divelopment proses

service would amplement the CQ ection dellophOxesS, since it

provide a source of data n the demand forlitle not under t1PC

, A current model for such an activity is the Research,Libraties

5 Bfblic9aphiC Center at Yale university,

In the model proposed here citation would ,sent to an

7'
orslisted office within the NPC where One or re locations would be

tisought by 'using an existing collection of ard, -Hits, data It'

litrary catalogs, etc. Location data would be reported back td the

requesting library and the responsibility of the NPC would end-there

Ibis service be a cyst ,recovery d on an average search

It searched would re termir ted after a specified span of

results relayed to the reqL)ster. n would,

prlide a useful service to th0 library oirulJnitv and Add data,to the

iat
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terinstithtional deliverk$1ft s exist in seise metropolitan

are If a lapt roans of delivery to the central node of such a

Cirthi:can 'made is air freight, ON, or sane other tears, these'

(pthiiate ry services might reduce, deliver;' tines for irm:per

iidnstitutich4i-,Gbviously, Suckienocterents will my ,fril4tion to

tiav and will bake tine and operlinntion to develop,

None of these delivery Os deals with the apparent delays that

are attributable to, individual institutions and theimanner in which they
r,

ihandl(litotegiriall, 111 other to circumvent saz of institutional
',

mail sysbf, delays, Iiiaties could ask the NEC to Pail material

,
directly to, the requester, This will require 4'41.3.54 in cIlltill9 k

style for sere libraries, but the iiproved resiise time tap be irth if

to theuser,

the types of delivery services mention above are

volute of requests is Lange, erieugh and 'the p

standa4 Rail iactioes, it militate possible to cirnmvent

1=1 post office operation and thus speed delivery,

lo fry, the most part tbe,NPC will bave,to,,tely:on the ,.

11,S, mail for the both of its delivery, ten may be ways to expedite )

that service by internal,procedilths, by Using other delivery services in

specific areas, and by Working gosely with the Postal Service, Finding

the right mixr:of delivery services will take time and experimentation

and so Sept wait until the other eats of the NEC are wing

use;of facsimile arsmission is possible, awing Ore

hts.1 in equipment and a marker willing to bead the boSti

Fe. ile frannissid should ce e most recovery service

the UK will also, investigate the use of facsimile tranasissilon of

;,dc setts; twever, existing equi?ent is lowreppetsive to. purthase, 7,77

and labor intens. There are also prthlto with the resolution of the

one iikeems of clarity ofisall print graphics, but ewes are

thin; rade in all rf these areas, le cri ioal oz,licfl is whether such,
7 77

a service itself, If sere' are wilting to purchas6tthe

required and tE atible receiuirq egli t and pay the 0111flieelOri

the'ext. for aew labor reguired at the NEC

rimmnratith ie.Weilamted. attain

to sn

,`to

ncessa-ry intrnal preparation for each .docthent, the

anticipated that the mailing libel will Pe

f NERVATION

In order assure continuing availability of periodical_

livature, it w I be necessary for the'*. to provide long-tei

preservation of tat literature against dete'rio'ration and damage loan 11:"

all°uses . including lose, abuse, environmental factors, biological

agents,', Hooding,, and other dis4ers. Giver such a preservation m

CetelitterA and because the NEr collection can, be exacted to grow in

breadth and depth as well as, possibly, in typo ad publ ica le,g,

tonnographsl, it would be appropriate and logical-for the.NPC to kat

of

major element of the developing national pRiservarion prLiprom,

tteriall acquire by the h roil! the preservation

standpoint, to of : those to to remained pernane4ly ion 14

least lo.a-very g rivet and those that are expendaole Leese they

replaced easily or loause they are to be converted,to microfiche

rid the rear tern ice materials will be unpaired individual ensues;

6 / .

either current or retroepe0e,' -filers will be ,acluired as bound

generated' the library's ant nwber e method iS,ta )

P
I lei that rah be attached to slave ape, tat in the

oasec mailing ricroithrbe,itA 4is expeive to Ptint a iicte-
ow

size card that lips rdow mite or

plas\ lc Ock e. ito collso bi, us
' ). ,

,ay-the Irking or r stli:fil''

111' NP. s4ld el on5Herlresortine tide, even toll

there iallo echrOmic advance?. or tegiirement to d, so lot .first-class
,,

Mil, Past; an orei.of sorting will ,have totake pl if

iyiinie if the 5

t Ca rd that willNuzdlbybee

eoimes of reline edtiu, Li-sul on irl

411 tenial oil he rcessed ecoordin

ofor.nat, nthReelly microfiche. /1.

cothrolianed largely through crvertirn) yu

t originally pot on thei Loma

o apf flff,, of corlrbG all ham ropy acquisitimns ray nor

oorlo ey r=kuie v `'",e 7



o preserve those titles that they have agreed toservice, the

671.w2: It relieved initielv ef, t.2 red to rolled a'high retro

__of all J!,..7iodicele and can corkentrate itEtead on oollecting those

havihi or moderate as the referral system will aid the BK jn

literature.s#Ell es inOroving pea._

But pais begs available through a stahlsubsiod! and process

9 fees Ton a steadily rising demand, the NFC itself will mot

to microfiche every title received.

!a4rialArguired in Hard Copy

Bach harkopy its will be erami

determine whether;

ethnical

I. It is to to converted to microfiche. Cenerally this will be done

only for current high-deundititles, for oversized materials lover

11 3/4 thenes tall"), or r rateriel that is too deteriorated or

'fragile to withstand she leg and subsequent eiviling Marry, but

not all, of the !tars hi ofibed wil4 be discarded imrediately

afte5,tilffiiN oNelatively ,inortly thereafter; they will not,

tliretre, tfqft dead di f I ra tion,

It would suffer e, from deacidafrcetion treatment.

tell unlikely except for a

etros?ctive materials,

:Each 411x nailed indicate its classifiratich with regard

eversion to microfiche, azigation, deacidification, and retention

period, 'those hardcopy items requiring fueigation will be treated .in

'standarriadyne-processeith:carbriide-ea

before being deacidified, lase s that do no t:reed fsigatit

go directly to a deacidification mit, provided have sou

marked to indicate either susceptibility to processing

that they do vet *ire at tat':

retained for an,extenkferid,

After [sloe deacidificatii, materials will

be marked to decal they have been and thenliill be

shelved as explained rtheptet on store? and retrieval, Titles

be retained in pacer will Dot te bound by valve but may be baud

irdividoa issues when demand warrants such treabit

le storage area for hart copy materials-will meet the following

specifications;

1. the temperature will ua kept between 55 and 65 degrees rahrkeit,

temperature will 117 varymote than five degrees Fahrenheit in

a 14hour period,

2, the relative boldity will to kept teem 45 and. 55 percent and

will nob/1,aq more,than 6 percent within a 24 -har cerioi .

..,
,

1.
1

air will to dry filtered to eliminate 95 perren (of particulate

-.rte[, washed with we levity a pi of 5.-9d' and charcoal

ilteroddremove oxidants

'By

)/9 14es

ieguirei,e1 t

savilq

oiLi e'leei

5 e PIN. stac

Lst tPRml'Iir,p;der

P
ire 0.?.

on to materiels ne talle_ than 11.

uniformly spaced w'

te She taper

inn of netqr

The lighting will be mitrofl as to hold radiion in the

ultraviolet portion of the spectral to a minim In those stack

areas cuntainirl litti° used mot.nal, lights will oe turned off

Scept when 71, Ny,,orkind

autunetic fir( 51:flirPfgr5, LL,,,PLA sect, we vision Hi)) he

nr IV
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the Bff site the building

so as to immure er onf

7, Stringefit gcod hcosekeepang pna# es will beenforred to gide,.

droge- list;

Periodically a carefully selected sao le of a.rials it the

stacks , end microform storage are': be checked to determine the

eff of the preservetir an use, A replan..nt

will sought for any Ito thud is y ease 7 deteriorated. It

rep! nt is not possible, a "E'Llin,or,peper copy;;Vill be node of the

funds tem available; a11-4terialt'received

hi in order to assuit iontirittirig access to the material.

During
w

ly:years of thattie, fr it are hot likely to te=available.

for tote filming and. §) cgires m151..tel'iie, It has .teas

cculated Nei falling regsts fttm tn6 microfiche file costs less

than filling vests trrn gerropy stoop, There is an alFrithm

based ithe fr uency of demand and cost,ot fulfillment that determines

when a t filmed end when it should te Stored ocr

be filmed actor io the list,

Filming foriprpies of eilic

4stiered a preupo*4

to mat of filmA all

to a degree, shock be consider

j.5 a function of demand, titles shcgld

ed

/7"7"
detandOpf titles regueepd

I resronse to regeeS ld not te

should the- attribute operati

thou4h!facilitattg response tifig

,-,jreser,ratior, cost,'

}ose' bark ;t;eris, that are to he hired rather ,

their original format stolid teRoe-Ad after they are' check 7 from

thost 15816 tote stored.ter filming, ea otigi al li te marked to,'; '.

indicate than it has teed iilmedle c

It ro l taroll duolicaripr

frrtle Thew eatery 041

to NPC. (..he :will t k

of hard -opy dlltr 41! uri

on repwapntcs, the orr



SO that i
comes

t_4-16 s

-may replace, the active file copy i tine latter is lost =-

worn tomake good copies. The backup file will be stored in

environmentally bontrolled area as the hard--copy. doCuten

The rolls-of camera negatives will be -Cut into individual microfiche and

,stor off site in:.accordarice with the them_. current ANSI OMerican____

National Standards Institute) standard for archival storage of lver

halide fi Thus.camera negatives, will be available for making new

printing masters if pecess

Material A icrofo

Microformq acquired by the

will be handled and sto

ava ty'of repl.acement oop

f i the quality of image(

or vesicular). While every

acquisitions will be in roll-

(as opposed to those produced by,

in accordance with the future-

ype of microform (roll film or

Of microfilm (silver, diazo,

will be made to acquire only high-

is quite likely that sane microform

rmat on nonsilver stack. It is `also

likely that will be o i=r cited resolution and contrast and of

nonarchival quality. Spec_

;sled 'as follows:
4

°form acquisitions will be

Silver film, whether camer odiAti6sequentAeneratign, that Ilas

sufficieneiY good resolution and contrast and AS of archival

quality will be treated as it it were camera film produced by the

NPC- (see above).

If fe_

acquisitioAs will bo photooptically converted to standard 98-image

silvet microfir-he r,f arr -hival quality. These fiche will be treated

as if ttipy wore NPC prr011( (-amera film. roll film *bat is not to

bp tored in closed containers ih

Aro ne'oprate and do nor

terms of cage quality and economies, roll-film

he convernd' o microfiche wi
-f err pr whey -ho tc.r,opre-pirt htirdIty

Toro than f- r-a-r-Pn* from day to rinV



no clear ;4-ay Of obtaining,if
-,-
)T to silver_f4m Kegardless of

forlmaiang distribution

-11S will be archivally stored off



y prod reprographic technology, tri'NEC as protected would

not be possible. The majority of articles furnished by NPC, will be
. .

in .either microfiche or ,paper 1photbeopY form. The piper%photocopy will

be. produced office copying machines. ever possible-m'ateri4 for

the-NPC collection ill 4e li tired in -microfiche. The microf-iche- will

be of the bestiality itailable so ,that one or more sub

gener4H.orls of duplication wil,1 be practical.

Of,

'The following description of the KeprographiC activitie

riefly touches on the \closely allied functions of presery _d
p

07p a _ retrieval. These functions are discussed-in tail in

other chapters of the plc

Microfiche is the preferred

duplication at the Mpc
becausy

e:

1. iche

95 percent 11ei

tcpaper copy.

storage,; retrieval, and

of storage space, a compaction of

commonly accepted index of advantage over

41

2. Properly manufacEured, processed, and stored, iver 4a1ide

microfiche cannuoe expected Co have an e`:fPrt ive Life of hundr c of

t
years:



Microfiche can be quickly and inexpensiVely A0plicated or converted,

to paperform for delivery - to requesters.,,,'

The standard dimensions. and Small .size of .111 crofiche make them.,

relatively easy to store, retrieve, and refile.

5. Duplicate,, microfiche can be easily and quickly,' packaged and -,

inexpensively mailed; several hundred pages can be Mailedfoi the

minimum first- class.postal fee.

Despite these advantages, it may not be possible .to use microfiche

as the storage \format for all NPC materials: because it may not be

economically feasible to convert little used:titles to that-MediuM:

FUrther,-. sane material, such as maps and other scaled items,.may'not"be,

,amenable to reduction. In addition, sane retrospective materials may be

available only on roll film,_ which may not be technically,; or

economically feasible to oonvertto microfiche of good image quality.

For a variety of reasons all items will be available to requesters,

in paper photocopy forM. ,However to encourage the use of miCrofiche

and in recognition of its cost advantages, there will be.a discount -for

all materials supplied from the NPC collection on microfiche. In,a

shall percentage of instances it may be necessary to arrange,to lendan

original periodical issue rather than to make a film or 'pap copy.,

This May happen, for example, when .colOt, texture, or sane other

"noncopiable" characteristild of an original is essential to the user's

purpose. If a situation like this can be predicted at the time,of

acquisitiOn, it will be desirable to acquire two copies of the item and

thereby protect the integtityof the collection against the possibility

of loss of the item while it is away from the NPC. When it can be

determined that an issue or title falls into this special category, it

should be so marked during technical processing. An alternative' to

lending these special items'fromthe NPC:collectionitself would be to

use the referral libraries. The NPC might purchase such items and place

them for access purposes in a designated referral library. The NPC
!would-nOt then have to devise a special circulation systeM for a small

number of items. This approach: does -not solve the "lost in transit"

problem, however.
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also pOssibie'that certain lopularor relatively popular

titlesl .shOuld be 7acguired or recorded on color. film and either.,

duplicated on color fil.n0 or fiche or reproduced in color on 'photographic..

paper. 7 Alternatively, theSe -ape ial item.s Might :be' 'copied. frail the

original using an office' copier with color capability, but-this is an

unlikely.Possibility. Again, e teferral'library.system might assist

in. prOviding ,access to these special - condition, materials, perhaps by

lending originals in some iris antes.

While theee special tOpying services need to be planned, their

implementatioh should pr ed in accordance with demand;'they should not

'be made.aVailable duting he,first years of operation.

i

After it ha been- checkedl in, all material to be converted to

microfiche. will be prepared for filming by.checking pagination, removing

such extraneous tter as .staples, cutting the pages apart, sMoothing
i;

pages, insertihg filming, targets.,- and so on Every batch, of material to

-be filmed will accompanied a punched paper tape bearing microfiche

header) informa iOn for each issueOp.the batch. The tape will be
.

prepared as a part off:the check-in45rOcesS,and will be mounted on a

re e built nto (or electronically linked' to) the microfilm camera.-

Al ernatively, header' infOrmationmaV.he recorded on magnetic tape or

disk d. be t ansmitted the'cainera-from a remote computer site'br
o

)read n by a u it that is part .of the camera. One such improvedsheider:
\

erator is e 5ted1 to be available
((this

year. It will significantly

increase the e fecti e speed of 'the camera for which it has been

designed. In.aeTe/- ears it may be possible for the camera:operator to

initiate the rec4rdidg.of a header on film by means of a mechaniem such

WA' a bar code reader,' which acts on a label placed on the'doCument

during the check-in procesp. Besides increasing-throughput speed, this

-would increase accuracy and thereby'reduce the 'volume of refilming:.



The cameras used for in-house filming would be of the high-speed,

'aUtomatic, step-and-repeat variety. ith tht DOcumate II, for example,
.

,A single operator can record more th 2,000-pages an hour by using a

yagiety of automatic page7handling features.

The product of these cameras is silver halide 'microfiche In

continuoutrolls. In most instances a riodital issue. will be complete

on-One or, two, microfiche. There willmever be more.thalone issue on

any one fiche. 'This technique will'fa 'iftate:storage, retrieval, and

duplication. The rolls of exposed film will be processed and then

duplicated on silver halide stock using roll -to -roll duplicators. The

original toll and one copy will'ne.arcnivally stored at separate

external sites. A second duplicate roll "'will be cut into separate

fiche, which will, be put in envelopea and stored at the NPC. for quick

retrieval. This set will be used for making fiche distribution copies:

Fiche -to -fiche duplicators, such as the Datagraphix Model 76, will be
,2

used. Paper copies will be made by, means of high-speed fiche-to-hard-

copy piinters, such as the Xerox 970 which is capable of turning out up

.tO 2,000: page's an hour.

If a sales relationship can be deileloped betweeen the NPC and the

publishets of heavily requested titles, multiple copies of the issues of

those titles can be made initially and-inventoried for quick retrieval

anCl.distribution on demand. This will,reduce the cost of and the time

required for prodUcing a duplicate.

Distribution fiche. will be put into, fiche envelopes and

automatically wrapped along with an address form. Paper copies will be

.wrapped in'the same way and both types of packages dispatched by firs-

class mail:: '

Copying from Paper Originals

Much of, the NPC collection will be acquired in its original

printed form, preferably as individual issues but in some instances as

bound volumes. Copies of articles in these periodicals will be made by
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copying, machine. In mast instances it will be possible to record-two

original'pages_on each sheet of copier Raper by utilizing copiers having

large platens and lenses that 'reduce the image by'a factor of about .25;

that _is, the dimensions of the copy are "about three-fourths the

dimensions of the original. This technique almost halves the cost of

copying and gi:eatly, reduces postage Costs for many iteMs. Further

reduction in postage may result if special lightweight paper is used for

copying, although at this time such paper causes more jams" In copiers

than does heavier,paper. Two-Sided copying will also reduce postage MP

paper costs.

Some issues and volumes with tight bindings and/Or narrow gutters

will have to be copied one page at a time using a cOpier.having a book-

copying platen. Some.volumes in poor physical condition may ailO have

to be copied in this way in order to reduce the risk of damage to the

'vOlume. It may even be necessary to copy from especially fragile

volumes by microfilming, since repeatedly,turning such.a vOlume face

down on a copying machine can do much damage, particularly if it is a

heavy book. However, because most fragile volumes are relatively old,

it is unlikely that'there will be much demand for copies from them.

Also, because of the NPC's presyvation Junction, these seriously

deteriorated, items should be converted to microfiche as soonas possible

anyway.'

Each article photocopied' will be physically associated" with the

'requester's address information oh the,"picking slip" so that the copy,.

with address on top, can be passed through a packaging machine in

preparation for mailing.



',COLLECTION STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL

The NECIstorage and retrieval system must:

1. Provide a logical arrangement of the collection and an efficient

layout of the storage units.

2. Be compatible with preServatiOn requirements.

3. Provide for easy and reliable shelving.

Be, expandab e and flexible.

5. Minimize the distance an item travels in going from storage to

copying equi ent and baCk to storage,. cially- those items in

heavy demand.

1 o



Storage of MicrofOrms

The.COmpaction affCrded by
tb

standard dimensiona of.microfiche

mikes it POssible to store a large 04aection in a single roan of modest

klimension.: For -example, a ,,year's ,cumulation of 10,000 ,periodical

titles. on fiche can be stored in three to four fiche cabinets, each

having ;approximately the same dimensions as a' standard four-drawer

. filing cabinet. But, for reasons of efficient access, all microfiche

printing masters should. be.kept in powered, 'rotary. storage Cabinets

arranged so as to be convenient. to ficheduplicators,located in the same
I

rOan

Each fiche will be marked with a unique number and will be filed

sequentially, according to that number. A diagonal stripe, will be marked

across the tops of the fiche'in each drawer to assiSt in the prevention

'of misfiling.

e

When bn issue is vecorded on'two or more fiche, each will bear the

same unique number and an issue sequence cid"e"ignation, e.g., "2 of 3

pp. 96 - 193." All the fiche making up an issue will be kept in a

single envelope.

The retrieval and refiling operation for 'microfiche will proceed

as follows. Using a computer-sequenced list of fiche numbers
) corresponding to requests addressed .to the NPC, a searcher will remove

the associated fiche sets and their envelopes from the file, leaving a_

marker of contrasting color in place of each set. The-fichesets will

be carried by the searcher" to the operator of a fiche duplicator or

-__-fiche-to-paper.,copier depending onthecharacter of the request, After

the item has been copied, ,the searcher will pick up the masters --; still-

in filing sequence and in their envelopes -- and proceed to refile them

and remove the markers. When searchers pick up the masters that have

been duplicated, they will also deposit for duplication the next batch

of fiche that they ha've pulled in the interim:.

1.02
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If it is feasible in terms of arrangements with the appropriate

publishers to make Multiple fiche copies,of the more popplartitles in

anticipation of demand, 'product:on.costs and:requestfulfiliment time

will be greatly reduced. . the same t' thethe spacereqUiremeni for

fiche storagewill be increased.. 'Should this approaChbe pbssible,ithe

printing master/ willbe'stored rotary files,. as detatled.above,'but

the duplicates will be.'kept in batches, -possibly in a pigeonhole

arrangement with the unique nunber harked below each batch. F.,Sch fiche

set (one issue) will be in an envelOpe in order to kdep individual sets

togethef. As an indiction Of_ the space required, t is worth DA'.

that pigeonhole storage for fifty copies. of:eleven.iqsue (one' year of

5,000 titles could be'set'up in a r0Am about fifty feet square.

It pbssible that a small percentage of the working collection

will be on-roll microfilm. This file should be kept on. reels

Microfilm'cabinets in the same area aa'the microfiche collection.

appropriate number of .reader-printers, equipped with quick! threading

take-up reels-shOuld.benearby'so-that plain paper printouts can be made

rapidly. No effortWill be made 'to provide filM copies of materials

.held in roll microfilm. Because of the exceptional nature of .the

procedures required to handle roll microfilm s little material as

possible will be acquired in this format.

Storage of
0
Printed Peribdicals

Paper copies of periodicals, whether individual issues or bound

volumes, will be stored upright on bracket shelving. There will

separate bays for each tear of publication for materials published after

the NPC becomes operational and one or More,bayi for materials published

prior to that time Sinde prospective materialsswill arrive as separate

issues and will be more 'amenable to copying if left unbound, they will

. ,

be,kept in tough, lightweight containers. similar to .pamphlet boxes. The

top' six shelves of each,'section will hcdd -a total of sixty such

containers (each approximately 10 1/" high: and 3 1/2" wide), the

seventh shelf being reserved for expansion.
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The issues making up an annual volume will be stored.in one or
.

more adjacent boxes and only one title' will be stored in any particular

box. Within a bay,-titles'will be shelyed according tobthe sequence in

which the first issue of each is received: One or more additional
4 .

adjacent boxes will be set up for a title if the thickness of the first'

issue implies -they will be required. For the most part, however, it is

expected that all the issues ota volume will fit in a single container.

Within the prospective collection, each box will be labeled with a

four-part alphanumeric designator intended.to facilitate rapid retrieval

and refiling of issues:
6
(a) a bay identifier consisting ofS two -digit

number represelLiting the year of publication, (b) an alphabetic atiIe

identifier,,, Cc) a numeric section identifier, and (d) a'number between 1

and 120 (inclusive) indicating sequential position within a two-section

span of shelving. Thus the box(es). containing the first volume in a

range will-have.the integer "1" as the fourth part of its designator,

.and the next'volume,wilf be in one of more boxes halliing "2,. 'for the

corresponding designation. The last volume on the sixth shelf of a two-

.section span will have a'number less than 121 and the seventh (bottom)

.shelf of each section will acoommodate the expansion resulting .-from

volumes requiring extra boxes. To assistwith'refiling, a diagonal

Stripe or, Other similar mark will be acrosS the spines of the

issue making,up an annual volume.

.A numbering scheme similar.' to that described above will bd used

for the retrospective collection.' Both prospective and retrospective

bays will have expansion_ areas adjacent to them. The schematic

appeariipg:on page 96 illustrates this expansion technique. Because some

of the volumes in the retrospective (pre-1979) bays as well as those in

the expansion areas of the. prospectiVe baysi#ill be bound, it will be

necessary to pUt the four-part alphanumeric designator on'labels affixed

to spines and/or shelves.

In conjunction with the boxes Used to 'store unbound. issues,

hardbOard-backed.foam pads of_several different thicknesses will be used

to keep the issues from sagging in partially filled boxes.

1 0 z
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Because the 'expenses of heating, cooling, and otherwise -

maintaining an environment conducive td the preservation of the'NPC

collection will be a mi5Or.costfactor, the building will have movable

interior walls, well insulated and sealed on ,all edges. The walls will

be repositioned every year or two to open new stack areas. The timing of

each repositioning of the walls and the dimensions of the newly opened

areas will be determined on the basis of relative cpsts. It may also be

useful to include in this evaluation the cost8, savings, and other

benefits associa with converting some of the paper to microforms.' As

energy and labor costs rise andpaper copy deteriorates, microfilming

will become more and more cost beneficial.'

Along one side of the stacks an area will beset aside; or copying

and packaging o rations. The geometry of this arrangement will allow

copy ng Machi s to be repositioned and auglpnted as necessary to kOP

th adjacen to the most active stack areas. It will probably bp

ne ssary 't erect a ble wall with automatic doors a kind of

envir ent- ck between e. stacks and.the copying and packing area

in order to keep the controlled environment in the former from being

contaminated by conditions ikthe latter.

As the collection beging to age and older retrospective materials

are acquired, the NPC will have 'increasingly large sections df

'infrequently 'Used, material., ' Such,material.will be MOved.inblocks'

selected,according tausageand age, into compact 'storage units. For

the least-used items, "particularly those in poor, condition,

consideration will be given to 'low temperature storage gri compact

shelving or .to ,microfilming. It is .not expected.' that either technique

will need to be used during the first few years. of NPC operation.
/.

If the stacks become1 filled and cannot be relieved by filming or

moving materials. to compact or low temperature:storage, it will, of

course, be neceSsafto build additional storage facilities. Therefore,
. ,

it would be well to design the center so that it can be expanded:

modularly either vertically or. laterally as additional space is needed.
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Thefol
arranged in 6ne area,Of the NPC at the end of the third yeei'' of

ing schematic illustrates how the collection Might be

operati

Floor Plan of NPC Stack and Copying *real



1.

Legend for

Floor Plan of NPC Stack and Copying Areas

4
First year of retrospec iye collection (items published ,prior to

opening of NPC).

2. First yearof prospective oollection.
4

3.. Second year of prospectiVe'collection.

A

Third year of prospective'collection.

Expansion space for second and third year additions . to

retrospective collectiOn.

' Expansion space for second and third year additions to first year

of prospect&ve collection.

7. Expansion space, for third year addition to second year of

prospective collection.

Expansion space for subsequent additions .^t third year of
-7w

prospective collection.

9. Rouble-walled environment loCk.

10. Copying aPd'shipping.

11. MicrOfilth storage and teqUest fulfillment_area.,

12. Administrative area.
o

13. Ttchnical processing and computer areas.
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Future Storage and Retrieval Techniques

Storage of hard( copy whether paper or; to .a:leSser;exterit

'film, requires, lgrge. space commitments. In addition, the stored',

material is subject to deterioration through routineofian4ing

by certain chemical changes that,take:place.oVer time: NO matter

how efficient the NPC becomes, acc'ess.to these mteriSrafrom; he

ultimate user's 'point of view is bound to appear slow ,and;

cumbersome. Ihe'best of all possibieworlds for this hypothetiCal%

user would be a, cirCunstance/in Which the user could sit at a

terminal'and scan a' variety of articles that may be useful. 'Cnce-

the articles with the most direct .relevance to tbd:user's

retiuirements are .:fund., the user could press a -.key and'have the

hard copy produced on the spot.

Several elements that could contribute to this scenario

already exist. ' first, .seVekal publishers now prOdUce the. text

portion of their .periodicals froM machine- readable data Othe

publiahers are exploring the possibility of converting' to this

method of reducing publiCation costs.., Graphic and illustrative

materials still are not being handled as machine-readable databut

progress is being made in this area

iaeoona eleMeht. is the present employment of bigh density.

storage systems systems capable of trillion, byte storage: using

images recorded on .mylar film by laser technology: As this
technology -::develops and: becomes more common and less castiY, it

will provide a means .of atorin'g.hUge masses of data such as the

text and graphics' of:getiodicals as:a by-product of the publication

process.

Yet a third element is optical 'character recognition (OCR)

technology which is .well developed. OCP couldbe used for the

encoding of large masses -.Of printed material (including microfilMed

materials) into machine-readablp.lorm%for stotage in a,higWaenSity

data storage aystem.

10



. Yet a fourth. element the Video system :developed and

Marketed by the .Britsh which allows. subscribers to, call up

specifie'pages'ok an i'elOtronic7newspaperfOr at -,hams broWsing.

Couple all .'of these elements with the communications

technology that is already at hand, and a storage, retrieval, and

transmission' system has been created., Tie NPC 'will Alot open for:.

business with such 'a sophisticated system, but the NPC could

provide thei.locus for-the development and testing oOthesepilot

systets.. NPC management 'must be aggressively involved in the

developmental stages of this technology.' AA

,Large-scale implementation, of a storage, retrieval, and

transmission system:similar to: the one described *above would

require 'Ikreased equipment costs, but offsetting 'reductions in

personnel eventually should be realized,,- Of course 'request

response time should fall, at the same time that the option of

remote browsing and selection of articles is provided. A

peripheral benefit of the system will be the more permanent storage

ofdata -- even approaching the ideal of perpetual preservation.
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COMMUNICATIONS

This chapter describes how reqUests Will be transmitted to the

National Periodicals Center, hoW their arrival will be acknoWledged,' and

how they will be retransmitted when necessary to the referral libraries

for fulfillment. Further, this chapter degcribes the internal

communications required by the IPC in order to handle the flow of

information between the host processor and the terminal deviceS located

throughout the NPC facility. Greater technical detail on electronic

communications; is provided in Appendix 13, page 181.

Initially, existing transmission services like the U.S.-mail will

be used for requests in hard copy; for those in machine-readable form

electronic transmission (TM, TELEX, Dataphone, etc.) via a common

carrier will be employed. The basic data collection principle will be

source data automation (SDA) where feasible. Pot the purposes of this

plan, SDA can be defined as a method of recording data in machine-

readable form at oras close 'to the source of the request as possible.

This will allow for the data in and about the request to be captured and

reused as often' as necessary without having to rekey the original

request or any part of it. Once the data is captured in machine-readable
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form, scan of the high' costs. of clerical labor and the more costly

professio 1 value-judgments can be eliminated.

intended that the communications, or front-end, processor

will be separate and distinct from the host processor, or mainframe.

This modular approach .will allow for growth in the Communications load

without inhibiting expansion and upgrading of the processing mechanism

necessary to accommodate.7the load. .At.the same time, this will a11oW

for a modular approach at the data-processing level that is.concerned

with 'day - today manipulation of the various records and files. Changes

to one processor will be independent of the other. A software and/or

hardware change for one module, for example, should not affect the

operatingTresults in the other.

The principal data elements associated with a reque

following:

1. Institution identification will be based on, the pro

Library Identification NuMber (SLIN) currently Under

the. American National Standards Institute. Committ

Work, Documentation, and Related Publishing Pr

Lacking that standard, an institution identifier

concept of the SLIN will be employed by the NPC

accommodate accounting and bill-to/ship-to variations

t will be the

2. The item identifier will be based on the Internat

Serial Number and the key title. Should these eleme

availablefora specific title, the item will be ide

NPC in the finding'tOol with a temporary number and

key title.

sed standard

evelopment by

e on Library.

ctices, Z39.

ilar td the

id order to

onal Standard

is not yet be

tified by the

a provisional

3. The specific item requested wilLbe identified by olume, issue,

and-date. Requests for specific articles will also i clude,author,

title, and'pagination.
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4. Requesters will a signate whether ,microform or photocopy is

desired.

Forms oft Communication

Although this chapte

communications, it should be

*thrOugh-the U.S. mail will di

that the- time of transmissA..n

greater. Once a mail request has arrived at the NPC, the data will be

transcribed into a machine*eadable-Irm' by NPC staff.. F011owing

transcription', the request will be processed through "the system like any

other; request received by electronic means. As indicated earlier,

institutions that mail requeststo the'NPC will pay a premium because of
\ \

the added costs associated, transcriing the data into machine-

readable fotm. The preMiun,will be the cost of the mail request form.

Because there are.\methodS: available today that reduce human

nab

is primarily concerned with electronic

noted that requests arriving in hard copy

fer from electronic communications only in

w

intervention, it is rea

readable data on the prep4nt

e to envisiorthe use of sane machine-

mail request\forms. Optical character

recognitio4 and magnetic-ink oharacter.re ition are two possible

data-capture systems that need to be explored i, order to determine the

feasibility of incorporating one 'Or the other o the preprinted forms

and so provide for increased speed of 'proce g and less costly

transcription.

Many libraries currently lease, own, or' have access to a

teletypewriter (ITY) ,or a TTY-compatible terminal. It is anticipated

that Most requests+ will be transmitted to the NPC using such a device.

At the outset, electronic communications will be accepted from either of

two carriers: Western Union Telegraph Company or American Telephone and

Telegraph CoMpany. Data arriving via Tom, TELEX, and Dataphone services

will be handled on a-quasi-interactive basis during prime hoUr: At some

future date, requests might be accepted from, a variety of sources. sy.c.!11--.
pd

as a dedicated analog voice circuit, a'.digital data serVice,orOne or

more of the other commercial data-handling networks (e.g:, TYMNET and

1l2
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TELENET), which offer potential cost savings. But initially electronic

communications will be limited to voice-grade lines or belowand most
likely to a rate of 100 woFds per minute for most institutions. -''Initial

operation may include the use of INWATS (Wide Area Telecommunications

Service for incoriing traffic) if it can be shown that, cost savings 'can

be effected- when INWATS costs s-are-coMpared with Collective costs of

unit tolls by individual requesting. inStitutioni:

. In addition to all 'o a these modes of communication, it is

envisioned that requests might 14 Accepted on an experimental basis by,

voice communication between a requeqiriq institution and the NPC,

similar to current airline reservation systems. Thus, an NPC terminal

operator would enter the data provided by the requesting library &wing

a telephone conversation. In 'order to introduce the data in_a cost-,

effective. manner, requests of this nature will,necesSarily follow a

formatted'sequence of elements that will be appropriately described in a

user guide.

The NPC7,shouldnot develop an autonomous telecoununications

network. Following the implementation of the bibliographic Component of

a national library and information service communicatiansnetwOrk, it-

can be assumed that a major portion of the electronic coMmunication§

will be handled by..the national network. By then it will be possible to

handle all requests introduced into the NPC via the national network on

an interactive-:basis.

Early in the deVelopment of the NPC, efforts should be made to

link ILL requests with literature searches from a wide variety of:data

bases.Sucha.ligkwouldproduCeaccuraterequests,as well as the

prompt transmission of them to the NPC. Similarly, access from other

networks, e.g., the BALLOTS Center at Stanford University-or' OCLC, Inc.,

,should be faCilitated and encouraged.
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It is anticipated that up to 500,000 requests wi I be handied"by,

the WPC, dUring the first year of operation: The Current .asUMption:ip,':

that 85 to 95 percent of these requests will be received in Machine -

readable form via common carriers. For'planning putposes,.90percent of

the requests arriving at the NPC beginning with the second year, and

onward will arrive in machine-readable 'fotm. Between the second and

third year :of operation; it is intended that sane broadband

communications capabilities, will be introduced: Ildedicated analog or

digital line, for example, might// be used to connect the NPC with one or

more of the bibliographic networks. Single large,institutions, on the

other hand, might communicate with the NPC:yia a commercial network.

1 Tor planning purposes an based upon existing ILL request formats,

it-i assumed that.the aveiag single request will contain less than 500

.chat eters per -message- incl ing header and trailer-information. Fbr

messages coimpoSed of multi le reqUests, it can be assumed that the

averae message length will be reduced- by a factor of at least:29

perCeht, i.e.', an overall average of 400 chatacters or less pert request

in a message Containing Multiple, requests.

The front-end processor will handle'toth external and internal

'cOMMunications. External communicgtions are defined as those messages

consisting of header information, body or message, text, and trailer

infotthation'for traffic coming into and leaving the NPC.' Incoming

messages will be composed of interlibrary loan reqUests, as well as

;acknoledgments of interlibrary loan- fulfillment from those institutions

providing referral service. Outgoing .communications traffic will

consist of NPC acknowledgment of the receipt of ILL requests and the

rerouting of requests. for titls-that are held by referral institutionS.

Incoming messages will be handled on a quasir-interative basis in

contrast, to a batch-transmission basis, in order, when possible, to

acknowlIdge receipt of the message(s) as well as. to assure. the

requesting institution that the item is held and that there are no

lnissing br garbled data elements. This is particularly important for

'messages received during prime time since it can be, assumed that speed
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is of the ossencp: For certain ,Critical data fieldp;:the'need for

redundant data. will be investigated as a safeguard against typographies

errors andcommunication line problems such as noivand,distottiOn.

For.NPCIpurposet, internal communications will consist of those

transactions into and 'out of the host processor ory mainframe.

Specifically, the-front-end procettor will, be responsible fot handling

lw:the data floW .betweoin the mainframe and -terminalsdevicet' located

throughout the NPC All processors. handling internal

transactions will be interactive with sane (limited) dynamic update

capability,

Communications Equipment

order ') to. identify off - the -shelf hardware. and software

appropriate for meeting these requirements, the folioWing

characteristics and functiont of the communications equipment haye been

identified:

1.' Verification and validation.of user identification.

2. Polling and dialing.

3. Queuing an&bUtfering.

4. Error checking, detection, and control.

5. Code conversion of multiple encoding schemes.

6. Line and message switching.

7. Mixing of input channels to obtain multilevel transmission

speed capabilities:

. Mixing of input channels to accommodate analog and digital.

transmissions.. ("'

9. Message logging (including clock time) and statistical

counts. .

10. Priority scheduling.

4

1.15
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)

11. Line concentration (e.g.:, multiplexing).,

1L Message reformatting for-data input/output:

O

These elements are more fully defined in Appendix B, page 181.
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BIBLIO4RAPHIC CONTROL'

14Pe is t000perAte efficiently,
I

it must maintain a Complete,

accurate record of its own
!periodical holdings and those to which 'access

is -providpd by referral libraries. Thus the NPC must establish a

coherent system of bibliographic Control using, accepted standards. Since

consistent application by. the NPC. one.standard will tend to promote

the'use:of that standard by libraries in general, e NPC must dhoose a

system that will facilitate future 'ILL activity w thin the fraMework,of

a 'national library and information system. Th InternatiOnaI Serials

Data: System provides a standard that should be adopted_; by floe NPC.,

International Serials Data System (ISDS)

,

Established within the,Tramewortof the UNI IST prograof UNESCO,

the International Serials Data'System is an i ternational network of

Operational centers jointly responsible for the creation and maintenance

Of computer7baSed data banks that contain essential infOrMation for the

identification of serials The aimof the ISDS is to provide a reliable

registry of the world's Serial publications. Its most attractive

feature for the NPC is its responsibility for assigning to each seriai,a

unique identification number, the International Standard Serial'Number.

1 1 ?
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The ISSN Can be used in processing ILL requests as well-is in the

ordering, chepk-in and 'inventory systems of the NPC, Not all

periodicals, ho!..iever, have been provided with an. ISSN, so for some'

journals the NPC will assign a'teffiPOrary number to serve until an ISSN

is assigned!

-Previous chapters have made clear that the NPC will. require

libraries to use the ISSN
1.

on all _orders(j.as a means of uniquely,

identifying a specific title. Since the eMergingmationalibibliographic ;

system for serials: in the. U.S:' will approximate, the ISDS in many

impOrtant waySr it will be to the NPC's advantage to also Use other ISDS

data elements from the beginning. While this method of control is not

consistent with past cataloging practices AmeriCanlibraries; it is

.fairly consistent witlyexistirig and proposed practices. It also is

similar to the treatment of periodicals by abstracting and indexing

services.. Any system of control selected -- and ISDS is no exception --

will:.create some problems for libraries because of their filcons4te t

application of standards. The use of the ISDS will, however, citaliz

on its international acceptance as a powerful force for standaraization

and cement it mi4 firmly into the foundation upon which'the U.S. will

, uildfa strong system of national bibliographic control.'

pig The ISDS is building a base file of serial records, which now

contains over 60,000 titles. 1st of these are current publications. By-

thetime the NPC starts to select and collect periodicals the ISDS file

should contain records on over 90 percent of the current
,
titles under

consideration. _ ISDS datAir is also being'added to the CONSER file of

recordt. The NPC will probably use both files in its system..

In' some cases the ISDS records willlot'parallel cataloging based

on the Anglo-American Cataloging Rules, used by most libraries. Since.

ISDS records7are always based on an ISSN and a key title, which serves

as the main entry for the records, the NPC will.follow this practice and,

always use the key title.' Questions of choice of entry will ever arise

in the NPC,
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poraee_Name Entries .

)
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: . HOne Significant gap in the list of data-elements supplied througli.

A ISDS_As a ;provision. for ,a -consistent form of corporate "name. Mak*:
,

' periodicals' are issued by, business corporations', government bodies,
.

associations, foundations, and other. Organizati9ns whose names change:

'almost as frequently as the.,titles of .the journals they publish.

Establishing', control over corporate name headings, including
.

ocrss

references to the countless variant forms that occur, is -fraught with

.difficulties even for a file of 36,0'00 titleS It. is generally cOnceded

.,that a sophisticated computer subsystem is needed to handle this

demanding task. A practical and portable solution .may be available by
.

the 'time the NPC begins, but thAb'is unlikely Therefore, it .AS

i
recommended that the initial bibliographic contro effort exclude name.

authority control until a.suitable subsystem is a ailable.' During this
,

delay it is also hoped that a- file of 'nationally_ nameacceptable

authority:records will be created, thus further reducing the workload of
r.the NPC staff. : ,

$

_ .

, .

Finding-ToO1

,

mentioned,in the chapter on access, the Nyc in. its early years'

`'will omlv accept requests fork items Cited in "thfl NPC finding tool,
*

produced from the Nkis machine-readable:bibliograPhic data base. The

finding tool will be issued periodicallYi at,least once' a quarter in

COMHproduced-microfiche. The tool will'cOntain two sections,:the first,
1

all records arranged by ISSN and::tbe SOCOnd-*i#i. listing all

recOrd4 only thisme alphabetically by key ancLVariant'title. As soon :

as a name-authority SubsysteMjs'available, other points of acces

as corpoiate and pemonal ndMes and uniform titles-will be added.

Sample entries for the find nn tool are On the next page,.-

e.

1
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Part One Alphabetical Order

ISSN 1234-5679 Ardheologital Society of Virginia

NEWSLETTER'-'ARCHEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF VIRGINIA

Sept., 1954 - Richmond. Monthly.

Holdings: 1- ;'.1954-:'

ISSN 2345 -6781 Catalogus faunae Poloniae.

KATALOG FUANY POLSKI. 1960- Warszawa.

IrregUlar.. ,

. Holdings: 1968-

corporate name

variant title

entry

ISSN 2457-831. kATALOG FUANY POLSKI. 1960- Warszawa. key title entry

Irregular:

Holdings: 1968-

ISSN 1234-5679 NEWSLETTER-- ARCHEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF VIRGINIA 'key title entry

1- ,; Sept. 1954- Richmond. Monthly.

Holdings: 1- ; 1954 -

ISSN 2457=8306' Polska Akadeniia Nauk. Instytut Zoologiczny.: corporate nine

KATALQG FUANY POLSKI. 1960- Warszawa. . entry.

Irregular.

Holdings: 1968-

Part TWo: ISSN Order

ISSN 1234-5679 NEWSLETTER - ARCHEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF VIRGINIA

Sept. 1954- Richmond. Monthly.

Holdingp: 1- ; 1954-

ISSN 1234 767 CENTRAL EUROPEJOURNAL.,c MuenChe6.

ltipthlyeased publication?
Continues: Sudeten bulletin. ISSN 4321-0325

Absorbed: German news ISSN8320-'413X

'flpldingS: 14- 15';.'18 '0966-1967, 1970-

ISSN 245778306 KATALOG FAUNY POLSKI. 1960- Warszawa.%

Irregular.

Holdings: 196§-

*Key titletiare shown in upper ease aik:'(114visiwooly



TECINXtAL PROCESSING

This chapter addresses the options, available. to the NPC in

selecting, ordering, and receiving periodicals., obe included in its

"collecti n. The use of 'computer- supported systems isdiscussed in the

followi chapter on syStems developMent.deeailed description of, the

various ocessing functions and the files' to be used islpcated in

Appendix C, page 199..

Selection,

The Selection of periodicals fOr the collection should begin

before the NPC is.ofticially established ---,that is, after this report

is acceptedand before the NPC director is appointed. Assuming advance

funding becomes' available, a .small staff' of collection development

personnel could selct most if not all of the initial 36,000 titles. It

is recd trended that a copy of the ISDS file be,used:as the base file for

this 'selection activity and that it be augMented with Oata feay.other

files. This file cOuld'be Made accessible using one-of the existing

bibliographic services such as BRS (Bibliographic Retrieval Service),



BALLOTS, or OCLC, Inc. A. file of e selected titltS (or of their

ISMS) wiI1berdrawn'fromt.tbedata1;es for the function.
This data will be augMehted with cue.rent..;priceand publieher data and a

machine-readable filk'of. the 36,000 titles established so:that they can . .

-
.,be ordered en masse. The selection:Ole-Can then.serve as the bate ..for

. -

\other tephniCal processihg fUhC'tions.

PerSOftrielinvolved- in the selection _activity might also be

'involved in the bibliographic .control activities.! The close

relationship between these functions would make suc an athangement a,

logical one.

Acclifisition

_

One of the major decisions tObe made is whether the NPC'iWilAHLiSe

subscription agencies for alarge-percentage of itS-Crdering or whether`

subscriptions will be plaCed directly with publishers. Using

subscription agents will significantly reduce the volume of activity

surrounding invoice, processing and paymentince fewer invoices are .

needed. .Several agents can supply invoices in Machine-readable form.

Some have automated billing,systems that. permit them to include an order

number-or ISSN on the itemized invoice. NPC managers should give the

use of subscription agencies serious consideration. In any case, at the

time of order the NPC Should require,publishers-and/or'agents to place

the appropriate,ISSN,com.the periodical's mail,ing.Iabel,:

pos.dhle the. NPC should take adVantaqe of two-Year or

three-year Subscription rates, which will reduce the cost of individual

titles by 3 t0-10-pecent. The NPC's budget flexibility will,determine

whether...it can take advantage of such savings, since thiS might.causp..

signifiCant .fluctuations in the acquisition budget. The fluCtuations

can be :leveled over time, however, by distributingHthe two- and three-

year subscriptions equally over the first three years',

The file- used for actluisition and the biblioyLaphic .file, .whie

controls the NPC. collect ion, May. not always contain the same number of

records. ,'Por example,. the'NPC .May- .acquire more than One,: copy of .a
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single title; one record would suffice for the bibliographic file, but a

Separate order record for each: copy would be contained in. the

acquisition file. t Ot the NPC may issue a single order, but the

publisher may send an additional title as a bonus or gift, resulting in

more than one record on the bibliographic file, but only one order

record on the acquisition file. The acquisition Ape might also have

records that are not orders per se but Onoss-refet'ences to other order

recilds. For example, a single record might represent an order on which

several titles are,received, as in the,case of a society membership for

which the member receives several journals. There may also 'exist in the

file orders paid for by the'NPC but sent elsewhere. ThiS mechanism is

commonly used for the support of exchange agreements.

Receipt

During the second year of operation, the. NPC will. receive an

average of 1,600 periodical issues per working daY. While a number of

large research libraries have effective manual7systems handling this

humber,of issues and more, it is desirable for the NPC to integrate this

functiOh with its ordering.and inventory functions. It is obvious that

theorder placement and receiving functions must be closely related -to

facilitate invoice and claiming procedures.

NPC will not have time to create itS own check-in system

during its first year One option- for_Checktng in the majority,of

titles would be to use subscription agents or the task. The NPC might
,

contract with agents not only to place'.9rders for periodicals but to

check in and, 4there necessary, claim. nissing issues. The agents would

receive and_process,theAssues-on behalf of the NPC and mail them in

batches to the center with a machine-readable listingof theoontents of

each batch. 4iisrecord can then bQ used to update the inventory file,

The National Library of Medicine (NLM) uses several subscription agents

for this purpose. In their experience the real dollar costs of this

option are less than they would be if NLM'sown Staff'were to perform

the same functions. Such an approach would decrease the NPC's.staffing

. requirements and provide more time to develop an internal check-in

system if that proved in the end to be necessary.

12
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Part of the receiving function will be the routing of issues to

the appropriate stack area, the preservation section, or the

microfilming. section. These forwarding instructions should be part of

the machine-readable check-in record frail whichan appropriate routing

label would be produced.



SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

The functional requirements of NPC operating systeMs asl deScribed

in the previous chapter can be met by the judicious use of Computer

technology. PrOperly used-computer technology is a necessity.fOr the NPC

since' Without it there would be little possibility that the. NPC could

fulfill its stated mission at an acceptable cost and with performance

levels that, exceed today's I performance standard. An analysis of file t

sizes and 'volume of. transa tiond (Appendix D, page 237) suggests an

operationof Sufficient sc e,66 warrant the application of computer

technology. Development installation of the'7Nic computer systems

will be critical to the Su cess of the NPC and must be given the highest

planning priority.

The NPC will have the advantage of applying computer systems to a

totally new operating environment rather than having to impose new

technology on existing manual procedure's as is so often the case.

Working against this initial advantage will be the pressure on the NPC

to demonstrate early results. NPC managers must guard against the

danger of implementing systems before they are fully tested. There may

also be a tendency at first to establish manual opefations,,with the

intent of eventually replacing them. with'computer-supported systems, in

order to expedite the acquisition of. materials and the provision, of
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services. This approach should be resist d, TOo much .attention would be

directed. toward making the manual procedures work well with the result

that the' introduction of the computer system would be delaYed. TheNPC

would, then lose the advantage of starting from scratch with a machine

system. Initially, the ,NPC- should devotemost of its staff to 'the

acquisition, development, installation, and testing of its Computer

systems and to the ,design 'of those manual: procedures that will

complement the computer-based operations.

In developing the computer system,. the first decidion

managers will, be whether to purchase computer software-or

their own, totally new, package.

facing. NPC

to produce

Data-processing managers have

generally -preferred to" develop unique systems each application

rather than to take advantage of the work of others. Thus little

successful transfer and adaptation 'of applications software has been

seen in the field.

Before NPC managers make a, similar decision, they shOuld consider

carefully the dimensions of the problem to be tackled. Although it was

early, thought that the application of computer technOlogy would have

significant benefits for serials processing and control, several

,attempts in the last fifteen years" have pointed up numerous

difficulties. The. experience. of OCLC, Inc., which has had. such an

application under development,for several years and has been ableto

implemen:Only a portion' of the total- system, serves to illustrate the

intricacies of on-line-serials control. The fact that there:are at

present few on-line serials control systems'. in North America further

emphasizes the difficulty of the problem.

NPC managers thus will be.faced with a dilemma. Theymay not waht.

start ,a complex.develOpment program that requires long lead, times,

yet they may not be able to find a suitable existing system that could

be adapted for NPC use Even sdi: careful investigat' of systems such

as those in use at OCLC, Northwestern Univers]. y, University of

California at.Los Angeles, National Library of Medicine, University of
w.

Minnesota, and Guelph University' should be undertaken before a final

decision'is reached.

1 2 2



The decision on: softWare is fundamental since selection of a-

particular hArOware manufacturer, model, and Configuration will depend.'

on it -- particularly if an existing software system can be acquired.

NPC managers will again have to determine whether they should operate

their own hardware or purchase access.to hardware that is managed by

Others.'BOth approaches need to be weighed carefUlly; there is no clear

choice in this-,Matter. The ultimate decision will depend on the

location of the NEC, the hardware/softWare configuration selectedi.and

the economics of the various alternatives. Using the System demand

estimates in Appendix.Dpage 237 and assessing the volume of activity

, anticipated by the NPC in five years, including file sizes, the probable

length of records, the volatility of records, and the potential dumber

of input/output transactions, it would appear that for planning

purpose6,.tt*NPC systems will require by.,the fifth year Of'operation

the hardware capacity of a smallto medium-sized general purpoSe

computer. By the fifth year the NPC:coUld be checking inTan average of

one pertbdical issue every 10 seconds in one eight hour shift and one
r

library request for material every.3.9 seconds in three.' eight hour

shifts with peak loads_considerably higher than the average. Of course

Some of the processing loiad can be moved from the mainframe computer and

distributed to minicomputers' SuchOpportunities should be explored by

the NPC staff for their cost benefits.

Modular Approach to Systems Development

;The NPC will haVeonly a:short period of time to develop and/Or

deploy the computer systems needed for a smooth functioning' operation.

It bust set its priOrities of development early as suggested in the

implementation- plan. It must attempt to utilize' existing software

packages when practicable. It should rely on contractors to develop

some subsystems. This will require careful planning, the preparation of

detailed specifications, and watchful monitoring to .ensure that each

subsystem interfaces' properly w th the total system. The' data,-

processing requirements can be ca egorized as follows.
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\

1. Request Processing

1. Communications.

2. Request verification.

3. !Deposit account and sales control,
N ,

Bibliographic Processing

1. Selection tools. \

2. NPC/referral libraty. inventory.

3.. Finding tool.

Periodical Acquisition/Inventory Control

1. Ordering.

2. Check-in.

3. Inventory control.

4. Administrative Support

1. Payroll. .

2. Fiscal control.

3. Accounts payable._

4. Property accounting.-

. Research.

A modular approach is highly desirable in terms of the

flexibility of systems design and development as well as for systems

expansion. Obviously the request-processing fUnctions are most prone to

signifiCant and continued increases in the volume'of transactions. It

would be poor planning if an upgrade in equipment, required to absOrb

increased rgquest traffic, would !adversely affect other related



subsystems. One approach that would minimize this pose lity is to

design the request-processing subsystem on separate hardwar in such a

way that new similar hardware could be added without significantly

affecting the subsystem interfaces.

,Another advantage of using'separate but similar hardware for the

various-Subsystems,is that there is avpossibility of in-house backup in

case of hardware failure. The subsystem with the highest priority

should °be the request processor; If it fails, backup is very desirable

even if it means the technical processing subsystem must be turned off

temporarily. A day's delay in processing orders and'receipts is more

tolerable in terms of work loads and public 'relations than if no

requests were, accepted for a period. Ihe modular approach also allows

more flexibility in the scheddling of systems development. For

example, the NPC might contract for the use of a serials check-in

system, while it deVelops its own process control system on its own

hardware.

System Integration

There is no reason why the NPC hasto ute one computer to operate

all of its Systems-, nor do all systems have to operate on NPC hardware.

As already suggested, sophisticated bibliographic searching can be

performed using external services (e.g. BALLOTS, BRS,
151

It is desirable, however, .to have an in-house data-processing

capability for processing requests. Since the technical processing

Subsystems will be required to pass new inventory data (including new

titles) to the request-processing subsystem it is also desirable to have

it on an in-house subsystem. .By. defining these as two different

subsystemt each can be developed independently as long as the interface

is well defined. The same is true for bibliographic processing and its

relationship with both of the above subsystems. Neither of the other

two need camplete.bibliographic'records,- but:data does have to be passed

fram one to the other. '
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While the above subsystems have to be tailored to NPC

requirements, most of the administrative functions are similar to common

business-type applications giving the-NPC a wide choice of options.with

respect to the purchase of software packages or the use of outside

ccaputing services. The NEC should concern itself with the needs of the

operating subsystems when choosing hardware, not with the needs ofits

administrative support system:

The last function lor which computer technology may amenable is

research. It is unlikely that the type of hardwar and software

selected fOr the other operating systems will accommodat the occasional_

requirements to analyze largefiles of historical data. Outside systems

and services can be used for these research purposes.

t



SITE CONSIDERATIONS

This ch will .describe the charaCteristica Of an ideal

location for- AILtional Periodicals Center and the ideal building or
ti

buildings that will house the NPC. No attempt will be made to designate

a particular geographic site or an ideal building regardless of site.

The specific, site' selected should have the characteristics described

beloW. Similarly, any structure that is seleOted or built,specifiCally

for the NPC should have the characteristics,described in the second part-

ofthis section.

Characteristics of the Ideal Geograpqb Location

Arguments have been made to locate the NPC near Washington, D.C.,

in the Boston-Washington -.corridor, in Chicago or some other midwest

city, and, of course, in California. Each general area has a set of

advantages as well as disadvantages. No matter what the ultimate

decision is, various trade-offs will have-to be evaluated in arriving at
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I: ,

it. 10Nstion on either coast or in Chicago or the Denver area Will

force a future dectOon on where to locate subsets of the NPC when and

if demand requires a decentralization of the,service. If a decision,is

reached
f

ched to decentra ize the NPC,' questions arise as to how much material'
/

would' be duplicatd in each location and how many locations would be

needed. If an initial coastal' (east or west) location is chosen, for

example, ,another rather large facil,pty may be needed on the Opposite

coast. On the other hand, an initial midcontinent location may result

in the necessity of installing two smaller facilities on either coast.

These arguments may prove to be specious'if the cOMmunications systems

of thU.S. enhance their .capacities to serve the heeds" of the NPC and

its-users.

Communications

,

The , site will provide easy access to a variety of

communications systems. Obviously, telephone service must be available

at a reasonable cost.

In addition, access to a variety__ of communications common_cartiers

will be necessary in order to deal, with a variety of request access'

modes. .Though:the teletypewriter is:the present de facto standard for

machine-readable ILL comMunications, other Channels and. a variety of .

bandwidths. will be necessary in-Order to accommodate the sophisticated

requirements of'some users..

Mail service. must also-be

service is critical. A.major U,

close enough so that two or more

frOm the NPC.

available; however, the nature of the

S. mail distribution center ShOuld be

deliveries per day could. be made to it

In order to have the capacity to explore and utilize alternate

means of delivery of NPC' products, both bus and UPS-(United Parcel

Service) or other commercial delivery services should be convenient to

the NPC. It is highly desirable for-the,bus and commercial delivery

service to be represented by major nodes in their respectiye systems..
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If they merely. feed a major node, much of the speed advantage that 'might

exist with these forms of de ivery will be canpranised.

It Will be necesSary, to have quick access to a major airport in
order to open up the of moving certain materials by .air .
freight. Conyenient air transport will ''beihelpful for the additional

purpose of. moving people' to and frcal the NP,C; whether they are-,
employees, suppliers,' or visitor.

a

For future corrrnunications, TELENET and TYMNETncdes'`Oould be

present. On the assumption that train. travel will make a real' ,cOneback;

the NPC should, haye direct access to the rails, although a siding at the

NPC will tiat ,;ipe necessary. In short , all meanS. of comrnunicabion and
,

transport for4 requests, documents, and people should be present in the
immediate vicinity of the NPC.

Utilities.
\

The NPC will be a major user of power, water,. and sanitation

utility services. Thepreferred NPC site must have the capacity to meet

additional demands for utility service brought about. during the period

of NPC growth and must, have adequate reserve capacities to meet. overall

peak requirements. 'The. optimum: location will have "dePendable and

alternative sources7 of power for supplying the tequired energy for
lighting, heating,, cooling, and driving, the, processing and production

equiPment. Currently, 'the cost of energy is a major factor in

determining then cost' of products, and serVices. Conse'quently, low

electric power rates will be helpful in stabilizing NPC processing fee.
'However, variations in demand during peak hours and inadequate resery
capacities cause fluctuations in electrifal power, brownouts and, on , ,..\,,

occasion, ccrnplete blackputg.. An uninterruptable power source should be,

considered at an early stage. Such a system will provide a filter for
,power surges and

,a limited capacity to maintain systems in a blackout
situation until they can be shut down in an orderly manner. '-



Although 'Mode St water consurnOtioit' is anticipated, the tsiPC should
. . .

be located in an area that will provide' an ...adequate:, and dependable
, .

supply. For N purposes, water suitable, foi/r'','drinking and food

'preparation bp necessary, as will water '.supplies for other

funUons such as photographic laboratory facilities,t4e heating and

caging system, removal of sewage, and fire protection.

'Adequate sanitation facilities and capacities must be `available

for the removal and disposal of sewage, garbage, and other rubbish.

Since large quAntities of paper' will be discarded, the NVC should

Contract with a salvage firm to remove this material fot recycling.

Human Resources

The. NPC will 'require the serviceS of skilled technicians and
.

professionals as well less skilled personnel. There should be an

available pool of reliable labor at' any site selected for the NPC. It

may be critical to be able to hire part-time hell) to assist at peak load

periods, It will also be helpful if there are those in the'labor poOl

who are willing to work any one of three Shifts. As use of the NPC
4

,rises, .the way to use equipnent to its fullest hcapacity will be to run

three shifts. 'Thus the area selected should have other industries and

businesses that routinely operate" twenty-four hours per day. An4

additional element in the human resources area is the loCal cost of

living and local wage rates. Should several sites have equal appeal on

other issues, a careful, examipation of wage rates should be conducted in

order to select the least expensive area.

Its

support 'ServiCes

The NPC will employ wide range of special equipment, which

requires a locally available stock of 'parts and a local service

capability. Though .subscription agents are seldom close to :the

libraries they serve, it would be useful to have thee in close proxin4y
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to the NPC 'if sane of the relationships .betttipOnthe NPC and thq tigen*
deScribed'in'the chapter on technical processing' are impleMehted. This

iik case, however, where reliable commUnicationscan be subttituted for

geographiC proximity.

7!

1 environmental Factors , .

;S4nce the NPC. collection will' require carefully. controlled,

environmental conditions, it will be useful to locate' the NPC n such

'May. as to avoid extremes of temPeratUre: or huMidity.:: MOOP# winter

,heating coupled with modest sumMer'cooling,wouldjproduce:.an 'acCeptable
I

compromise. Yet andther envitonmental'factOr relates ,t0 the presence or

absence of air pollution. caused by proximity, to heavy,jnqustrYi a

concentration-,of heavi:highway traffic, and the like. The NPC should be

AOCated:eway from these pollution sources in order to lessen the bUrden

Onthe air fiItratiOn,pystem. Insofar as possible, th area 'around the')

NPC. should be neatly landscaped in order to assure an attractive work

environment` for employees.

Capacity For Expansion'

The actual site finagy-selectedjleedsjo4OVide space for the

initial building and parking for a staff of,up to 125. 'the NPC will

grow, hoWeVer, hot'on4 in terms of collection.:and,-ttaff, but potsibly
.

in relation to the type of material covered. ThUsthe site should have, ;

suffiCient room to grow by a. factor of three or fourdn order; roVide

for these contingencies:. The gtowth to be-allowed must cove t only

building, heeds but, staff' needtaswell in terms of parking aqd modest

recreation tUpport.'



Characteristics' of the Ideal Building.

Cnce-tbe NPC is 'approved and funded, an, interim site will have to

be selected. If the permanent sitehas-alreadyen chosen, the interim

dite (preferably clean warehouse space) shouldibe located close at-hand.

This- will' prevent a disruptive major mated once the:NPC quarters are

renovated/constructed and;availablelor Use.

The.construction of the. permanent NPC building will proceed only

in ;'the context of the NPC, systems design itself. Consequently, the

pullding will have to Be Modular and fadilitate the work flows that,are

anticipated within the NPC.

Collection Areas

The)N1PC will have large colldctions of microfiche for

first decade:or so, a collection of.materials in hard copy that could

easily approach 10,900,066 journal issues and possibly 500,000 bound

-volumes of periodic41s. The microfiche-collection could also approach

lomaibto pieces. 'F.,4ch of these parts of the collection must be

acccamodated so as td provide easy and continuing access.'

,-Machine Areas

9

P.

The NPC will have several. areas containing large arrays of

equipment. The computer center wi 1 acComMOdate the front-end processor

and an other related equipment ex ept the terminals that are-dispersed'

throughout the building; There'.Will also be' a Specik area for
microfilming operations. Even the speCes,fot the technical processing

ti
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and request fulfillment (microfiche and paper photocopy) will be areas

in which large'numbetS of machines will be located. SpeCial care must

be taken to assure a sufficient power supply and the availability of

other utilities as required.

People Areas

A

Obviously, people will work in both the collection' storage and

machine areas. It will also be necessary to Provide some strictly

"people areas," such'as a lunch/cafeteria area, restrooms, locker rooms,

Staff lounges, and administrative offices.

Internal Environment

The chapter on preservation describes the specific environmental

conditions for the collections. Certain of the machine rooms may need

special treatment as well. All other areas should be controlled to the

locally accepted temperature and humidity levels. The entire building

should be constructed in such a way as to retain the heating or cooling

that is' artificially supplied. In this day and age, it would be

negligent not to recomend the exploration of solar energy supplemented

by fossil fuel sources, for heating and cooling.

Vertical versus Horizontal Expansion

The tact that t he N1 C structure' must 1..)e modular has been

emphasized a nmtx,r of t nine:;. 'nit' yew i.n ing question is: "Should

modular expansion' proceed vet- t i 1 1 y or horizonta l 1 y ?" The resolution

of this problem will, revolve around the availability and cost of. the

land upon which the NIV in to be built:. '1V)wei: construction is to be
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avoided principally because Of the problems of vertical transport.

However, a two-story building with substantial. room to grow horizontally

can provide the: lexibility that would be required'if additional types

of material (e.g. books) were to be added to the access responsibilities

of the NPC.

Space Required

The follOwing space will be required to accommodate the functions

of the NPC as they are projected for the firSt ten years.

Collection

Microfilm (in rotary power files)

Preduplicated material - inventory

Unbound - issue stacks

Compact storage 300,000 vols.

12,000 sq. ft.

3,000 sq. ft.

40,000 sq. ft.

15,000 sq. ft.

Regular stacks 200,000'vols. 20,000 sq. ft.

Subtotal 90,000 sq. ft.

2. Request fulfillment ° 15,000 sq. ft.

3. Shipping/receiving/supply storage 5,000 sq. ft.

4. Technical processing 10,000 sq. ft.

) 5. Computing staff and equipment -6,000 sq. ft.

6. Administration 4,000 sq. ft.

Total assignable 130,000 sq. ft.

Nonassignable space @ 25% 32,500 scifti

Total space required for the NPC 162,500 sq:' 6.



GOVERNANCE

Two basic questions need,( to be addressed in considering the form

of governance for the National Periodicals Center:

1. What are the specifications and requirements that must be met it

NPC goals and objectives are' to be achieved?

2. What are the relationships between the NPC and other existing or

projected library programs and what implications do these

relationships have for. the form of governance?

To explore these questions it is necessary to document the

characteristics and requirements of governance, systems in general and

certain elements of goVernance unique to the NPC situation. There are,

for example, certain characteristics, common to most organizations

charged with carrying out activites like those projected for the NPC.

1. The purpose of the organization must be established and carefully

articulated, and those individuals who assulfe responsibility for

the organization must subscribe to that purpose.
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2. The governing body must be established on.a ;Credible base and' in a

form (legislation, charter, etc. appropriate to the purpose. The.

membership,' structure, and procedures of the body. must also be

designed to advance the purpose.

3. The governing agency must be able to oversee management performance

by specifying.objectives, assigning responsibility, and assessing

results.

governing body must. Vtablish the basis for financial support
for-. the operation and as'ure continuity of funding at adequate

levels and in appropriate wayS.

5. The performance of. the governing bOdy must itself be susceptible to

review by 'those it serves.

In addition, the projected NPC also , as some special.

characteristics that will influence the form of governance:and choice of

individuals to participate in it.

1. Because the ,NPC` links .in new ways the collecting and distribution

functions of libraries on. the _one hand -With the' distribution

activities of at least some kinds of publishing on the other, the

governing body must focus on carrying out a set of traditional

functions in new ways.. Its membership -must be sufficiently

influential to command the attention of interested and affected

parties and must.exert Strong leadership:!in transforming existing

Methods into the new'approaches that seem required if established

objectives are to be effectively met.

2. Because quality and reliability of performance will.directly affect

NPC success, the .governing body will have to exercise strong

leadership and provide clear direction to administrative officers

and will hae to be' ,heavilY . involved in Monitoring systeMs

operations.

Largely:fon:economic and technological reasons, the processes of

publication and distribution are in, a state of flux. Reflectirig

this situation, the governing' body will necessarily face many

fundamental questions in a dynamic operating environment. Thus it

1. o
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fsssential that the body y fnclude individuals with the, sPecialized

knowledge required to address these,kinds of issues.

4. There are fundaMental links between the collecting and distributing

activities of NPC and the .bibliographic structure required to

identify and locate titles and articles. Thegoverning- structure

should reflect the fact that resource -Aevelopment, access

procedures, and bibliographic system functions are interdependent.

These specifications suggest. that a strong governing body is

teclOred, one capable of providing leadership in molding a dynamic and

complexset Of activities into a cohesive and effective-service for

libraries and their users. But these same specifications and the

substance of the report itself underscore the fact that the NPC, while

focused on supplying periodical literature; is also inseparably linked

to the -nation's. bibliographic, structure, the evolving library

communications network, and the complex process of resource development

and preservation.,Thus,goVernance capacities must not only respond to

the NPC's own objectives but must also provide ties to other elements of

a national library service.

Because of the inescapable need to link the, bibliographic

structure to resource development and access activities and because of

the centrality of the Library of Congress to many national programs,; it

°SeeMs important to tie the operating mechanism for nationwide activities

to the Library of Congress in a way that neither constrains that

mechanism nor adversely affects the performance of LC in its service to

Congress or in its eStablished'obligatiOns. Because .the library

structure of the, country is composed of many discrete components,

because of the complexity- of library functions amPthe dispersion of

library' 'services, ,and because 0f the characteristics of information

itself, it is inconceivable that there will or should We a, formal

hieearchical and prescriptive centralized agency charged with operating

a national library system. Instead, that system is likely tobe a

compoSite of many activities carried on in many places, a de facto

rather than a de jure enterprise. It-Js ,essential, howeVer, that all
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parts operate against; a, common backdrop of basic services that are

stable' in quality and assured of continuity.

A two-level structure seems necessary in order to consolidate

related efforts into an effective and economical nationwide library

system and simultaneously to fulfill the specific requireMents of the

NTIC As a firSt step, appropriate efforts should be taken to establiSh

a responsible mechanism for the coordination and operational' direction

of a limited number of primary national programs, including

periodicals center.

One possible approach for providing this base is the creation of a

new, organization with the authority and funds to establish and
.

coordinate the needed programs.- This organization would arrange for the

delegation.tO apPropriate organizatiOns'of'.direcC responsibility for

programs. The projected governing body of the.NPC, Would be responsible.

for accompliShing objectives set for it by this national library board

and would itself loOk to that. board for assistance in maintaining

-continuity of funding and assurance that bibliographic and communication

services required in NPC operations would in fact be available and fully

coordinated. The NPC governing body would operate in.the context of a

balanced national program.. This two -level approach will allow for the

tailoring of the governance structure of each system component to the

requirements of that component and will still alloW effective functional

linking of related activities' without creating a large and cumbersome

superstructure.

A governing board has been described in general terms in program

documents prepared by NCLIS, which is itself an important force in the

evolution of.the nation's libraries into a functioning system. NCLIS

has foStered the exploration of relationships amongHall sectors

influencing or concerned with library service, broadly defined, and'has

encouraged consideration of the needs of all usdrs. The proposed

national library board provides an Uncomplicated but now essential

operating capacity; that can turn the results of past explorations into a

functioning set of basic services for libraries. These services, in

turn, will provide a backdrop against which libraries of all kinds can

individually develop.and operate. in the context of their own priorities
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and capabilities. The national programs envisioned as essential do.not

constrain individual libraries or library systems. Rather,- they,will

provide those libraries with program and expenditUre options they do not

now. have.

Because the concern is for the basic information ,transfer system

of the country, the form of the organization of the "board" and its

legal foundation will have to be establisheciWith care and with the same

sensitivity to the subject of government presence that has shaped the

character of the National Endowments for the Arts and Humanities:and the

National Academy of Sciences Most important, the members of the board

would be' largely drawn: from the ranks of, scholars, scientists;

university and public library trustees and officers, and public figures

with demonstrated broad intellectual interests. Careful consideration

must be given to the essential character of the board. If political

influence or economic interests are-determining factors in the selectibn

process, they will erode .the intent and ultimate credibility of the

board. If the 'concept of such a board is valid, then the scholarly,

'academic, and library Organizations should work in concert to find the

appropriate wayt6bring-itinto being proMptly.

The following schematic illustrates the structure of such a

national board.
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PROGRAM A

Bibliographic
System
(Governing Body)

National Library Board

Executive Office

PROGRAM B PROGRAM C PROGRAM D

Communications National . Preservation
System Periodicals Center
(Governing Body) (Governing Body) (Governing Body)

The NPC governing body should probably number 11-15 members and

should include, ex officio, 'at least one member of the "national library

board" and the chief executive of that board. NPC governing body

appointments would be subject to review by the national board.

Membership should include representatives of user groups. and trustees or

administrators of regional systems and'individual libraries, With the

objective of coMpleting the commdriiCaqpn circle, the chief executive

officer for each program area, the director Of the NPC, fOy example,

might be designated an ex officio illember of the "national library

board.'

The form and content of the charter of organization for the NPC

will be/gclverned in part, by the manner in which it is established, but

it is/Sugge'Sted that both charter and bylaws .(alOng with:any subsequent

,changes) bp reviewed and approved by the national, ibrary board.
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MANAGEMENT

This chaptei proposes a plan of: organization, management, and,

staffing for the National Periodicals Center.. The recommendations are ,

',designed.to cope with the different but equally important, functions of

running ,an 'efficient high-volume- operation and of readhing sound

professional, decisions aboUt the collections and[serviceS that should be

,available

NPC Operating Characteristics

-MO management _of the NPC will need to deal effetively with an

operation considerably,different from most user-oriented 1. raries and,'
, ..

in some tespects, more comparable to a commercial a semi:Ay line

' Manufacturing company. Specifically, NPC operatio s will be

characterized by:

1. High volume. Within the first five years of filling. requests the

NPC may need to process 5,000,000 per year.
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Price and time sensitivity. The NPC will be:successful only to the

extent that its costs to users and the speed of its service are

competitive' with other available sources of information.,

. Labor intensity. The NPC may have more than 200staff members,

mostly in semiskilled'and skilled positions.

Visibility.And accountability to many groups. The NPC will sePre

many and varied users and will respond to a variety of funding

. groups.

Overall Management Requirements

The NPC will require an organization, management, and staffing

plan able to coPeywith the operating requirements listed above. 'The.

problem fOr the NPC will be to mobilize managerial, professional, and

technical capabilities thatare:

1. .
Performance and cost conscious;. The :NPC shoulA,.be equip to

manage a highwhile processing operation geared to produCing the

greatest output per dollar in the shortesttime possible.

2. Personnel oriented. The. NPC will need to cope with:a la)ior7

intensive operation. This will require sophisticated persodhel

administration techniques, effective supervision, and performance

incentives.

3. System oriented., The NPC will require constan application:of

.integrated:computer, communication, and.reprOgraphi technology to

-increase the timeliness, quality, and efficiency of operation.

. Responsive to user library needs. The NPC will heed to ,maintain,

effpdtive 'relationships, with users-and'referral libraries and to

respond to-changing ILL'patterns.

5. Flexible. The NPC will require, management processes and people

geared to Achanging environment; Oartic'ularly during the initial,

formative years.
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It will be difficult to satisfy these,, requirements because people

with different areas of expertise will need to work effectively as a

team with a singleminded focus on, -the fundamental purpose of NPC: to(

provide quick, cost-conscious access to articles by users. This broad

objective can be compromised if employees /managers are chosen'Simply for

a particular, subject or techniCal expertise and lack the broader

petsPettiVe and flexibility -Jieeded to function in. an

interdisciplinatY setting. Similarly,,. few professional. librarianS are

trained to deal with the demands of running a labor-intensive higb-

Acitoductiyity operation, These problems must be recognized and given

, serious attention in the initial process of selecting senior management

personnel. .%

Plan of Organization

The collection development and service functions thatthe NPC will

'need' to perfOrm'havel6lieen 'described. at length in other' sections of this

document. Major work activities have been described; and performance

criteria are presented in this chapter. In addition various planning,

financial, and other administrative and support functions need to be

included in the NPC plan of organization. Collectively, .they .are as

follows:

1. Leadership and management functions

Policy fotmufation
Planning and research, short7 and long-term

Budgeting
Program desiOopnent and evaluation

External relations

Legal. affairs'

'Implementation, directiOn, coordination, and control.
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Administrative and support functions

= CoMputer services and communicatiOns.,
Personnel

FisCal control'

Physical plant

Repurce devel9pment and preservation functions

Collection development

Acquisitions
pitaliographio control

Physical preparation and preservation,.

4. Access service functions

Request processing
.Daily user and rQferral library relations

USer services

During the first few years the NPC will

fUnetionS' in the ,general sequence listed above.

administrative, and collection deVelopment capabilities must exist

befOre users can be served.

The administrative organizatifn:proposed fir the NPC generally

adheres to the functional groups listed above. The organization plan. is

presented on page'142; the functionsand staffing of each unit are

discussed individually in the following sections. In essence the plan

of organization provides for:

need to develop these'

Managerial,

1. Two top management positions, one for important external

relationships and'the other to attend to day-to-day operations.

They are:

a. . A Director, for overall policy and Program development and.
external relations, with the NPC governing body and key library,.

and professional groups. The director will be supported by a

,Legal Affairs Office responsible for designing and executing
official:agreements with:referrallibraries, publiShers/ and
funding groups and for general counsel in review of proposed
policies and adminiStrative regulations.

;
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b. A Deputy Director for day-to-illay imPlementation.of plans and

prOgrdMg.',' and coordination 'or4 tWe- administrz.tiVe 'team. The-

deputy will be responsible for a :Plwring' and Systems-

Development Office which will undertake planning and :cost and

perfOrMance analysis,as well as, initially; the design and
implementation of the NPC'systems.

2. Two service oriented high-volume units;

a. Resource Development and Preservation Division, devoted to

acquiring processing tLheperiOdical titles the Nipp411,

need to satisfy user' requests,-,and to preNrVe these materialS

for long-term use

b. Access Services Division, devoted to filling user requests in

the shortest time and at the lowest cost possible. _

3. An administrative and support unit, the Computer and

Support Services 'Division, responsible for the :array HOf

Processing, fiscali'personnel, and auxiliary services required fOr

the NPC to function ef fectively.

The duties and responsibilities, qualifications required, internal

organization and staffing; key working relationships, and performance

criteriaassociated,with.this organization plan are further described in

-the.sectiOng below.

'1;1
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NPC Director

The NPC director must provide overall leadership in four key.

areas:

1. Formulation of the NPC's &velopmental plan and strategy in terms
of:

a. Prospective and retrospective collection,. development policy
(e.g., major inclusions and exclusions, use of referral
libraries vs. NPC-owned collection, etc.)., -

b. Program structure (e.g.; what services, should be offered and
to what groups, priorities for development, etc.).

c. ,Nature of the NPC's relationship with publishers, libraries,
networkd and consortia, and governmental and funding bodies.

,

2. Selection of and leadership to the top management team in terms of:

;a. ''he qualities qualifications of the deputy and .associate
directors.

\

b. EStablishing priorities for the
associate directors.

efforts of the deputy and

c. Mçnitoring and evaluating theADerfOrmance of the deputy.

3. Develop ent and maintenance'of the NPC's officialdrelationship with
externsexterna1 organizgtions including:

a.
\

Publishers and related trade and tommercial associations.

b. The Library of Congress and other referral libraries.

c. Library networkS (e.g., NYSTLL),And consortia.

d. The 'Association of Research Libraries and other professional
grou0s.

Congr ssional:bodiesand federal and state agencies.

f. Goverrinhtal agencies, foundations, corporations, and other
fundihb sources.

151 .
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4. _ProfeaslOhal leadership and support to the governing' bOdY of the
NPC in tezims of:

7
.a. 14Inghrange planning and policy recommendations.,

b. Staff support, to facilitate meaningful board and committee
participation and decision making.

c. Performance and accountability reports.

The internal organization and staffing of the, . Office of the

Director should include six professional and support staff. In addition

to the director there should.be:

1. A senior executive secretary to the director.

2. An administrative assistant for special ProjeCts, communications,
and general correspondence supported by a secretary.

3. A Legal Affairs Office headed by a legal affairs officer (a lawyer)
and supported by a law clerk for research and contract development
and a secretary.

The key working relationships the director will need to maintain

are those involving external groups, the gOverning body, and the deputy.

Qualifications for the -position of director include extensive

managerial experience, preferably demonstrating' the successful

development of a new operating system. In addition, this person should

have professional stature and leadership qualities, the ability and

inclination to delegate authority, and effective interpersonal and

social skills.

Performance criteria should be established by-the governing body

to evaluate the director's performance. These might include such items

as clarity and persuasiveness of plans for NPC development, the ability

to accoiiplish. benchmark goals, and success in attractingunds and in

establishing working agreementS with referral libraries and publishers.

Another important factor will be the degree to which the director's

policy recommendations are adopted by the governing body.

The director will be responsible to the-gOVerning body and will

serve at its pleasure.

1 52
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:The primary, responsibility held by the. deputy' director is the

implementation of NPC plans, policies, and.progrims on a dy-tcr,day'

,basis. The Initial three:Years.,will have to be devoted to designing,

testing, and refining the internal organization, as well "as staffing and

developing the work' metfibds necessary to establish- -the NPC's collection

and to ptepare for filling requests. The work of,the depUty will be

structured-in four key:areas: ,

1. Systems development and coordination. This will involve the

assurance that:;

a. Work methods and processes are develoPed within the.. respective

units in a consistent, integrated, and complementary.fashion.

Computerized and other highly technical, applications are given

priority. for development, consistent.withthe'objectives of
providing quick and' cost-conscioUs service.

Selection (with the director), direction;: and oversight bf the

associate directors. This includes:

a. Assuring that needed complementary skills arere available and
that the staff work together effectively.

b. Establishing administrative goals for implementation,

including work priorities.

6. Developingconsistent administrative' rules and regulations.

d. Resolving interunit differences.

3. Program evaluation activities to improve unit performance, such as:

a. Developing with .supervisory staff performanoe:odeCtives and

criteria for evaluation that cover their unit and personal

goals. _
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Monitoring' and asSessing performance,, e.g., using time-lapse
studies of request fulfillment and transaction cOsts.'

c. Conducting special studies and demonstration projects designed
-to improve performance.

4. , Keeping the director informed of implementation progress and

involving the director in all, key decision making.

The internal orgAnization of the'Office of Deputy Director-should

include twelve professional and support staff: In addition to the

deputy there should be:

1. An executive secretary.

2. The Planning and Systems-Development Office, consisting, of an
associate director and two units..

a. A Planning and Program Evaluation Unit, to assess ongoing

performance' and conduct special projects. The unit'shoUld
consist of An operations research specialist, two professional

research analysts, and a secretary.

-b. A Systems Development Unit,. to design and implement computer

and ccumunications systems, which. will eventually -be operated

by the Computer/Communications Department (see page 153) On a
routine continuing basis. Initially this unit will require

systems analyst, two programmer analysts, a prbgrammer

(trainee), a communications specialist,.and a,communications:
programmer.

The key working relationships the deputy director will need to'

maintain will be with the direCtor and associate directors, especially

the associate director of Planning and Systems Development. The deputy

should have authority over the associate directorS ...who will repOrt

through the deputy to the director; the direCtor's dealings with the
1

I
associate directors, aSide-froM being heavily nvolved in the initial

selection, shOuld always be ,through the deput to avoid any confusion

about lines of authority.

1
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The qualifiCations of:the deputy directOr should include extensive

management, experience, Aparticularly in the 'operation of large-scale

technical service operatidhs. In addition the deputY should have a

pOsoned UnderStanding of and experience with computer systems

development and operation. This person should also have demonstrated

program: evaluation and operation analysis capabilities and'be attuned-

to the potential benefits,of, using such analytic techniques. The most

important qualifications of the person holding thispOsition:arerabrOad

understanding of the interrelationships of various NPC fUnctio46,a

knowledge of technological, applications, and the ability to deal with

the 'interpersonal aspects of coordinating the efforts of the various

divisions.
.

The criteria used to evaluate the deputy director's perfotmance

should include the establishment of:explicit goals and objectives for

administrative and systems development. In addition the deputy should

have established among the associate directors a clear understanding'of

their reSpective roles, and should have developed close working

telationships with them. Other criteria arse the deputy's use of

meaningful methods for assessing4 performance and costs and the

development and effective use. of computer, reprographic, and other

technologies to support NPC functions.

Resource.Development'aod Preservation Division (RDPD)

The purpose of the Resource Devel: and PreServation Division

is to acquire,qDrocess, and .,preserve the APC collectibn. Tb carry out

this function effectively will require an associate director to manage

both professional activities associated with collection building and

clerical activities associated with the Ordering and processing Of

materials. Reporting to the associate director for RDPD will be four

important units. The first two are staff support units headed by

manager who is a. professional librarian. The units will-include:

.4r



A Collection Development Of fide, which -will ,be responsible for;

deciding ,what periodiCals (current anyl baCk files) tshould be

collected in what priority and in what thrm. The staff of this

office will include three professional librarians and three support

personnel.

A Bibliographic Control Office, which will be responsible for"

maintaining the bibliographic file of periodicals available direct,

from the NPC or through referral libraries. The file also will be

used ,to generate the NPC finding tool and will include key title

and other ISDS data augmented by corporate and personal names. The-

,stdff.of this office Will include one support person.

The second pair Of units are high-volume processing units that

will acquire and process materials. These units are
Nn

3. An Acquisition Department, responsible for orders from t..4 time an

order is placed through _the, cheCk-in-process.,The departinent will

--need to handle from 8,000 to 10,000 invoices for periOdicals,per

year as well as all other NPC purchasing functions. The department

should be headed by a manager with strong administrative and

supervisory skills. The department . would in turn be organized
into:

.

The Order /Purchasing Unit headed by a purchasing agent and

responsible for maintaining the acquisition and vendor files,.
placing the orders and processing invoices for payment when
the first issue is received. This unit would also be
responsible for the purchase of all other NPC supplies,
equipment, and services. Staff would also include three
purchasing clerks and a secretary.

b. A Check-in Unit, responsible for maintenance of the receiving

file, checking in materials against the receiving'record,
monitoring the receiving 'file for pOssible claims, processing

:all issues received, and for routing material to microfilming,
or. storage. The Check -in Unit will need to.unwrap and proCess
up to 400,000 issues per year, or approximately 1,600-items

per day. The',unit- will deliver materials to Physical
Preparation or to the AcCess Services Division for shelving as
.appropriate. Theunit will,need to fwaction one shift per day
:under a supervisor,and four receiving Clerks.
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4. :.The'. Physical PreParation,DePartment responsible . for cleac*.

ificatict% of. original. materials when required,' and/or for

microfilming to create.an archival and two printing master copies.
%.

The department will be under a manager who-will oversee the work'.of

two specialized units:

a. A Preservatio6 Unit, .responsible under a preservation
supervisor for examination and treatment of materials and -
routing them for 'shelving and/or microfilmi. 'The unit will
work'one'shift with the, supervisor and a tecKnnoician.

b. A Microfilming Unit, responsible.for )microfilming
archival and.:

printing master microfiche. This unit under the direction of
a supervisor will need'to microfilm`. rom 500 to 700 issues per

day, requiring two inspection specialists, five camera
operators, two clerks, and one microfilming technician.

0

The key working relationships of the divisiOn will largely be

among its own units although its efficiency will obviously depend upon

various administrative and support. functions. The 'pattern of

;orgariization suggests that separate units based on the relatively self-

contained activities or work processes will facilitate performance'

monitoring and establish clear lines of accountability. The units also

differentiate between professional activities and high-volume,processing

operations to achieve the benefits of having similar types of people and

operations together.
1
The performance criteria that should be-used to evaluate the RDP

Division and its units are,generally'concrete and measurable. Some of

these are listed below:

Unit .Criteria and Unit Measurement

RDP Division, . Tbtal number of titles selected and order
and issues received and processed per month
and year.

Average cost pee transaction.

Staff turnover per unit and by position
category.
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w-h .

. N umber .of titles ordered,. deferred,, and re-
jected per fUll time equivalent (FTE)
emplOyee. "Sit

ntrol NUmber of file records augmented per FTE.

NUmber of temporary records. prepared; ISDS,
records used per FTE:

Currency and'accur,y Of the finding tool.

Number of titles ordered (back files 'and sub-'
scriptions) per, FTE.,;

. Number of invoices processed.

Cost per order processed,

. Transaction time from, selection to receipt
by unit and by type of material.

Acquisition Dep

Number of issues checked in and number routed
for storage, preservation, or microfilming per
FTE.

. Number of claims by cause (damage or failure
to receive) and vendor,per FTE.

Physical Preparation . Number of pages/issues/volumes treated; %,of
total; total weight processed.

Numbe>y of pages/issues microfilmed; % of
total.

. Cot per transaction.

Access Services Division (ASD)

The Access Services Division will be responsible for establishing

and maintaining good working telationships with user libraries and

filling their requests as quickly and efficiently as possible. Above;

all other qualities, the associate director of this division must be

performance oriented ..and have demonstrated- strength in personnel

training, supervisidn, and motivation: techniques. ,The bulk' of this

18
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persOn s time is likely to be spent helping, supervisory personnel assure

that work processes are efficient and that Staff ,productivity is high.

Reporting to the associate director will be three units, an Office of

User Services and two high-volume request processing units.

1. The User Services Office will be responSibleifOr resolVing'probleMs

identified during receipt, review, and processing of user requests

and with, maintaining surveillance of user deposit accounts and

procesSing fees. The office shoUldbe staffed byarranager with

good pUblic relationSskills'and two support personnel.

2. The ,,Original Form Request Fulfillment Department will be respon'

sible for the initial Shelving of materials,: retrieving original

format materials from shelveS,,making: paper copies, labling the

copies for mailing; and returning milaterils to the shelves. The
.

department could handle one=third or more of all requests, to be

filled from the NPC collection and employ over 70. processing clerks

working three shifts, each Shift under a supervisor.

3. The Microfilm Request Fulfillment .Department' will be responsible

for .the initial filing of fiche, retrieving microfiche from files,

making paper copies (for about 65 percent of all requests) and

fiche copies (about 10 percent ,of all'requests),, pre ring copies

for mailing., and returning master print copies to the iles. The

department may need as many as 70 processing clerks- wo ing three

shifts, each shift under a Supervisor.

The performance criteria that should be used to evaluate the

Access Services Division will be designed to monitor how lbng it takes

to fill requests and at what cost. Some criteria include:

Unit Criteria and Unit Measurement

AS Division . Number of )rdets filled per month, by type
of transaction, per shift and per FTE.

Number of orders filled by issue, by title,
and by type of library.
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User Services

I

Original/Micro-
Processing Units

.Average time from receipt of request to
mailing. .

Average codt.per transaction.
,

NUmber of requests rejected by reason.

. NUmber of requests received by title.

Number of delinquent deposit accounts.

Number of completed requests througfi the
unit.

Average total, processing time per shift and
PrE.

Number and percentage of requests filled.bli
film or paper copies..

Average cost per transaction by type.
4

Number'of legitimate requests unfilled by
shift per-FTE. .

Average number of transactions before
special preservation, microfilMing, or re-
plaCement stepS are required.

Staff turnover and attendance reports per
shift.

Computer. and Support Services Division (CSSD)

The Computer and Support 'Services. Div sion will provide the

administrative and- 'technical support requ red for the -otter NPC

divisions to function effectively'.and for the NPC to exercise roper

.fiduciary responsibilities'. The CSSD will be responsible for tpmputer
.

services, personnel, fiscal control, and physical plant. The division

will be headed'by an associate director with a broad businesS services
. ,

background, who is coMpetent with financial and CoMpUter. matters.
0

systems are developed and become routine, the associate director will

become responsible for operating -them efficiently._ The amount of

machine down time, the time required o:fill Vacancies-, and the quality -
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of physical- maintenance of the NPC facility will have a direct impact on

overall NPC performance. -'fnisassOciate director's main job will be to

assign meaningful priorities, develop back=4PcOntingency plans in case,

of system .-failure, and instill a' support orientation, in the various,

units. 'Peporting to the associate director will be:

1. The Computer/Communications.Department, responsible for ongoing

operation and maintenance of the NPC's data-processing capabilities.'

and programs and for cdmmunidatiOn links to various systems and

files. The department,'should be under 'a' manager and contain two

a.' The.Computer Operations'Unit, responsible for maintenance.and -

operation of the'NPC's .hardWard and software on a full-tiMe
basis. _Thiswill include a' variety of systems,ApPlicationS to ,

support the files, personnel' records, and fiscal operations of
the NPC.. The unit should be under a syStems supervisor with
three shifts operating around .the clock, 'each staffed with a

--computer operator.

1

ib. A Communications Unit, responsible for maintaining and

.operating the NPC's teleCommunications systems. ,The unit will

include one communications speCialist.

2. The _Personnel Department,' responsible for manpower planning,

recruiting, training, career, development, salary and wage,

administratiOn, and ongoing personnel administration. The

department will beunder a manager experienced. with the type of

personnel problems faced by high volume semiskilled labor

operations. Further, this person should have subcessfully

demonstrated an ability to develop effective training and incentive

programs to heighten staff productiVity and morale. The department

may need to handle.6,turnover rate of 20 percent or more per year

and to .administer tile compensation and lip ge benefit program for

Over 250_ salariel and hourly emp es. Under the manager

will be'a personnel administrator r Cruiting and placement, an

exeCutive, secretary, and two and: one -half personnel- clerks for

maintaining fringe benefits, time cards, absence records, and

files.

1 GI



The Fiscal Services Department'," responsible for accounting and

boOkkeeping, budget calculations, receiving and:distributing funds,

internal auditing,: processing of .purchase .orders,,and payroll. The

department will be under a manager who has had experience as ,an

accountant and who has managerial' experience in a high-volume

computerized opeiion. The- department ehouldhaye tro'.,units:

a. An Accounting and Bookkeeping Unit, to maintain accounts fort 'I-

funds, receipts, and disbursements; to, process authorized
purchase orders and- invoices for parent; and to' make a
Tegular report on bUdget status (expenditures and

encubrances). The, unit should be headed bS, an accounting'
supervisor and be' staffed with ahead bookkeeper and "one 'and a
half accounting clerks. (The half-tima accounting clerk and

) half-tiMe personnel clerk sight be the some individual.)

b. A Payroll Unit, responsible for preparation and issuance of
the monthly and biweekly payroll igor the NPC and maintaining
the records of employee participation in and entitlements
under the NPC fringe benefit package. The unit should beAhm
headed by a payr011 supervisor and 'supported by a half-timArr
payroll clerk.

4. The Physical Plant Department, responsible for security, custodial

and maintenance activities, inventory control, and pUrchase of

supplies arid equipment. The department...should be 'under a manager'

with plant operation experience, supported by several units:'
1

a. A Chief of Securit , responsible ,for fire safety, .alarm

systems, and eral internal and ground security. Security.

services Oo d be acquired by contract..

b. A Storeroom /Inventory Supervisor, responsible for receiving
,and storing .supplies and equipment, receiving and routing
mail, and for maintaining S property inventory-Pystem.' The

..

supervisor would be supported by a storeroom clerk, a clerk
typist, and a messenger._

c. A Custodial Maintenance Department, responsible under a

manager for daily cleaning'and maintenance of facilities and
for provision of special maintenance support. The manager will

be supported, by a custodial supervisor;.three custodians for
cleaning and general maintenance; a .mainte nce supervisor;

111V
one heating, ventilating,. air conditioning AC) mechanic;
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and ,a groundskeeper: Open service contracts with outside""
service 'contractors., :should also be considered for these

functions.

he performnce criteria for the Ccimpute,,and Support Services ^

Division areItiany.and Varied. Some e-are listed beiow..

Unit

CSS. Division

Computer/Comfiidnications
Department

Personnel

Criteria and Unit MeasureMent

User' evaluation of unit serVicesby periodic.
sampling.

Time utilization of compUter and-down time.

. Staff turnover, number of persons hired and
and terminated,by unit.

Accuracy and timeliness of fiscal reports.

Appearance and control of facilities and
environment.

Number and type of applications (e.g. jobs).

Percentage of Computer time devoted to each job.

. Minutes/hours of down time by month and'shift.

. .NUmb'er ofprocesSing errors.

Cost (including personnel) for computer hours".

Number of employees by position shift,
race, and sex.

Turnover- rate by position category per
shift -and unit.

Number of new hires and terminations by
cause and by unit.

Number of training hours.

Number of promotions,'

Fiscal'Services .. Number of checks processedipy account.

Transaction time.

Physical Plant . Number of work-orders by category.
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BacklA9T:of work orders,.

Average: time betwepn work order to
completion of work..

NUmberlof complaints, 1

This section has reviewed the proposed plan of ,dministrative

organizatipn and ,gaffing. The next section discUsseS g4Orities fort

the development of key management practices and 'how 'th4 should be

carried out.

7Management Syatems

The management systems proposed here are designed to help managers

and staff deal with th unique NPC operating characteristicS reviewed

earlier: high volume, priceancitthe sensitivity, labor intensiveness4,
1

and accountability to many people. This section will conaiderthe

priorities-,and princiPlesgOverning development of management systems,

planning and budgeting, program evaluation, and external relationS.

Management Systems: Priorities and Principles

For the NPC to function effectively the efforts of a varietj of
r .

interests must mesh and be devoted to the same goal. During the

developmental stages of the NPC -,the need for a oollaborative team

approach will be essential for '010 establishment of a strong sense of

common purpose and for 'the creatADnof.indivisdyal unit plans within the

context of the NPC. In order to assure that the NPC will function

effectively; several management prthciples should be followed: .

/
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1. Focus. Clear syStemwide goals and plans must be developed olk,

which. individual functional and,unit objectives can subsequently'be `

based.

COFplementary Effort. The director, the deputy director, and the

asSd4te :directors should constitute ,a management team and:

formulatreview, and seek consensus on the master plan, the

respective roles each will play, the interrelationships that will

exist, and the potential conflicts that could'emerge.

3. Incentives. Incentive,awards and other techniques foster a sense of

'ownership in the NPC and pride in its performandeand should be

built into the operating plans and decisions at all levels.

4. Commitment to Goals. -.Providing quality service to the user is ,the

quickest, least costly way possible for the NPC to establish a

reputation for responsiveness and, should be the pervasive theme

communicated to personnel and:reflected in the actions of line

managers and supervisOrs:throughout the NPC. Virtually no proposed

plan 'or action should be approved unless it will contribute'to.the

accomplishment'of this fundamental goal.

5. Feedback. Managers and staff should have precise feedback on their

performance. Comparative results of different operating approaches

should be examined. Given clear performance goalS.and constructive'

feedback on achievement, considerable freedom should be' given to

supervisors and staff to innovate and experiment to achieve their

goals.

6. Opportunity. Job enlargement'and career progression opportunities

should be built into the NPC in order to attract and retain quality

staff. Lateral as well as upward mobility should be common' in

order to vary expOsure to different jobs and to increase mutual

understanding of the- interdependence of apparently dissimilar jobs

in term's of achieving overall NPC objectives.

The suggestions set forth in the following sections are designed

to help the NPC implement these principles.

(;5
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Planning and.Budgeting

. NPC planning and budgeting should have two key elements:

Goal-Oriented Planning - the articulation of goals and objectives

the NPC has to accomplish, largely developed by top management and

.its;governing body.

2. Implementation Planning - the articulation of specific programs and

activities to implement or help achieve the targets set by the
goal-oriented planning process. ' At first this should be done
largely by line managers and their staffs with final review and
action by top management.

Once operating plans are adopted the NPC should decentralize the

budget process to emphasize the authority of department heads and

managers. Units should be regarded as cost centers,- and. all costs

attributable to activities overseen directly by the manager should be

aggregated into a, budget that this person would be expected to control.

The manager's primary objective would be to find ways to increase cost

effectiveness. Subject to ,prudent management' review and approval

practices, the manager also would be expected to exercise initiatives

to improve perOrmance. Demonstrated improvements'would be given bonus

points for discretionary awards to be made periodically during the year

(see section on personnel administration).

.

The Department of Fiscal' Services should make-,:available at least

monthly budget status retorts for each unit. These reports should'show

both expenditureS and encumbrance information. They should be

accompanied by ,management reports indicating performance related

information (see sectfhn on program evaluation) provided by ,the Planning

and Systems Developlent.Office.
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Program Evaluation

Program evaluation should be a primary function of the deputy

director'and of the operations 'research specialist. Their job will be

to:

1. Define, with the participation .of, division ,heads, the specific

performance criteria to be usedin 'quantitative and*alitative

terms.

2. Design and implement objective-Methods of performance evalUation on

a unit by unit basis. with the emphasis on providing managers with

useful feedback on results.

3. Maintain data on staffing patterns, attendance, tardiness, and

productivity for each unit and shift and make these available

widely to managers.

4. Interpret results for managers in terms of how they compare with

other units, differenceS in staffing patterns,:etc., that might

-account for variations or that tend to correlate with high-cost

effectiveness.

Considerable attention should be giVen to comparative performance

throughout the NPC. Unit by unit and shift by shift comparisons should

be posted regularly and recognition should be given to. the best

perforMance or most. improved unit to help motivate employees to

consistently strive for ways to improve. The NPC.should periodically

survey employee attitudes (e.g. job satisfaction) and provide these

results to.managers. Ways should be found to provide a standard basis

for comparing different units, even though they are engaged in different

activities.
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Personnel Administration'

The 'importance of sound' personnel administration to the NPC's

-fectiveness cannot be exaggerated. Potential problems such as high

turnover ?and absenteeism.will be avoided by utilization of the most up-
.

to-date/ personnel techniques geared- to attracting, motivating, and

retaining quality
4
Staff. Accordingly, the NPC will require a strong

:..central personnel office that will: T 0

A

1. Administer the NPC classification and compensation plan.

Plan for manpower requireMents.

' 3. Identify source of, recruit, and screen qualified applicants for

vacant positions.

Orient and train personnel to include training of supervisory staff

in effective techniques of (supervision.

5." Maintain personnel records and files.

6. Es'tablish and monitor the implementation of effective personnel-.-

evaluation systems.

External Relations

Much attention will need to be g ven by the NPC to relations with

various public, funding, and user-groups. ially, this burden should

be born by the director as formal relationships d Working agreements

are negotiated with networks, users, and publishers.

In order for this function to be performed effectively, the

director should work with one or two members of the,NPC governing body

to:
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1. Identify the most important external groups with which the NPC may

need to interact.

.2. Determihe how best'tto create and maintain these relations, using

written materials and personal contacts: i.

3. Decide what annual and other, general reports should be published by

the NPC.,

The Financial Plan

The NPC will represent a national resource that will require an

ongoing subsidy, so that important material can be acquired, preserVed,

and made available even in the face of modest demand for that material.

However, the NPC should ultimately become pOpially self-supporting

for routine operating costs by virtue of t charged and the high

level of processing efficiency.

.
The capital, operating, and preservation costs associated with the

first five years of'NPC operation are presented below.

Elements of Expense

Three types of costs will be involved in the NPC's initial (start-

up) and ongoing operation:

1. Capital costs, consisting of facility construction and first-time

initial furnishing 'costs.

2. Operating costs, including all costs associated with acquiring,

processing, and maintaining the collection and filling requests.

Actually the cost of the, collection will be considered a continuing

capital cost.. The communications costs have bedn estimated on a
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,per transaction basit. It is to be expected that reductions can be

achieved once the communications systeM is operational.

3. Preservation costs, including only thoSe costs associated with

microfilming materials in fragile condition' or with special

characteristics (e.g. large sjze), and-where microfilming is not

operationally justified based on the volUme of Aquests

.

Eventually, continued funding should be available to routinely

microfilm all materials received at the NPC for purposes of

preservation.

Income and Expense Projection

Exhibit 1 on page 163 presents the NPC's anticipated operating

expenses and preservation costs for the first five years from initial

planning to full scale operation (see the chapter on implementation).

Exhibit 2,on page 164 compares the financial results .assuming that (1)

the NPC fills 500,000, 1,600,000 and 2,700,000 reqUests respectively

during the first three 'years of request fulfillment and ,(2) that

processing fees from $2.00 to $3.50 per transaction are charged.



EXHIBIT 1

NPC BUDGET: YEARS 1.- 5

1 OPERATIONS

YEAR 1 YEAR 2' YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEAR 5

Personnel (incl. salaries. 758,000 $1,403,000 a$1 857/000 .,$2/272/000 $2,740/000
& fringe benefits)

Supplies 35,000 80,000 84,000 89/000 95,000
Commanications 20/000 200/000 375,000 1/200,000 1/724000
Equipment (systems) 25 /000 (1)' 250,000 2501.000 250,000 250,000
Insurance /000 10,000 10/600 11,000 '121000
Collection Development 2,09,000 (2) 2,095,000 2,095,000 2,095,000 2/095/Q00
Other equipment 300/000 (3) 300,000 (3) 300,000 380,000 425,000

. Heat, lights & maintenance 35,000 37,000 39,400 42,000 44,000
Mail

77,000 232/000 428,000
Outside contractors 200,000 200,000 100,000 50,000 50,000
Contingencies

'Subtotal,

50,000. 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000,

3,748,000. $4,6251000 $5,238,000 $6,671/000 $7,914,000

2. PRESERVATION

Personnel (incl.'salaries RM.

$35,750 ) $71,500 $75;000

& fringe benefits)

,Supplies $8,000 8,500 9,000 9,500
Equipment 200,000 (4) 12/000 (3)

Subtotal $208,000 $194,250 $80,500 $84,500.

'3. CAPITAL

Facilities 6,500,000

FurniShing & equipment. $250,000

SubtOtal 6,500,000 $250,000

TOTAL $10 248/000 $5,083,000 $5 432 250 $6 751 500 $7 998 500
.M.ORMIM .=1111=10......11 .1.1..,11PNR ..

171 172
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Notes for Exhibit 1

1/ $1 million for computer equipment, amortized over five years
2/ Includes $375,000 per year for acquisition of backfiles.

Acquisition costs averaged over fiVeyears.
1 Includes one mictofilm.machine-each year for three. years.
y For morpholine processor. and deacidification

EXHriT 2 SUBSIDY REQUIREMENT PROJECTIONS MR YEARS 1 5

Assuming Various Processing Fees -
-(In Thousands of Dollars)

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3- Year 4

A

Year. -5

Operating, Expenses $3,748 $4,833 $5,432 '$6,751 $7,998.

Processing Fee Subsidy Required for Basic Operation

$3.50

$3.00

$2.50

' $2.00

$3,748

3,748

3,748

3,748

$4,833 $3,682

4,833- 3,932

4,833 4,182

4,833 4,432

$1;151

1,951

2#751

3,551

($1,452)*

(102)*

1,248

2,598

Number of Requests " 500,000 1,600,000 2,700,000

Income over expenses would be used for additional preservation'
activities.
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It is clear train Exhibits 1 and 2 that the costs of the NPC are

not trivial. HOWeVer, it is also clear from Exhibit 2 that given the

present cost and demand estimates, a modest and eventually declining

subsidy of no more than $3,000,000 from the fourth yedrc7'n would prOvide

funds to assure the. microfilming of all titles received at the NPC.

-Funds required in the -first year are $3,750,000 plus construction

funds of $6,500,000. Second-year costs are $4,850,000 plus $250,000 for

furnishings and equipment for the NPC building. Third-year costs rise to

$5,450,000 but approximately 500,000 requests are expected to be filled.

At a processing fee of $3.00 per transaction, the third-year costs are

offset by a $1,500,000 income item/lielding a net' cost of $3,950,000.

Fourth-Tear costs reduced by an income item of $4,800,000 generated from

1,600,000 requests would be $1,925,000. However, at this stage a full

subsidy of $3,000,000 is requested in order to assure the preservation

of all materials received at,theNPC.

In the' fifth year, the $3,000,000 subsidy will not only provide

for all preservation costs. but should allow. a reduction in the

processing fees charged for access to the NPC. As the volume of filled

requests Mounts, the processing fee can .be gradually reduced and,

ultiMatelyi, so can the subsidy. A word Of fiscal caution is in order.

All of these projections are based upon expected demand. If for some

reason demand fails to meet these targets, all estimates will have to be

modified including that of the required subsidy.

111



IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

:;=',.t

The completion of-this document marks the true beginning of the

efforts required to bring the National Periodicals Center into being.

There are three separate activities that need to beydrsued,in the next

stage.

First, the leadership in the library and academic communities

needs, to work with appropriate legiSlative offices to prepare

legislation, that would establish the governing- structure and authorize

funds for its first. program, the NPC. The legislation must be

sufficiently general and broad based in its intent so.that technological

and scientific advances do not make the authorizing legislation

obsolete, The scholarly, educational, and libt-ary communities'need to

support.' this effort to acquire legislation not only to create the

required agency but also to fund it at a level sufficient to assure

success.

The second activity that needs to be undertaken with considerable

vigor is a public relations effort on behalf of the concepts expressed

in this document. The intent and means proposed in this plan must be

explaine,d and "sold" not only to the various libr4ry and publishing

communities but also to ultimate users, including the academic

r. t')
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community, the business information user, thejnterested public, and the

inquiring private scholar. : This effort should :. include preparing

descriptive 'material', for publication, making public apPearandle to

discuss the isJues raised by this document, and collecting thrOugh

conversation' and correspondence the constructive.criticism that will be

by various individuals and groups. A singleexecutive with

( secretarial support-Could handle this deManding task.

The third activity is a continued planning effort apd stens'from

the preparation of the technical development plan itself. Areas that

would prove useful in such an effort include selection of a basic

collection, design and specifications for data-processing and

communications systems, and the evaluation of existing computer systems.

The. British Library Lending Division is about to embark upon an analysis

of its demand. They are willing to take into account the inforMatiOn

needs of a developing NPC. Modest funding may be required to supplement

the BLLD's planned analysis in order to yield appropriate data for NPC

planning.--

This continued planning effort could be conducted with as few as

two full-time professional library managers, who have Secretarial support

staff. All work that can be done prior to the authorizatiOn of an NPC

will ease the pressure that will be created by the following

implementation timetable. To await authorization before continuing

further planning will hamper the development of the NPC. Continuation

of the planning effort may be seen by-Congress as a sign that the

private foUndations, the `.scholarly coMmunity, and the library world in

general are serious about this enterprise.

Once the NPC receives authorization, and funding, the process of

bringing the service into being can. begin. The following implementation

plan is divided into four ,phases, each haVing a separate emphasis. In

the chart below, time is measured in months counting forward and

backward from the month the NTC opens its doors to request traffic.

Following the chart is a description of the key activities of each

phase,
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Implementation Phases

Months
-24 -21 -18 -15 -12 -9 -6 -3 0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24

I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I-%
I 1 I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1'1 1 1 '1 1 1 1 1 1

Basic
Organization

Development -it
Preparation

CI 1111111111'

Shakedown

IIII1111iiii

Normal
Operation

Major systems development effort

Servicing of requests

Basic Organization Phase (-24 to -13 months)

The NPC governing body must be established, and the director and

deputy director o
C(

the NPG hired, in the early months of this phase. :As

soon as possible, consultants will be employed for critical areas of

progro- develqpment. During the first six ii)onths key managerial,.
/

planniny, and development staff will be recruit&1. The selection of the

periodical titles to be acquired must be accomplished and subscriptions

placed by the end:Of this first year. Contracts for the development of

computer systems (where needed) must be let as soon as the requirements

can be defined. The/Processing systems to handle incoming material must

be developed and tested by the end of this phase. The site must be

selected and prepared:
-_,
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Development and Preparation Phase -,r:12 to. 0 months)

The NPC will begin to rece ilyo,°.a&' process material during this

phase. Any defects in the procesSing:systems must be corrected during

the early months of this period. Ille:microfilming sy'SteM must also be

organized, staffed, and tested.

/t.During the latter part of .the phase the initial users who will.

participate in the shakedown :periOd must be selected and trained. The

computer-assisted request7prOcessing. system must be developed and

prepared fot full operation by the end of the period.

-Stiakedown,P11.ase (1 12mon hs)

The initial users sed-in as the-NPC system and staff
<

capacity,'ajlow. :The NPC :will adju .pperating procedures and staffing

Jevels'to accommodate demand-as it.develops. An analysis of performance
.

and fulfiltme gpp ty,will.begin during the, atter part of the phase.

Normal Operation Phase ('12 months onward)

By the beginning of this phase, the baSic systems and procedures

will be'well established. 'Refinements and adjustments to meet variation,

in demand will continue. An evalUation of the initial collection

development and microfilming policies wilr%lake place after 18 to 24

months of operation, particularly in relation to demand.

The following is a more detailed discuSsion of.the implementatiOn

plan as it relates:todach,organizational unit and the functions each
. .

will perform during, the four phases-

11
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Gg r n ng Body

After the NPC has beenapproved and funding received the "first few

members ;of, the NPC governing body- should be selected to,serve.as a

)management committee during the critical initial months. The

:committee's main purpose will be to r9kruit a director..as quickly as

possible.. .:Fibrking :with the director, the coimmittee will select
4

r consultants to expedite development in the areas of automatiOn,

communibetioncolleCtion development, and Jegal services, while the

directCr, with.advice fr8M the committee, will hire key management

personnel. ,The management committee will have fdll authority during 4.

this critical period. By the end of the basic organization phase the

remaining members of the governing body will have been selected.

- Director and Deputy-Director

As soon as the director is.selected, -a* deputy director ,should be

recruited and hired. During the basic organization phase both should be

primarilys concerned with the internal planning and development of Nip
J

NPC, 'This: includes the selection and hiring of staff for other / key

management positions'and the establishment of operating policies/ anc),

procedures.,
4

-During the development and preparation phasetheAirectbr Should

work with the' legal officer on agreements Withpublishers and'teferral

libraries. The direCtor,,will.be heavily, .involved in promoting the NPC

t' both the library and publis6inVcOmMunities;and will have to

continue these activities during thtshakedown phase.

, The deputy director should 016nceilkate On.the internal techniCal

.--,c)eVelopOent of' ti-4 systems and tprocedureSAuring the deniopmept and
f

,f

reparation phased and Continue to refills these during*theishakedown

phase. .The deputy director's principal:, concern must be NPC operations.

It is conceivable, of course, that the roles of the diriectorand the
0

depUty,director'cOuid be reversed depending on,th relative Strengths

and dispositions of the two individualS'.-
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Legal Affaita.Office

As .noted above', the initial legal work will be directed by

consultants. As SobOlas possible in-hose legal staff should be hired

to assist the director in working out arrangements and agreements with

the publishers and referral libraries.' This should start by the middle

of the basic organization phase (-18 months). During the development and

preparation phase a standard agreement with referral libraries must be,

devised alci reviewed by potential referral institutions. Legal

--imStkiBtance will 'undoubtedly be required well into the normal operation'

phaSe,

Planning and Systems Development Office

Since the ,initial task of the Plannirig ancj Systems Development

Office will be to develop the required systems for the\NEC, 'it is
.

'important that its personnel be-hired as.soon as possible. )1t Should be

fully staffed:by the beginning of the development and preparation phase ,

with key individual's hired as early as the middle of the basic

organization phase. ,

As stated elsewhere, systems and/or subsystems will be either

acquired ifavailable'or developed via contract. Where subsystems are

developed via contracts, it will be necessary to prepare the required

specilications,',test the products, and integrate the various subsystems

into the totalj4C system.' When the systems'and procedures stabilize in

the normal tverationfphase, the emphasis of the development office will

switch to research and analysis%of c011ectiOn and demand. Planning and

deVelopment, whether- contracted put or done in-house, will be the

responsibility of this Office.-
r
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Access Services Division

Since the responsibility of the Access Services Division is to

provide access and service to requesting libraries; it need not be fully

Staffed 'Until the NPC is ready to receive requeSts. The associate

director for access services should be hired by the end of the basic

organiiation 'phase. This individual will plan the required procedures

and acqUire the equipment needed. In the last three months of the

development and prepaiation phase N3 to 0), the User Seivices'Office,

Should begin to process :deposit accounts frOm the libraries to be

allowed 'access during the first year. This office should also prepare

and distribdte the instruction manual' at least one month before the

shakedown phase begins.

A one-month testing periOd prior to entering.the shakediown'phase

should be planned with one to three participating libraries, in order to

test the 'communications and, 'computer systems as well as the human

systems within the NPC. This will require Sese staffing of the Original

Form and Microform Departments, but at a verow leVel. The staffing of
.1

these two departments will begin a gradual but steady increase in

clerical and technical. positions during the' Shakedown phase $ direct

response to-the increased load of requests.

,,)
-;4!'

Resodrce Development and Preservation Division

The Resource Development,Office, which will be responsible 'for

title selection, needs to bR staffed early. AS stated above,

consultantsJpsy be used for initial selection.' It is alSo possible that

the -NPC .couId contract for the selection of the 'first 36,000 titles.

The icontractor would provide a' machine,-readable file of titles from

which orders could be generated. Whether this is done in-house or via

coqract, the work should be completed by theisixth month of the. basic

organization phase. Thiswilj allow vendor selection (dealer or direct

order) and order placment by the ninth-month of that ph4e. Such

timing will ensure receipt of issues by the fitst'month of the

18i
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4 develOpment,,and preparation phase,; hus giving J..he NPC4a.full year's

holdings at the time, it begins ;to receive requests. During the

development and preparation phase the ResourCe Development Office will

continue to select new titles for the NPC collection (both subscriptions

and back files) in addition to integrating titles from the referral
.

libraries into the inventory of NPCcontrolled titles.

The Bibliographic Control Office kneeds to work closely with the

Resource Development Office. Only a few staff members will be needed

initially since records for the majority of the first'36,000 titles.are

likely to be in the ISDS/CONSER base file and can; used without

further modification. .. As selection of the less ccmnon titles and the

back filestakes place in the development and preparation. phase, the

staffing of the Bibliographic COnifild Office will have to be increased.

It is possible that in the early stages the Resource DeVelopment and

Bibliographic Control Offices could are the same staff.

The Order/Purchasing Unit rist de staffed and' functioning no latr

than fifteen months before the NPC opens. Staffing and operation of

thiS unit at an earlier stage will depend on such basic decisionS as

whether the majority of orders will be placed with sUbscription agencies

or ditectly with the publishetp and whether the initial ordering'will be

done contraCtually.

The Check-in Unit must be staffed il.iirte6n months before opening

day and;must be operational one month later:The level of staffing will

depend on how much material will be checked in at the NPC as opposedAo

being checked in by a contracting agency.

The Physical Preparation Department must initially be, staffed for

,the developmentan preparation phase. The head- of the department .

, should be hired by m nth -12 to ensure time for'planning and acquisition

of equipment and supplies.' Since subscriptions will Startto arrive in

month, -12, the Microfilming Unit needs to be operational by then;',.

howevet,the Preservation Unit will have a low volume of actiiity until

the back' files begin to arrive. Its head should be hired between month

12.to -9 so that qualitysControl of the current stock is implemented,,

and equipment and supplieS can be acquired.

4

1L
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Computer and Supporb Services Division

A small knowledgeable ,staff, is needed during' the basic

organization and developMent and preparation phases.for the Personnel,

Fiscal Services, and Physical Plant Departments. Careful planning is

needed so that the NPC can grow without difficultyfrom a small staff to

a relatively large one.
4

Since theloasic.functionof the Computer/ mmunications Department

is the operation and maintenance of systegns'de oped.by or through- the

Plannirf and systems Development Of Lice, this'section need not be fully

staffed until those systeAs are nearly ready. Site preparation and

equipment purchase .(or rental) will be needed before this, but the

Planning' and Systems Deyelopment.,Office will have responsibility fOr

thede elements.

4,1
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APPENDIX A

41.

ESTIMATE OF REQUEST TRAFFIC

In order to estimate personnel and equipmetrequirements of the

NPC dCiring the first,five operational Siearg, it was necessary to develop

estimates of the, number of requests that would .be received by the NPC

during each year. While basic estimates were derived from previously

published work, a number of additiphal factors; by their very. nature

difficult to assess accurately, "had to be included. The difficulty and

margin for error increase as the year of prediction becomes more

distant: Following the table.on the next page is a description of these

additional factors for which allowances have been made.
ti

The primary concern,is to avoid overestimating the,request traffic

that might flow to the NPC, Given'a modular design and a flexible

system, unexpected increases in traffic can be accommodated, but an
,

overestimate of demand would result in difficUlt.budget,problems.
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PREDICTED NPC REQUEST

Gros5-National Predicted
Year Traffic NPC Traffic

1981 12,600,000 ' 500,000

1982 14,200,000 ,600,000

16,700,000 2 7 0,0001983

1984 17,700,000 3,800,000

1985 19,500,000 4,800,000

Daily NPC % of Cross- . .

Traffic** National- Traffic

3,000 4%

7,600 11%

'12,000

16,300

20NQ0 25%

16%.

21%

All figures are rounded.

** Estimate of average daily traffic at end of year.

Additional. Factots

1. Gross National Traffic (GNT). The gross- national traffic is based

on the King rePort estimate of 6,Q00,000 transactions for-1976,(41)

Estimates -Of the ILL growth rat(p{ from several sources varied from

16percent to over 19 percent'' per4 year. This rate of growth

capriotj)e sustained indefinitely. Thereford, a rate of 19 percent

was used for the firdt year h.977),,but the rate of growth was

decreased by 1 percent for ead

for 1978, 17 percent for 1979,
. that if th NPC is successful,

slow while request growth rate

greater rate for several years,

year thereafter (e.g. 18 percent

etc.). 'here is the possib1lity

the national ILL traffic rate will

t the loc will increase at an even
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2. Medical Title Traffic. About 25 percent of the GNT consists of

requests formedical titles., The entire 25 percent is deducted

-from the total GNT in these estimates even though apportion of this

traffic may be deflected to the NPC. The collection development.

policy excludes clinical medicine titles because of the access

provided to these materials through the National Library of

Medicine.

3. Local, Regional, and Special Library Traffic. The NIDes will not

receive j.].1 requests for titles cited in its collection or
.availabldf in the referral library sytteM. ,Local fOlfillment

arrangements will persist because 'Of favorable. speed of access'

and/or cost. Regiohal (including state), systems will:continueto

receive requests for the more common titles. .There will also

continue to be special arrangements betWeen individual libraries

regardless of distance; speed, or cost. This faCtor in combination

with the next factor.greatly reduces the estimated request traffic

directed to the NPC.

ti

Break-in Factor. Until the library community -- and ILL librariariS

in partiCular become familiar with the NPC and are satisfied

with ,its service and prides, a dampening effect will" exist on

demand. In other words, the library'community will continue to use

existing arrangements, or refrain from 'requesting service ftom the

NPC, because the NPC will be an unknowh factor. The nature of this

effect will depend .upon how the 'NPC is perdeived by the library
. .

community and how the center performs -taith the early requests

directed to it.

5. NPC Collection. Since requestt will be initially liMited to'titles

:and volumes cited in tip finding tool, the number of-requepts will

/be relatively small until the collection has' the capacity to

respond'to Asignificant portion of the requests generated in the

country. Given the log normal dist'ributioh curve and the' decay

function, discussed in the text on pages X48 -49; this fact will

continue to effect the level of requests received by the N \for

'many.years. .

I

It is import.it, as mentioned earlier, not to overestimate NPC

traffip. The further refinement of these estimates Will have to awa),

operating experience. ,Once the NPC is operational, traffic wild have to
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be carefully monitored in order to predict future demand. In some ways,

the demand level is a marketing problem and the techniques used in that

discipline should be employed by the NPC to assure a'productive level of

request activity. This is not to suggest that the NPC should attempt to:

divert qa major portion of the gross national traffic but that the NPC

should not suffer from being an unknown source of material.,

to.
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APPENDIX B
k.

V

COMMUNICATIONS

,

This appendix augments the chaptet on communications and provides

further details on the technical aspects of eleCtronic communications.

The following recommended approach deals specifically wi h the transfer
4 .

of information related to the handling of requests, ressed.to the

National. Periodicals Center. No attempaim been ,mad to acdommodate

administrative traffic or other forms of pondenCee. It.is intendedt

that the communications channels discussed here will be dediCpted to the

processing 1pf !requests.for periodical'ma erial.' The primar' objective

of telecommunications in this instance is to transmit the reqUiSite
I.

information ta. and from the NPC in al timely, reliable, and cost -

effective manner. Therefore,'all cathunicatiOns capabilities will,be3.

limited to state-rof-the-art, off-the-shelf technology.

I
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The topics `to be-covered here include the preparation of data ,for

transmission, the transmitting" and reiceiving equipment, the various

means of communicating electronically with the NPC, and the'processing

of telecoMmunications data:, The NPC's start-up capabilities in the area

of communications will be'discuSsed and some attention will be.given'to

future capabilities services, and experiments. Throughout the chapter

reference will be made to 'the four principal' elements of electronic

communications for the NPC: 1) terminal equipment; 2) communications

common carriers for long distance and local loop transmissions; 3)

network. nodes; and 4)a-the front-end -processor (FEP) and the host

processor (mainframe) located at the NPC.

Plannin fOr Implementation.

.//'
.

As mentioned in the chapter on comi0"61cations,-it is anticipated

that most requests will be forwarded to the NPC through TTY orTTY-

compatible eqQ.ipment. There are several reasons for using this'

appioach. Firsti since many libraries currently use.or have access to

teletypewriters, they will not. have to purchase terminal's in order to

transmit requests. Second; libraries that must acquire TTY units will

find them relatively. easy to select and will require only modest

supplies in addition` to a maintenance contract.' Third, since a

teletypewriter resembles a typewtiter, staff need minimal training in

its operation, once format and input guidelines are learned: Finally,

institutions have complete control over the costs associated with this

:transmission medium. Fixed monthly costs for line charges, lease or

rents of ba.siC equipment and maintenance are faitly inexpensive.' An

instit tion can !lower the variable costs through such mechanisms as

batchi g multiple requests.or using the telephone company's erect -dial

evening and night rates.

These factors favor-the user libraries, but certain benefits will

accrue to the NPC as welL Teleprinter technology has evolved over ay,

number of decades, and the communications techniques to accommodate it

are straightforward and-well known. Since the emphasis in this plahis
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to use practical'; existing methods where possible, the use of TTY

communications will serve as an inexpensivek*test leading to more

sophisticated communications possibilities in the future. Ultith4tely,

it is expected. that User. institutions will have communications access to

the NPC via the bibliographic Component of the emerging national library

and information services network.

As stated in' the communications chapter, the' basic governing

principle. of NPC operations is source data automation (SDA). Where

possibly source data shOuld be captured in a machine-readable form "at
- .

or as close to the point of origin as possible in order to. provide

optimum througiwout at lowest cost. A moddlar approach to establishing.

NPC communications capabilities ' will permit future growth 'by
.

accommodating hodating increasing,traffic while .facilitating the expansion and

upgrading of the mechanisms necessary to tarry. it. ThiS will alloiN
,

Changes in the front-end processor to be independent'of'the mainframe:

Accordingly, When changes in software and hardware are made in one

module, there are less likely to be adverse results in others.

Message Text

. .
, ,

Thee information that user' libraries will transmit .to the NPC v411,

consist of messages thatk contain requests for periodical articles.

Published guidelines 011 contain .clear instructions concerning the
, :---.-41T,

format 9£1:7-the request. .USers must adhere to the, instrUctions'or have

their requests returned as in alid.

. -.

i' Although .he text of age may conk in more than one request,

e6ch iest w11 be treate an entity: du ing the process ,of re dept.

lir
i

fulfi 'ent.: It is imperative, therefore, that tOr'-eadh-L.Seprate:

requeSt users provide infOrmation in, each data field, even if the-

informat4bn, is identigpl for all requests, since data 'will not bell'
7 ,

carried from, one reqdest to another. The data fields follow.
,
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Field

B.

C.

D.

E. Volume

F. Issue

G.

H.

I. Author

J.

K.

Data Element Name Representation

SLIN XXX-XXX-X

Order number XX-XXXXX

XXXXLXXXXISSN

Key title

Characters-

9

8

5

Free format - Not to exceed 70
alphanumeric characters

0 Arabic Not to oiceed-5
numerals characters

Alphanumeric Not to exceed 7
characters

Date XXXX- Not to exceed 15
-771 characters

Title of Free.forMat - First 30
article alphanumeric characters

M:

Pagination

Requested format
(medium)

Remarks

Mailing address

li

SLIN.

currentlY under d

Number. The SLIN

check 'di it. Th

avoid t spositi

Surname of,
first author
only

Alphanumeric

Maximum of 10
characters

As required

Alphabetic 1 character

Free format Maximum,of 150
alphanumeric
characters

Maximum of'41 Maximum of 1"20
lines of 30 charactes
characters

TheStand rd Library Identification Number (SLIN)' is

evelopment. It is a subset of ,the Standard Address

will probabl consist of six numeric, characters plus a

e use of hyp ens in lieu of_spaceS is recommended to

ons. Nine characters, including hyphenS, will be
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required': The, SLINfis a critical data element because it wiki sere as
e

used
- . b

the authoriOtion code or passOrd that will be used tOkleterMine
'AL.:::

whether the. originating -institution. has a current' deposit 'l uacount.
, ,

.r 1.

Lacking. a .deposit account and therefore a SLIN, institutions will be
.,

denied access to the cammuni5p4ons channels reserved for request.
. 0

'brocessing. 'Under normal cipcumstaneeS, the SIAN will autcmatt94111'

Provide bill-to and ship7rintormation. A different'SLIN w1:1-1 00

reqUiredby each librateor 'facility within an inKitutiOn for dire
. . .

document delivery-:,Ser'cel Exceptions for delivery to a person'

or office Will be icated in fitld M,
,
Mailincf 4ddress.,- . .

. , ?

B . Order Number r The order'. num,tber will help the requesting

institution to maintain a'chronological record oftransactions. Among

other things, will used to ,idePtify the particdlar request, When

was fil7.n, and the amount -debited against the deposit acCount.

Order numbers wild be assigned by-, the requesting Anatiutpn. :4,(tach

order number will begin with the laat two digftsofth'e cffrecalendar

year followed by a hyphen and 1consecu4ove assignment of any sqtable:mix
of alphanuMeric characters, e.9:,,',78.--.AA901, A:

maximum of/8 charaCters satiSfy.requitements fqg thiO'date Slimenti

fiValuding the three required characters, i.e., year and hyphen

C.
,

,

ISSN. The International Standard erial. Number c.411 be used

to uniquely identify. thetitleaf the.periodicalsin questiOn.- The ISSN

be provided in the 'NPC finding tool. for Use by requesting

institutions in :ell transactions with the NpC. -LackinTanJSSN4 the
,

NPC will assign a temporary Or provisional mimber for use until the

assignment of an SN is made: Ille...15aN consists ofSeven,nomeriC''
6/ 1

characterS. plus.a chieckdigit.wh!bh'm,ay. be alphabetic or IlumeriC, The

first. four characters be sepa ated fram ,the following fOurT.'4f, ,
characters 7,y a mandatory hyphen for a tOtat. Of nine characters. This

is a critkial data field.
)

.

he Key title Will be 'Used by NPC staff. to
I

nd with the order placeg by the tequesting:-

Key ITitle.
verity the item in, h

!,

'institution. If Series data are ipertinen they will be inclUded.. inthe

remarks field.-.KeY-title data will be provid the NPC finding tool.

Lacking'a key title, the NPC will assign a Pr visional title". A maximum
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of 70 alphanUteriq characters

particular .title/:.

will be, sufficient to identify ' a

E. vrcilume. The volute number will be represented in hrabic

numbers 'Only. It will bused 'in , conjunction with the ISSN to verify

that the item is held by the NPC. T1 se two datT elements will 'also. qg

used internally to route the request to 'the approp4a* stack, etea irk

the NPC for request fulfillment. five characters are

required for this critical data element.

.0- Issue. The issue number will be represented in Arable'

numerals only prther designations will be 'spelled- out, as,. they appear on

the piece, e.g., JR xruner This dat$' element': wil.Z.:be used by NPC staff

to verify the item in. hand -With the order placed by the requesting

institution. maXimum, of seven alphanumeric ..'characters will' be
sufficient for this critical data element.,

v

43. Date. The issue date be represented in eitabic

numerals only. Year, month, and day will' be indicated in that orders

year will always require four characters followed by a rlyphen. A

maximum of : fifteen characters will be sufficient, inclUding hyphens as,.

separators,' e.g. 1978-711-07 (November 7, 1978) The year of the

, periodical issue is a critical data element.
,

H. Article title. The? title of the article requested will be
represented by a maximum of: the first 30 characters. It will be iig.ed in

conjunction with pagination data to verify the item in hand prior to'"
prOcessing the request. .Amplifying information will be provided in .the
remarkS section if need0. For example, a reqUester may want a copy/

an item beginning in the middle of one article and ending in the middle
of the next article to replace the missing pages of a given issue.

I. Author.' The first author of the article will be identified
by the author's mirname only This information will assist NPC staff, in
verifying the item requested. A maximum of ten characte5s be
sufficient for the intended purpose.

J. laginatiOn. The pagination will identify the beginning and

ending pages of the item requested. A hyphen will separate the two.'

,pagination implicitly represents the Complete article. Amplifying data
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will be provided in.the remarks section if there are exceptions. This

will assist the NPC in verifying 'the item requested. many

alph*lUmeric,charabterS as requifred,wil be used indicate gination.

Format A one-Character code will be used to de ignate the

requesters'preference paper photocopy, microfiche, e c. :FOrmat

availability, will be indicated in the NPC finding tool. Special
.

A.nstructions, such as photographic, duplication in color of certain

artwork, charts, etc., will be indicated ip the emarka section.

L. 'Rerharks. This section will allow the requester to add

'amplifying.,Aata as discussed above and other instructions such as

:preferred'deliVery service. Remarks should be brief and concise.: Each

entty is in nee, form and numerical designation should be used to

distinguish different'matters. A maximum of 150 characters should be

'sufficieht to satisfy most requirements;

M. _other mailing address. This field will allow the

requesting institution to indicate that the document-As to be delivpred

to _a location other than that prescribed by the SLIN. For example,

patrons may find'it advantageous for documents tObe delivered to their

hOmies Or offices rather than tb the library., This field will accommodate

a maximum of four lines containing 30 alphanumeric characters per line

a.tot(41o 120 characters. The zip-code must be included for delivery.

Start-up;,Capabilities)

AS has been stated; libraries will be encouraged, to use TWX,

and /or Dataphone services to send requests to the NPC. TO

minimize the time required to transmit and receive the data, only

Automatic Sena/Receive (ASR) 'terminals will be,alloWed to ,communicate'.

with the ';front-end processor during the initial phases of operation.

.For TTY-compatible terminals, scene' form Of:auxiliary storage, such as

:* paper tape, magnetic tape, cartridge,' disk,.etc., will bp required for

two reasons. First, by 'preparing andybatching thedata offx-line, the

terminal Operator can exercise better quality control and thus reduce

194-
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the error rate. Accuracy ,is particularly imPortant in the case of the

Critical Aatt.elementt-Identified on pages'184-87. '. Second, buffered

MetiggetiVean:Ae tranquitted,at a higher rate .of speed thanrcan:operator-

'keyed data. .This' will also.lower transmission costs and require fewer

channels .at the receivinq..end.

It is anticipated that most user and referral libraries will have

TTY Modef 33 or '35 ASR terminals. These are the most popular

)

Asynchronous terminal devices in use today and have become the de facto

standard : for teletypewriter applicationt. Both have a four-row

typewrOr keyboard and both are rated at 100 word's per minute.

'It it expected that deMand.may reach 487,500,requests during

first

. .

,Year .of dperation: Of that total, 112,500' requests Will be

received in the first six months, and 375,000 requests will be received .

during, the next ',six months: The peak incoming load is estimated at 900

requests per dayfor the first six months and at 3,000 requestsper day I

duringthe'nextsiX months.. It is assumed that up ,t:5195 percent of all

:requests will be received in machine- readable form'' via,ethe common

.carriers and up to 5 percent of the requests will be retransmitted by

the NPC to.- referral libraries. Assuiing that a typical request will

cor$,A49 less than 500 characters including header and trailer,data, the

average duration of an,incoming message is one minute including the time

required for acknowledgment: of 'receipt and .line' disconnect.,

the

messages composed of multiple, reqUests,.it is assumed thateach request'
e

willte reduced by about 20 percentto 400 characters or less.,

For 'planning purpotes,. erefore,-an average of .one minute_per

message.(the,conserVative estimate above) is used. During the firstsix

months this means 180 messages will be transmitted during'. -the :peak hour

of a normal workday if common carrier eXperience'isvalid (the peak hour

generally results in 15 .to 20 percent of the total daily transmission

load): In other words, thetIPC can:anticipate requests arriving at a

trate.of three per .minute during the f'' six months. In the. following

six months, 600 requests, or 10,pe' inute, will be received durin4A(he

peak hour.
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A uier library egu a TTY or TTY - compatible ASR term)
,.,

I

will -dial the apprdpritg NyCntmer through the carrie. provided
that ,1,3: -"annels_ ,in the. PC tiOtarY'unit are not busy, the , transmise ion
war proceed via the EM ,Onodukator-demodUlator), to tie front end,..,/ - . - 1/ 4 , I

processor. The E7EP!s primary funbtil4h iFto'relieve the host processor

Marl
' 1 ,

of tasks t4at re singUlarly relaed to communications and protocols
coti fl speed and hSUFh as re nitaon 0 , transmissipnspeed an character coding, icode

conversion, -etror.fdetetion and oorrection, concentration of mul iple-

rtcommunications
a

iinut/oLitput channels, buffering, and the r ecordi)g of

certain communications Statisti00.w In addition to these oommunicl
it
ions

control and, management tasks, the FEP will verify the user library's

identification and*dep0sit-account status;- validate the existence .il the
, ,

NPC' Of the item requested, acknowledge receipt of-the message lind/or

-.notify the requesting library Of any errors that require retransmission,
,-. ..

,

strip the message of unnecessary data,'send. the inforMationto,te host

procesS6r,' and reroute' the information internally for NPC.processing or

retransmit the request*to a ;referral libraty for fulfillment.

Possible Near-Term Improvements

.° I

Attention must be.given to incorporating modest capabilities for.

enhanced 'communications access that wili'be. required. during the latter

phases of the first year of operation.. i TWo possible alternatives for.

near7terivimprovements are also illustrated in Figure 1 on page 189.

The first improvement is base&ori,a ,common carrier capability that

pr vides ..peach subscriber withaccOv.to a store-and-forward message
1

s itching system. In this example the se ice is. provided by, lqestern

union and is called INFOMASTER. IN similaror a s serVibe has two

principal adVantages for the user libiarieL. First, it eliminates the

need for an operator to be present at the terminal when'uSersiare trying

to .establish communications with the NPC'. This is :particularly ,

advantageous during'peak hours when all circuits may be busy. second;
,

it will allow user libraries to transmit their t nests "to the NPC.via.

the switching system with a Keyboard Send/ReceiVe ) TTY:,--from the

7
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NtoCiv,View, it wil .'allow a hi her data transfer rate 'and- will Make

certain Char otetis cs,. such as T4{ /TELEX code conversion, speed

variances, ma uair keyboarding, 4C., 'transparent.

The se nd possible Opt ement, will' depend on traffic analysis

n?d experie Where 'feasibl , 'clusters -of geographically related

terminals, e ch of which has acjcess to a low -speed line, can be brought
,

togetherby a multiplexor, (MUX) so-that the individual bit-sfreams are,

Combined an transmitted at higher rate ,over a single line. In
I

effect, the!multiPleXOr becomes a, remote concentrator that provides a,
i

idwer' ocOmOinication cost through the reduction of individual- long-

distance We requitementS. ,
pit .the receiving end, the transmission is

unpacked and 'the- messages lie received zs.though arriving via their

separate Channels. In adqtioIN to lower line costs, the number of

rotary channel$ can be reducd and used more effectively.
i

Expanded Communication Capabilities

Following the gradual ittoduciiori of approximately 600 libraries

during the first three phaes of the implementation period, the addition

of 500 to 1000 more libraries during, the fourth and final phase of
i

implementation may result in a inajor, inctea§e in the communications

load.' It is.'presumed-thlt the FE1Dwill have the capacity,-or will have

been upgraded; to meet theincreased'demand. ,Figure 2 illustrates some

of the ComMUnications network design considerations tht'' will be

necessary during the'fina1 implementatibn -phase.

-
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It anticipated. that demand for'the,next'six months follOwing the

first year of operation will rise to 700,000 requests with an estimated

daily peak load 'of y5,600. requests, or almoSt twice -that of the

anticipated peak during the first _twelve months. If not already

available, INWATS May 'offer a cost - effective alternative to individual

toll:calls by user libraries. The number of .access lines and the type

of service will 'be determined by an analysis of traffic -density.'

Private-leased lines for dedicated point-to-point communications between

the NPC and the bibliographic utilities would allow user institutions to

btansmit requests via - their existing:' terminal equipment, thild

eliminating the Costs pf toll calls and possibly replacing .the TTY

terminal. Value Added' Networks (VANS) are appealing not*ly)oecause of .

:the'dost alternatives that these carriers offer.,but also-because they

provide_ 7communications data-processing services' beyond. .normal

transmission requirements. In summary, private leased lines and VANs
4

offer potential cost savings, data transfer rates, and attractive;

Communications support services. In year two of NPC operations, it is

expected that'user,librarlea will have'access to the NPC via a mix of

synchronous and asynChronous terminals, digital 'and , analog'

communications lines With varying bandwidths and data transfer rates,

and pUblic and private (leased) lines.

193

Intern-al.Communications

The aspects of electronic communications described so far, have
/ .

been concerned with external, traffic, i.e., incoming- and outgoing

messages., Internal communications; specifically,. transactions between

the host-processor and the Outgoing communications lines and/or, the,

terminal devices that may be used throughout the NPC are also important.

As stated earlier, the FEP's primary function is to, relieve the

host'proceasor of tasks that are related to communications techniques

and protocols and other minor processing functions in order to make more

cost-effective use Of the host processor. Obviously, the manner.' in

which these tasks are handled is dependent on the make, model,- and size

of the front-end processor and the host processor. Until hardware is

.selected, an optimum configuration of equipment is'assumed regardless of

whether the tasks are performed. by the FEP or by another piece. of

200.
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equipment. Figure 3 illustrates the proObSed Optimum. configuration.

Internal coMmunidation0 for distances in, excess of 5,0'feet generally

require the use of a device-balled a line extender,"line driver,, or

limited distance data set in order to assure the arrival of digital data

signals in good condition. Many,,such line extenders are on the market.

The correct ones to use can be specified once the physical dimensions'of

the NPC and its _possible expansion have been :ascertained and the

terminal equipmeqt,types and, operating speeds established.

Us end
Referral Ubrerles

-Figure 3

Internal Communications Configuration

SUN & ISSN

Disk

FEP

High-speed
CRTprinter

10

Disk

Disk

On-line processing
Host Processor-

Off-line & batch processing

Teleprinter terminals



FEP Characteristtcs and, Functions'
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. Based on external and internal communications reqUireffients, the

folloWing.hardware/software functions havebeen identified for purpose's:

of acquiring appropriate off-the-shelf equipment.

-1. Verification and 'validation of user identification.

Each request Will be_procesSed:Orough an routine in 'the

FEP tO'Verify that the dLIN liatiid is that.ofran authorized use.

The status of the reguesEer's deposit account would alSo be.Checked

by the 'same routine. ThissaMe edit routine would validate other

data elements such as the/ISSN'in'the requestaessage.

2. Polling and dialihg:
. .

Initially,, users of TTY equipmeht will communicate with the NPC

on a dial,-up basis. As traffic voldme,increases, however, the NPC

will need to monitor> line availability and, as, appropriate, make

Other access. alternatives available: One possibility is'the use of

dedicated lines, which may, prove cost and time effective: In this

Mode; users: could prepare their messages and set their terminals

(ASRunits) to automatic send. When the NPC polls, the unit, the

prepared tape would be -Sent to. the NPC. Polling will also be

required for terminals 16Cated at the NPC' Or interactive

processing. As communications apabilities are.expanded, polling

will be necessary, for multidrop lines and possibly otherInodes such

as utilities and VANs.

Queuing and ;buffering.

In a. sense requesting 'libraries will. employ queuing and

buffering because of_the store-and-forward function of the prepared,

tape and ASR equipment. The NPC's FEP will be structured,to handle

the queuing of message traffic and other.transmisSion8 in and out

of the host processor. qlovernight message traffic and other peak

loads will also require a buffer capacity ih the FEP.
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r,
4. Error °checking, detection, and control.

As message traffic'is received at the NPC,y/FEF prOcedurea are-

., required to ensure that data errors are detected and corrected.

Line noiSei distortion, and other aberrations in Communications

require charapter-by-character or pattern-checking rOutines." These;

routines are well known and reliable and would be readily aVailable

to the NPC.,:As,Other communication links are added to the. NPC, it

will be posAble to use the additiOnal.supPort services of a common

carrier, such ab a value added network, which handles this kind of

error 'detection and .control. .

.4

5. 'Code conversion of.Multiple encoding schemes.

The FEP wi4,reiktire routines to translate codes utilized in.

electronic data .transmission: Depending on the equipment used by

senders, incoming message's may 'be in Baudot or ASCII erode, while

.the hoSt processor, terminals, and other allied equipment may be in

EBCDIC, ASCII, talToodes. The FEP b4s.the task of converting

codes in both directions.

6. Line' and message svi king.

Line and message' switching is necessary for leveling or

reducing contention for oammunications channels in both directions.,

The FEP will haVe routines that will switch message-traffiCbetween

available' lines and balance' the4low over the appropriate network

of communications channels.:

7. Mixing of input Channels to obtain multilevel transmission
idompatibilities.

..

User libraries will be sending, data at varying raters of
,

transmission speed. The PEP must have the capability of
, .

,

recognizing and handling these various speeds as well as the higher.

transmission rates between the FEP and the host processOr and

between the FEP and internal NPC terminals.

44,



.8; *Mixing_ of input cheinnels to accommocipte artalog'a and
(119141.11. tre._

9.

In the near future, use will be'made of both 'analog and digital
transmission facilities. These' may ..include ATATEs Dataphont
Digital Service ( DI5S} 44e as 'services 'from. IIMNETI TELENET; and

private, leased lines. The FE1?,13hOu'ld:be capable of handling and
ptocessing all cannon, types of input channels.

Message logging apd statistioal counts.
.

A 'record of, requpsts rebei'ved f'as well as o, Tests returned
or fulfilled must be kept. part of the information,gathering

routine, egch measage',will be'timestamped. This can, be han4leilt.

with a ,software program and:,...adequate permanent memo

10. Priority scheduling.

The number of ports:needed for expeditious proCessing of_user,,

requests .must be determinep,.and priorities.establighed the

efficient handling of tasks tyAheFEP. :.7his:priortY scheduling

can.be'built into software to handle this-fUnctiori.

. 11. Line cOhcentration.

Line: concentration, or multiplexing, refers tO:the use of a

single communications' line on a,shared-basis for multiple users

with the'same or differing rates of.transmission.

1 ".NessAr. o ttjJ12.
Iv

The internaldata-Processing forMatwill note be the same ag the

-*incoming request message, The outgoing messages inclUding those to

and from the referial libraries will also_have a different format:.

To accommodate all these formats the FEP will have routines4hat

will rearranges data into formats to be processed by the .host

processor. Likewise, the FE1241 take data and instructions- from

the host procesSor.and,create:message formats that are.s4table, for

Rtransmission.



DATA-PROCESSING CONSIDERATIONS

This appendix augments material covered in 'the chapter on

bibliographic control, technical processing, and systems development.

Its purpose is to define in greater detail the characteristics of the

processing functions and to suggest _the logical relationships among the

various sets of data that will ,support them. The intention here is not

to be prescriptive but to set down a detailed approach as a point of

departure_for NPC managers.

File Relationships

The logical relationships among furIctions and files do not presume

physical relationShips. Similar data might be stored in different

formats in different files depending on the modular characteristics of

the hardware and software design. The ultimate design will, of course,

depend on the developmental approach chosen by NPC systemS designers who

should conduct a comprehensive study of the availability of existing

systems prior to making a decision.

205
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Bibliographic' File

The bibliographic file will contain the records of periodicals

_located either at the NPC or in a referral library for which the NPC

will provide, service.. The file will also contain records for titles to

which:the NPC will not provide access. These will result from specific

collection' delidlopMent decisions'. Primary access to the bibliographic

-file' Will be provided by ISSN and key title. Eventually other access

points would be -added to include variant titles, 'corporate names,

personal names, and uniform titles,', although these latter two rarely

occur in periodical literature. As,mentioned earlier

file will .be used to produce thel4PC finding tool._

Receiving File

the bibliographic

The receiving. file, a subfile of the bibliographic file, will

contain a separate record for each copy, of each title held in the NPC

:inventory. The file will show detailed holdings of periodical issues

expected rand received, will control claim notification, and will

indicate back. issues wanted. It will alsostore instructions for

routing and handling following receipt, such as storage location and

special priocesomg requirements (e.g. convert to microfilm), and special

instructions for order fulfillment, such as 'paymentS due or priceof

individual issues:

Acquisition File

The acquisition file, a subfile of the bibliographic file, will

include a separate record for each copy:of each title currently received

by or on order for the NPC whether the acquisition is by purchase,

membership, exchange, gift, or through some

PL-480 program. 'Fbr eaCh item acquired,ja

society, institute) will be indicated.

special mechanism like the

source (vendor, publisher,

For purchased serials, a
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distinction will be made-between those requiring payment in advance of

'receipt (subscriptions, pro forma, etc.) and payment'upon-receipt (back

files, single' issues, annuals, etc.). A record of payments will be

maintained for each item..over the last three to five years. The file

will contain'an expected date of receipt of the next invoice in order to

assure that payment is made before .a subscription or membership is

ellowed to lapse.

-Vendor File

The vendor file Will be a namei,address-, 'and information file:for

all sources used to acquire serials for the NPC plus other

administrative services and supplies. These sources include publishers.;

wholesalers, distributors, 'subscription,agents',- societies, institutes,

etc. The file will use the proposed ANSI Standard Address Number (Z39,

S/C30) known as SAN, which has recently been drafted. Foreign or

nonbook trade sources can have a SAN-like number assigned by the.NPC.

In addition to the- address, records for each vendor can contain

information about personal contacts within the organization, contractual

relationships with the NPC, discounts available, payment and invoicing

peculiarities, and alternate sources of.sUpply.

Accounts Payable File

The accounts payable file will be used to record all payments that

have been or need to be made' by the NPC. Althbugh most of these

payments will be for subscriptions or sales of issues, the file also

Would contain payment records for other.services and supplies.
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Sales File

The'sales-file will contain a/recotd for each iteM.supplied.toa :

requesting library, .
'Because the NPC' will operate on the basis of

deposit accounts, these records will be used to debit deposit accounts

and torepare,periodicztatements, which are sent to the libraries, The

file will be an impOrtant repository-of inforMation on the use of.the
4

NPC and of ,particular titles and will providekey manageMent data for

planning.

Customer File

The -customer file will contain. the. names and addresses of the,

libraries and other'information centers that use and maintain an account
. .

with the NPC., ! The file will use the proposed Standard Library

IdentificatiprysiuMber (Z39,_S/C45) known'as SLINi, Which is a subset bf,

the Standard Address Number. Within tie file there will be proVaion'

for the ship-tb, bill=to mechanism that occurs frequently in Order

processing. Other' information in this file will include special

instructions for monthly statements, foreign currency considerations for

libraries outside..the U.S., sales taxes, TWX numbers, passwords for use

of NPC files, personal contacts within libraries, eta. Dor management

information purpyses customers will be coded by type of institution,

size of collebtion4 subject specialty, etc.

General Ledger and Budget

The general .ledger and

business practices to maintain

the NPC.

Control File

budget control file will use standard

financial control over the operatiohs of
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The following Schematic expressesthe relationships between the

files of the piPC and. defines :the nature of the links between them. The

arrows indicate Which files. supply ,information to., others. the

06,1,0iSition file, for .example, hust have a ,link 'by. ISSN

bibliographic record in the bibliographic file and a link by -SAWtO a

vepdor record in the vendor file. Inforthation froim all,three files --

acquisition, vendor, bibliographic -.7. will be required to produce, for

e le, .a purchase order. _Similarly, the accounts payable 'file 'mdst
.

h' 'e the acquisition tile
,

for approved invoidesthat need to
. ,

be yall, and: .a link by SAN to the .vepdor, file. When adding a record to

the sales Jile, input is required from the receiving file and the
,., ,

customer file. The links between these files and the sales file are the

ISSN and SLIN respectively.

209
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.
Processing FOpctions

The ch ter on systems development outlined the major isles
.,,.

facing NPC .managers in developing an approach to systems design.

,Whatever tti4Aegision, the systems chosen. must suppOrt the:Nlod's.goals
. .

.

'involVin4 request load. and ,nd 'reapOnse.time. In the following,discussioh

those adtivitOs that;should be.supported le'onri..14-ne'5 batch technology
I

a identified for each processing function.. In particular,. NPC systems

des itiers muitstake cciASidered choices as to which functions'and related

fileSaust bb on-line.
0 0

, -
A clearydistinction should be drawp between data which are on-

. ,

line for inquiry only and data which are on-line for inquiry' and update,.
,

Questions that mustK be resolved for each fungkion are Could this file

i
be dated dai y as a' batch operation and be 9n-line fOr inquiry only?

,

Would a laYed uPdate adversely.affedtNPCperformance? For example,

as 'part ot-the request fulfillment fUnction, each request twill be

/checked as an inquiry against thecustomer file to ensure that

the:Current dewsit'account is act.ve and has a positive balance. Thus,

is it a requirement for a custame depOSit;balande to be debited on-

linejort each request transaction throughout the day?' Could not this

,ctivity be posted once a da a batch jobs 'so that the customer file

could be on-line for inquiry onl Systems development is less.costly

for files that are on-line for inquiry only with batch updates than for

files that require on-line update.

Within the: concept of on-line update are nuances that affect the

complexity of systems; development. Again, careful distinctions must be

drawn.' For example, less effort is' required to develop an applicati*

that updates a fie "in place," i.e. data 'are changed without affecting

the length of the reoprd, which allows the record to-be returned to the

storage location from which it was drawn. Further, less effort is

-required to,update data that a not used as access points.to a record.
. .

If an access point is changedv usually another-record in an inverted

file must also be changed;
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Significant' point:is that. systemsdE\signers must exercise

..great,da1 not to overengineer NPC systems. Theapplication is cOmpla

and 'the. lead time for NPC systems development is short ,--. two years is

almost_ not enough.' LOng delays 'An SyStem iMplementation:cannot.,be
. ,

tolerated.. 'Many of ,these issues may, of course/ be settled for the NPC
ta'

if it should select andri adapt an existing on-line serials control

system.,

Bibliographic Function )

File used: Bibliographic File

The purposeof the b i iographic function (loCated primarily in

the Bibliographic Control office) is to 'maintain the bibliographic file

as, the primary tool for access to NPC resources and to provide support

for NPC operatiOns: selecting, ordering, paying, receiving, claiming,

filling requests, etc. A'record must exist on the bibliographic file

before any.NPC operations can be performed on that record. Although

component data elements of the bibliographic file could be maintained

on-line in support Of particular NPC operations (e.g.

for the acquisition and receiving files), -there is no

the full bibliographic record be maintained on-line.

key-title access

requirement that

A well-designed

batch system can effectively ineet NPC needs for the anticipated volume

of transactions and file sizes (see Appendix D, page 237).

Systems with. these bibliographic capabilities are available and

should be acquired by the NPC. This system component should not be

developed by NPC staff. Features of the transferred system' should

include:.

1. Ability to accept as input and

records.

2. Ability to supPOrt internally

(commonly called MARC-S)'.

to produce as output MA RC-structured

MARC.cpntent designation for serials

3". Capacity to input new records and modify existing'records'on the

bibliographic file.
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a 4, Capacity to conveniently edit individual records on the file and to

pertorM-general surveillance over the developMent of the file (e.g.

the ability to call up and inspect all records with certain
attributes).

Ability to explodeland sort recOds by selected headings using' sort.

keys suitable to the characteristics of bibliographic data.

6 Ability to format sorted entries into page displays using selected
data elements from the records and to interface such displays with

line printing and,CC1R Output devices..,

As noted,. NPC 'bibliographic records will be based on records

produced by the International Serials Data Systp'with temporary records

created for serials not yet in the ISDS Arrang eghts'will be made

With the National Serials Data Program (NSDP) to expe ite the creation

of permanent records for theSe titles by prompt assignment of ISSNs and

key. titles. Through the development of a close working 'relationship.

with the NSDP and the use of the ISDS data base, the NPC will haVe.to do

little original keyboarding of bibliographic data, an importaht

sadvantage when building the base file of 36,000 records.

The ISDS record'cOntains the following data. elements, all of which

will be retained in the NPC record. In the lists belOw, itemS in

parentheses represent ISDS terminology while other terms represent more

*.common usage.

Fixed length data elements

p

Date entered on file

Center code'

Publication status

Start date_
End date
Country of publication

Frequency.
Serial .type (type of OublicatiON

Alphabet'of,original title

Lang'uage of publication

213
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Variable length data elements

a CODEN
ClasSification numbers

Key title ,

Abbreviated title

Variant title(s)

In

Co rate name

i

orate

:

Preceding entry linki(former titles(s) ).

Succeeding entry link (successor title(s))
Other language:edition of .

Has other language edition(s)
Insqt\in or supplement to

inset or supplement

Related title(s)

Coyerage by abstracting services

In 'addition- to this list, the NPC will augment the record with the,

following data elements when they become readily available:

Fixed length data elements

Date of most recent change to record

PhysiCal medium

Variable lengthAata.lelements

Othet ISSN(s)

Library of Congress card number(s).
Beginning volume and date of publication;,.

Edition statement

Personal names

.Jniform titles
SubjeCt classification (for collection development)

ColleCtion development note(s).
Prices/fees

Summary holdings (consisting of)
Location - NPC or referral library

Holdings (complete volumes using ANSI. Z39.40)

Form if other than printed

Shelf or call number

MechanisMs for convenient and regular access to-the ISDS data must

be established. The most basic approach would be for the NPC

Use batch retrieval on an ,ISDS tape file supplied. and regularly updated

214
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by the NSDP. Because the ISDS record has_a MARC structure, software for

the maintenance.of the ISDS data. base and for the retrieval of records

from it for inclusion in the' NPC bibliographic file would be relatively.

easy to acquire. This capability has'already been developed by several

libraries and .vendors of bibliographid'services, Such a batch system

can be represented schematically as shown below.

From
NSDP weekly(?)

Batch Retrieval of
ISDS Records

ISDS
update tape

ISDS
update system

Submitted by
NPC staff

.Record
retrieval tequest

Most recent,

mars file

ISDS
retrieval system

Retrieved
ISDS records

NPC.
Bibliographip

Filo

bibliographic File
Maintenance
system

ISDS-
display system

Searching tool
for use by NPC staff.
Probably on COM
Microfiche

Now NPC
Bibliographic

F JB
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An alternate approach for access .to' ISDS data, and one'that might

be more efficient for the NPC, 'would require'that the ISDS file be

loaded . on-line either at the 'Library of Cdongress or one of the
.

,biblibgraOhic utilities. .Then a communications link between the NPC and

the data base,c0ould,be established' using a TTY - compatible, asynchronous

terminal: Ekcept for the creation of the NPC bibliograp6ic file, the

anticipated' volume from the NPC:J20 to 40searches per day) would

warrant a leased line. A single terminal including a printer and a tape

or diskette storage device,would be .sufficient. NPC staff 'could then'

dial a connection to the on-line file,' search the file for needed'

records, display. records at the-terMinalvmodify recordS as'necessary

the, terminal, and write the record on the local storage device. If the

desired record cannot be found in the ISDS data base, a temporary record

could be keyed in at the terminal, and then stored locally. Pese:

records,'stord only at the NPC, would;beUsedfas input, to the:batch.NPAC.

bibliographic file maintenance system. ,NPCsysteMs staff would have td:

develop a hardware/software interface 'between the stored imegeof the

record as it is disPlaYed onthe terminal'. and the NPC file'Maintenance

.system. Such an on-line access system is represented in thejollowing

schematic on the next page.

As the schematic illustrates, the terminal facilitY at the NPC

would also allow access to another major serialS,data base, ,that

. supported ,by ,OCLC as part of the CONSER Project'. The CONSER data base

contains full cataloging records Fir nearly 200,000 serial titles, of

which 70,000 havebeen authenti.7,-ated by the Library of Congress,

Information in the 'authenti,caVed records 'will provide data for

supPlementing the ISbS record. NP.: staff could dial OCLC on the TYMSRARE

network, search for appropriate CONSER records, and print copies Of

selected records for subsequen editing. With some development by NPC

staff it will be' possible to select, at theterminal,fields that need

to be added.tO the ISDS records. These designated field's could 'then be

stOredand later used to augment the ISDS record:i obviating the need to

.,--tekey this information.

,`

2 ( '0
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4 .

Acquisition and eceiking Functions

Files used:

..

AcquiSition.File'

Vendor File -- --I

Bi,liaiographic File

Accounts Payable.

t.

r.
The acquisition and receiving Operations can function using a

.combination of online and batch systems. BeCause .the bibliographic

file recOrd5, ':WhiCh.:: have. a number of variable-length field's,' are
,

contained:Ina Separli file, the records in support of acquisition and
.....-

receivinT!canThe. of fixed length wniChyill permit on-Line update'''in

place:.7:.(in-line access' to these seepOS will be by ISSN (plu'S suffix .

.

for,;Mtiltiple orders of the same tit16) and by key title using the

:7bibliographic file to generate this index.'.: The on-line configuration.,
-

. . , .

for these furictions is-represented in the following'SChematic.

Batch ..,,__ i Key Title
Update Key Title Search ,

if
to

ISSN Index ,ISSN
Search

----- . ._--'

Rocbkiing.
Filo

On-line
Terminal

ISSN
Search
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a

The acquisition function will cover all NPC activities related to

the 'selection of a title, the placing of an order, the continuing

maintenance of an open order, (e.g. subscription, exchange agreement),

the assurance of receipt of the first issue, the approval of payment of

invoices, and the cl4ming of orders and invoices. This function will
,

have pi'rimdry responsibility for the maintenance of the acquisition file

and the vendor file. It will generate most of the accounts payable

transactions as 'a direct result of recording the approval of payment of

invoices for bibliographic material. In the chapter on management, the

acquiSiton function is located in the Order/PurchasiniUnit.

'The process involving selection of periodicals for the NPC
0

collection is described in ,the chapter on technical processing.

Following selection, the Order/Purchasing Unit will prepare orders, make

payments, claim missing orders and invoices, and cancel orders.

Orders

1. Once a title has been selected for inclusion in the NPC inventory,

the relevant bibli raphic infomation will be placed in the

bibliographic file.
vw.

2. A record will be prepared for the acquisition file.. The NPC will

use the ISSNOus a two-digit copynumber as its order number le .g.

XXXX-X4C-XXi', which will appear on all orders. and correspondence

relating to ,acquisition. Such important order information as

Hirtateri41sbudget charged, .date ordered, claim,date(s)T,selectcr's

:initials,. estimated price, beginning issue instructions, etc.,-will

be, included in the record. The record will indicate whether

payment of the order is required in advanlIF receipt or upon

receipt of material and 'whether the order is .à continuing one

(e.g., a subscription) or should be closed and removed upon receipt

of material (e.g., ar,back,file).:

3. At the time a selection decision is made,-the best source of supply

for the title will also be determined. A 'supplier may be a'

,subscription agent, distributor, publisher, wholesaler, society,

exchange partner, gift donor, PL-48O agent, or other. As part of

219
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the ordering activity the vendor file will be, checked to ensure

that it contains a record for the selected vendor. If notione

must be established.

1,4 part of establishing the order, the Check-in Unit will be

'notified of the order ,and. the receiving. record. will either be..

prepared or modified in anticipation of the' arrival of the

material.

5. If payment in advance Of receipt is'required bythe7 vendor, ,an

accounts payable record will be generated from which *Check, will

be 'Produced tor'inclUsion with the orper. The payment'will be

recorded, in the acquisition:file.

6. The order may take different forms depending on the vendor

selected. A purchase order, for example,. may haves signifiCantlyH.

different format and content from a'request,for a gift.



Order Schematic
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The ptirPose, ,of this .activity will be ',to approve payinents to,-

vendors against invoices bearing the NPC order number for purchased

items. 'II.

An invoice often accoripanies material-whenthe order is a single

itemi:Wilien' this happens the redeipt: of the material 'will be
recorded in the receiving file before the invoice approval
proCedure begins. In other cases invoices will arrive in advande

of,or after the invoiced.material has been received.

2. The receiving, file will'be checked to see if the .material has been

,received. This .check will also be perfccmed on invoices for.:

continuing subscriptions. If the.material has riot yet arrived, the

receiving file will be: flagged. to indiCate that an outstanding'

invoice. is .being held. When material marked by a flagged record

arrives, the payment' approval procedure for that .invoice will be

initiated. If the'inVoicehas been beld for some reasonable period

of time and the material still has not been received, a claim for

the material will be issued.

3. Approval of the payment for an invoice will be-baSed on several

factorse

a. The invoice can be matched, against an NPC order.

b. The billed amount is approximately the expected amount.

,c. The material delivered is the same as the material ordered.

If an,invoice cannot be approved, correspOndence will be initiated

with the vendor to correct the situation.

4. If payment is approved, it will be recorded' in the acguisitiOn

file, which in turn ill generate an accounts payable record from

-which a.chedc will produced.

The payment amount will be entered on the record in the currency

that appears on the invoice and in U.S. dollars (in an automated system

foreign currency conversion would be perfor6id by the computer) . At the

222
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same time any necessary adjustments to the fund charged for the payment

will be made, s? that NPC' accounts will, remain,accurate'. finallg, for

Continuing orders a month-year date will be lOgged for the expected

arrival of the next invoice depending on the period covered -by the

current payment.

Subscriptions.will be the most common type o order in the NPC;

the order record for a subscription will remain'op e 'acquisition file

as long as the NPC continues to receive the item. :Subscription invokes

will be compared with the last three to five,payments recorded in the

acquisitionjile record. Payment approval will depend on whether the

invoice amount bears 'a reasonable relationship to the last several ,

payments, taking inflation into account.

- If payment approval is computer based, vendors supplying multiple

titles will be encouraged to supply machine-readable invoiOes.bearing

the NPC order number. Payments will be automatically matched, posted,

and approved for payment with exceptions reported for review and

possible negotiatidn with the vendor. An approach for lengthy machine-

readable invoices is to pay the entire invoice, post the invoice items,

to the acquisition file, have the system report variances, and negotiate

credits from the vendor for those invoice items inertor.

223
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.e,

The acquisition function will be resPOnslible for generating two

., types of claims, one for invoices and another for material. Invoices,

for single and continuing orders will be claimed .whan. Material has

arrived but the invoice has'not; they'wrill also be claimed when needed
.

to prevent a.subscriptiOnffrom'lapsing., Material will be claimed when

an invoice for single orders arrives buttheitevhaanot and .when a

first issue fails to arrive after a continuing ordet .is placed.

_However,the responsibility for ens4ring. receipt of material on'.

"continuing.orders after 41e first issue has arrived will belong ta'the'

. Check-in Unit.

At least monthly the acquisition file will be reviewed to chedk the

claim date, of each invoice (entered with the last payment ,made or

determined /by receipt 'of material without. invoice) to see if a

.continuing'Order is a.candidate for invoice claiming.

If in staff judgment'a claim is warranted, it will be sent to the

vendor. Otherwise a new claim date will be,let.

3. An invoice claim can reflect two conditions:

Lr

a. An invoice is required for a continuing order to prevent a

subscription from:lapsing.

b. An invoice is required for- material already received in

response to an NPC order.

At least monthly the receiving file will be reviewed to check the

claim date for initial receipt of 'material (established when the

order was placed) to see if a single or ,continuing order is a

Candidate for material claiming.

If in staff judgment a'claim is required, it will be sent to the

vendor. Otherwise-a new claim date will be, set or the order may be

referred to collection development for possible cancellation..

225
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A claim for material from a single order and a claim for. the first

issup of a continuing order can teflect two conditions:'
Jr

Material' and invoice are required in response to an NPC order.

Material is required for invoice already'received/0 response

to an NPC order.

Claim Sohematic

Review fie for
expected invoices
not received

Reset
No Claim

claim date necessary ?

?Yes

Send claim

Review file
0 for material

not received

Claim
No

. 'Reset claim -
date

necessary,? Refer

1
to Collection

Yes --.. Development
for possible

Send claim cancellationL

Invoice ClaimL, Invoice Claim Material Claim Material Claim

Continuing Material Invoice Invoice

order arrived,
invoice not

arrived,
material not

and material
not arrived
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Cancellations

If for any reason the 'Collection Development Office makes a

decision to cancel an order, the Order record in the aCquiSitiOn

file will bejlagged for subsequent deletion from the file. This

action also will result in a cancellation notice being sent to.the

vendor with , instructions indicating the last issue to be received.

2. The Check-in Unit will be notified of the cancellation. Often the

cancellation will be made effective at the time the subscription

expires. The expected expiration date, the reason for

cancellation, and the disposition, of the inventory will be posted

to the receiving file. Even if the NPC ,decides not to collect a

particular title, the receivingrecord 1011-remain in 'the file in

case a stray issue comes into the NPC after cancellation (e.g. a

sample) and will give the Check-in Unit instructions about 'the

disposition of these issues (discard, refer to Collection

Development Office, etc.).

3. The 'Bibliographic Control ,Office will be notified 'of the

cancellation, and the details of the collection development

decision will bereforded on the bibliographic record. If the NPC

retains inventory for the title, that title, will continue to he

displayed in the public NpCfinaing tool; if not, the title will

not be listed, but the record for the title will remain Permanently:.

in the bibliographic file.

4.4
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'The receiving functibn, located in the Checkin include.

all NPC activities 'related. to the receiving of materials, the

maintenance. of NPC inventory records, and the claiming of ,material

expected ,but not received. It will be responsible for the maintenance

of the receiving file.
A

The Check-in Unit will have two primary

abtivities: check-iH'of materials and claimingof issUeStfoi. continuing,

Orders.' r

The ISSN will be used alioften as posSible to, check in materials.

So far, few publishers are print hg' ISSN on the outside covers of

their periodicals. Many' titles do not even have ISSN aisignments, a

'circumstance that will require the NPC_ to use its own -temporary number

assignments. ,Even-if the ISSN is used extensiliely as suggested, the

Check-in Unit will require use of'the bibliographic file for key titles

in Order to gain indirect access to the.receiving file,

,In addition to its primary _activities, the Check-in Unit must

perform several other maintenance activities. These include;

Establishment of new receiving recdtds in anticipation of new

titles ordered by the.NPC.

NOtation of expected receipt, of single is'su'es' ,and back.', files

ordered.''
%-

Modification of records for titles that have ceased

changed title, or been cancelled by the NPC.

Modification of storage,"speciallhandling, and pricing information.

5. Consolidation of receipt 'information for individual issues into

summary h&dings forcomplete.volumes.

-.,1

publication,

Check-in

The'Check-in,:Unit 4441 be responsible for checking in all...items

received on either single or continuing orders.
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1. 147::46 ISSN is availableOn the ipiead* the address lebelttl*

-:tedeIVing,file will be 4eatched directly by ISSN.

If' the ISSW,ii.0106vailabie on ,the item,: it will,. be ,foUnd, by

searching the biblioglaphio t by key title.

If a record for the item to be.checked in cannot be fopnd in the

biblidgraPhic file or some other irregularity is noted, the item

will be referred to the Bibliographic Control Office as a possible

title change or other problem. A sample issue cart be, referred to

the Collection Development, Office while a,'trplY stray item will be

returned to the supplier or more likely discarded.,

4. Notation will be made of the receipt ofthe current istue,-(number

part, etc.) or back 'file. The date,Of receipt .1.6 'recorded

and, if the,pattern ofteceipt.warrants, a change will be made in

the:ClaimAatefOt tinextelcidected issue.

The receiving file record will show the disposition of the item
-

receivedvtypically the instruction will be to route the item to

microfilming or to storage.

-A'recoord that has been-flagged to indicate the pretence at the NPC.

Of an outstendIng,invoice"'will produce a notification to the

acquisition function to activate invoice processirrk'Once that

material haS been received.



Check -in Schematic
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If neceisary
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If 'necessary
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Unit
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The check,inUnit. will be responsible,for ,cla for issue's

received on :Continuing orders..
.

. At le monthly the,, receiving, file will be reviewed" and claim

,dates ecked to ascertain whether there-are .issues that have not oi

eeen received. On a daily basis, when an issue is:checked in,

-record iihll be checked to ascertain whether all pretrious, issues -

have been received. If there are no,problems, a new claim date;

'will be set.

If other action, is required, staff will determine whether to send a',

,claim, reorder; or refer the matter to the BibliOgraphic 0Ontroi

Office 'to investigate a possible title change or 'ceased

pablication.

Review file
0 for material

not received

Claim

necfissWY.,?

Reset
claim
date

No

Refer to the
Biblipgraphic

,-'COntIrol Office
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Request Fulfillment Function

Files Used:- Customer File

Receiving File

biblographic File

Sales File

Accounts Payable File

The request fulfillment function, to be.cartied out by units of

the Access Services Division, includes the activities which oombrise

the raison d'etre of the National Periodicals -Center. All other

teChnical processes exist to expedite this function. The procesSing of

requestS.Will generate a higher volume of coMputer activity than all

othet technical processes combined. By the fifth year of operation,

this function will gill over five million requests per year. In order

for the NPC to Meet its goals for effective service to libraries, the

computer support of this function must be efficient and trouble free.

NPC system designers Must strive -to keep,this portion of the system as

simple and independent aS possible.

One approach would be tcp dUplicate files or portions of files in

the system so that request fulfillment operates on its own version of

the files. using only on-line inquiry. This would insulate request

fulfillment data from,data suppdrting the acquisition and receiving

functions which use both on-line inquiry and update, a mode of:operation

more subject to failure. The cost of additional storageJmy be worth

the enhanced security of operation for request fulfillment.

Another promising approadi is the possibility of moving some of
A

the request fulfillment file activity off the host processor and on to

the front-end processor as described in Appendix B. This configuration

would allow all incoming requests to be checked for validity in the FEP

with immediate turnaround of rejected requests. Only full 4 validated

requests would be passed on to the host processor. Such a configuration

is represented as shown in the following schematic.

2:?3
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Request Fulfillment Function
Processor and File Configuration

Incoming Requests

4
Acknowledgments
and Reject Requests

FEP

ISSN *

Customer *
SLIN

Customer *
Account
Balance

*.(Data
derived from

Host Processor files)

Host
Processor

Receiving
File

Customer
File

Picking Sips printed
near' site of material
to be pulled

Although the majority of requests. are to be received in machine-

readable form, the NPD will eventually process a limited number received

by mail and taken by telephone. Tb- achieve this capacity some number of

data entry terminals will be added to the FEP so that these requests may

be entered by NPC staff. The existence of the capability within the NPC

to manually enter requests will raise a policy question for NPC

management. Should unprocessable machine-readable requests be returned

clirectly to the originator, or should they be routed to NPC staff for

possible Troblem resolution and MnUal reentry into the system? This

latter effort will obviously be, Sostly to the)N1PC, but it may be

necessary to meet NPC service Objectives: Since theproposed 'request,

format contains both an ISSN and key title NPC staff may often be able

to correct errors.
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In the foilOwing ,schematics the request fUlfilIment function is

divided into the, request entry process and inventory picking_ and

shipment.

Request Entry

1. Incaming requests will contain the information outlined in Appendix

B, page 181.

2. Each request or batch of requests will first be Verified to

deterMine if the-customer.has:an4ccount with the 'NPC and iif the

deposit account balance is sufficient. If a request cannot be

processed, it will be returned to the originator with,the reason

for rejection: However, if the reason is that the,customer'sSLIN

does not appear on the customer file, the request can be referred

to'the User Services Office, which will attempt to- determine` if the

customer' is valid but the code simply wrong or if a new,

organization is attempting to use the NPCand needs instructions in

establishing an account.

The receiving file can be-searched- primarily by ISSN.. If; the ISSN,

on a request is not accurate (cannot compute check digit) or not on

the receiving file, the NPC will have.to either return the request

'to the customer or attempt corrective action by searching the

bibliographic file using the key title-included in the request.

The cost of this latter service may prohibit its provision. by the

NPC or an added charge may have to be applied to the order. ,

4. If the issue requested is available through the NPC either in

inventory Or at a referral library, the information in the customer

request will be augmented with information from the customer file

(name.and address, shipping instructions, etc.) and thereceiving.

file (item location, payments, due, etc.) to form an NPC record of

the request.

4
5. The record will, be used to produce the sales -record for 'the

request, which is added to the sales record file. -

6. The record will also be,uSed'to produce a Picking slip for the item

ordered. The slip will be used to locate the item requested and

will have a separate mailing label attached.

2 5
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7.. If the item requested requires a separate payment to the publisher,

an accounts payable record will be produced fOr idtCatation in the

accounts receivable record.

Customer
File

Request Entry.

Requests

Valid
customer

Deposit
account

Search
Receiv

No
?

Yes

No

User Services
Office

Valklate
Customer ID

Cus omer
Account

O
0 . .

Yes

.,

ng File

(option)

No

Found? Yes .(c)
Return
to customer
stating

No

order

reason

Valid
ISSN /

Yes

Issue
C recorded

available /

IY°s
.) Enter customer
" information

Produce account
rocoivablo for
request

Produce picking -

( 6 ) slip (Attach customer
. request if paper)

SearchNo Bibliographic4
File

L

No"

Payment due
publisher ?

Yes

Produce account
payable
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:Inventory Picking and Shipment
F

1. Each picking slip will _have attached to it a separable mailing

label 'with Customer'name and address and shipping instructions

'(first-Class mail, UPS, buS, ThiS information will be

repeated on the picking slip along with the customer 'request

number, special instructions, and'priority., The picking slip will

also show theISSN, key title, issue specifics (volume, Part,

number,. date, pagination), article Specifics. (author and title),

and itemized priCing of NPC services.'

Picking slip data will be sorted according tb location either for

NPC inventory or referral system libraries.' -No attempt will be

made to maintain the integrity of the customer request batch or '

Sequence of requests. RequestS will be sorted and distributed to

effect the most efficient pick .and fulfiliMent process. Any

picking batch may have requests from many customers.

3: The item requested will,bepicked frOm the inventory of periodical

titles either. in microform or printed form and duplicated. If for

any reason the material cannot be suppliedie.g.,the receiving
record. is incorrect, the issue is lost), the request will have to

be .returned to the.customer, but first the accounts receivable

record will have to be inactivated although it will be retained on

the file for management information.

4.- Each individual request will be packaged for shipping, and the

mailing label will be affixed. The picking slip will be included

with the material. The packages will be sorted according to method

of delivery. and sent onitheir way. At this point the NPC will have

a system for selectively sampling the date and time at which

requests, are., shipped so that turnaround time rates can be

established andproblemS identified. If indicated on the picking

slip, a stub bearing a time stamp will be torn off the bottom and

saved for later analysis. This activity need only be periodic to

establish'information reliable ,enOugh for NPC management.

5. An item requested from a.referral librarywill be supplied directly

by 'thatlibrary. The request information transmitted from the NPC,

will carry ,exact location information for the item within -the

referral library, e.g., branch and call number. If for any reason

the .referral library_ cannot supply the item, the request

)nformation will- be returned to the NPC so that the accounts

37
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receivable can be

stating the reason

develop mechanisms

rate (just as it

,iturnaround time.

oI

inactivated and the request can be returned

for nonf4fillment. It- will be necessary to

for measuring a referral library's turnaround-

is necessary to, measure the NPC's internal

'Inventory Picking
and Shipment Schematic
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, Found ?
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Make copy
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and mail
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0 Can Yes
,Supply
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directly
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Office

Return order
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r..

Administrative Support Function

Files uses: Accounts payable file

Sales file,

General ledger file A

Vendor file

Customer file r,

In addition to those mentioned abOve, other NPC activities that

can:be effiCiently sUppotted by computer-based systeMs include accounts

payable, general ledger, personnel, payroll, fixed assets, supplie

control, etc. These are common to any buSiness operation; consequently

software and service bureau vendors have developed a var of sy5eMs

to accomplish them.

The NPC should not undertake to develop these'. systems -anew.

Through' the careful selection of available software the NPC can

.immediately acquire systems that wili provide batch maintenance of

several important NPC files: sales, vendor, customer, accounts payable,

and general ledger. Making selected portions of these files available

on -line to save some of the processing functions described aboVe,

theustomer file, is development work that the NPC system staff should

undertake.

One of the principal activities of the administrative' support

Junction is accounting, which can be-conveniently grouped into three

categories: customer accoOnts, vendcir accounts, and budget. and

management contrOL

Customer Accounts

1. Records on the customer file will have to be maintained to include:

a. Mditions and deletions' of records.

b. Modifications td information in a customer record.

239
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c. Posting of credits to customer deposit account balance as

payments are received.

cLi Debiting the customer deposit balance to reflect payment for

services provided by the NPC. This activity. probably does not

have to be performed any more often than once daily.

2, Each customer record in the customer file. will be assigned a. unique

Standard Library IdentificatiOn Number; The structure of the file

will be complicate&by the following requirements:

a. Etch customer record car have associated with it more than one

sit account balance with'one of the accounts designated as
.

the defaultaccount for debiting unless othetwiseshown on the

_customer's request for materia

b. Each customer request can mace specific ship -to, bill-to

designations or use defaults that exist on the customer-

record. For example, a library consortium.can request that

1'inaterials be sent directly to a member or member subunit of

the consortium and that one of the consortium Subaccounts,be

billed for the service. On the other hand, the consortium

member, can'also maintain its Own-deposit account or separate.

subaccounts for its subunits and request Materials directly

from the NPC.

. 3. At-intervals of probably no less than one month (quarterly for less

active customers) the NPC will issue astatementshOwing:

a. Deposit account balance at start of statement period.

b. Credits to deposit account dUring statement period.

c. Itemized services performed by theNPC during the statement

period,by date and ISSN, showing the chge for each' item.

'd. .Deposit account balance at. the end of the statement period.

Vendor Accounts

.
'Vendor. records (including, referral libraries), on the vendor file

will have to be maintained' by.adding,' deleting, -and modifying

records in the file.

2.. The accounts payable file will control payments made to vendors,

inclUding refeCral libraries, for periodical materialS,.,supplies,

and services. Each record in the file repreSents ariAinvoice that

has, been itviewed and approved for payment. ,Sourcesof records for

240
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a. The acquisition function for periodicals acquired by the NPC.

b. Request fulfillment furictioh for payments due pUblishetS for

,materials Supplied by the NPC.

c. Purchasing of other supplies and services.

The file will also contain :

A '\)
a. Indicationl,of cash disbutsgments for each account.

, .

b. 'Adjustmentsand credits:

c. Past cumulative records and other history.

3'. As a result of the maintenance, of the vendor and 'accounts payable

files, regular payments will be made t0 vendors. Several reports

will'be.produced showing:

a. The- status of each vendor's account with exception criteria

applied to various problems .(e.g. large outstanding balances).

b. Cash disbursements and projected cash 'requitements for the

next several months.

Budget and Management Control

A genetal:account'ledget.will be Maihtained.for all NPC divisions.

Each division will be treated as a cost center with a detailed

budget.

-2. The general ledget will poSt cash ,receiptS for customer, deposit

accounts and other income, cash disbursements from the accoUnts-

payable' file, and payrd11:.and other ,expendieures against the

various budget categories and will produce reports showing the .

,financial performance of the NPC a\ report' matching ,

.expenditutes in comparison with budget by time period). 'Oor

management purposes the reports will highlight important variances

from the budgetary.p1*

3. The request fulfillment file will, be an important, source of

information for management of the NPC. It Can' be analyzed

periodically to indicate:_ d

2 1
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a. A profile of customers using NPC services.

b. A profile of NPC titles used for request fulfillment.

c. A profile of demand cycles; (e.g. seasonal, time of day).

d. Average cost of 'NPC services to customers by, various

categories.



APPENDIX D

TECHNICAL PROCESSING: ESTIMATED LOAD FACTORS

- ESTIMATES

Fifth YearFirst Year

Bibliographic Function Low.

SiZe of bibliographic file

NPC titles
NPC ,desiderata
NPC rejected,a.nd
'4rroneous Utles
-Referral titles

TOtal file size

Growth factors

Titles added
Back file

acquisitionsl
Title changes (5 %)
CeaSed ti,tles4

Acquisition Function

Vendor 'file
AcquisitiOn file
Acquisition Method

Purchase.
Other

New titles ordered
New back-file orde
Invoices prodessed
Invoice claims

High

30,000 36,0'00
5,000 -A10,000

Low

47,400
,5,b00

1,000 20..00- 10,411Q

8,000 14;000' 25,00t.

44,000

2,000

500

1,000

1,000

29,700
1,980
2,000

s 500
7,500

'ft
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59,300
.10,000

/1.4:15,000.
35,000. .

62,000 87,400 119,300

5,000 2,000 5,000

2,000
2,500 4;7-00

2,000 1,000 2,00:0

10.4,000 5,000 20,000
36,400 47;900 59,900

37,620 31,284 48,923
3,300 16,307 20,856
5,000 2;000 5;000
2,000 500 2,000

12,000 12,000 20,000,

100 200. 500



First Year fifth Year

Receiving: Function ,Low

31,300

High

38,400

Low,

57,900; :.;'

High

74/900.
a.

Size of receiving- f4le
(active 'and rejected
:titles)

NeW records
New titles ;2,000 5,00.0.'' 2,0P0 5.,000
Title changes. 1,900 2,500 34600 4,700

HoldIngtrecord
ficatiOn (back file
additionsiet6.1 15,000 40/000 Jofboo 15,Goo

Claims :issued '3 000 3,6,00 4,70,0 5,900
.Issues received
(11 issueper record) 333,300 400,400 526,900 '.658;900

1. The acquisitiOn of back files' will sometimes require the ad4ticin

of records to the file due to title' changes over the life: of the

periodical.

2. These file transactions will not usually result in the record being

deleted from the file unless the NPC decides to totally eliminate

its invepfory of the periodical.

The number of invoices which. must be processed will be

Significantly affected by:

a. The degree to which the NPC takes advantage of discounts

for multiyear subscriptions.

b. The number of subscriptions placed with avtingle vendor.

c. The number of periodicals received from the publisher at

no cost.
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APPENDIX E

FULL-TIME EQUIVALEW'STAFFING.LiVELS'BY YEAR?

Off ice: of the Director

Year 1, Year 2

Director 1.00 1.00

Senior'ExecUtive
Secretary : .75 1.00

-Deputy Director 1.00 1.00

'Executive Secretary 1.00 1.00

Administrative Assistant .75 1.00

Secretary 1.00 ' 1.00

Legal Affairs Office

Legal Affairs Officer ' 1.00 1.00

Law Clerk .75 1.00

Secretary 1.50 2.00

Planning and Systems DeveldiMent Office

Associate Director .50 1.00

Secretary .25 1.00

Clerk/Typist .75

Systems Analyst .1.00 1.00

ProgramMer/Analyst 1.50 2.00

Programmer Trainee .50 1.00

CommUnications Specialist .75 1.00

Communications Prociraminer .75 1.00

Operations Research
Specialist , .25 1.00

Research Analyst .50

I

Total for OFFICES 14.25 20.25

Year 3 Year "4

1.00 1.00

1.00 1.00

1.00 1.0.0

1.00 1.00

1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00

- 1:2.

2.00

1,00
1.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
2.00

22.00

Year S

1.00

1.00
1.00
1.Q0
1.00
1.00

1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00
2.00 2.00

1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00
1.00 1.0.0

1,00' 1.0
2.00 2.00
1.00. 1.00

1.00. 1.00
1.00 1.00

1.00 1.00
2.00 2.00

22.00 22.00
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Resource Developmentnd Preservation.Division

Division Office'
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Associate Director .75 1.00 1.00
executive Secretary. .63: LUG 1,00

,Collection Developft`ert't bffiCe.

Manager , .50 .50 .50
Resource Specialist 2.00 3.00 3.00
Cltrk 2.00 3.00 3.00

Bibliipgrapbio Control Office

Manager .50 y50
Senior Clerk 1.00 1.00

Acquisitions Department

Manager 1.00 1.00

Order/PurchasinT.Unit

PUrchasing Agent .50 1.00 1.00
.seeretary' ' .50 1.00
Clerk 1.50 3.00 3.00

Check-in Uhit''

Check-in Supervisor . .50 1.00 1.00
Clerk .25 4.00 4.00

PhySical Preparation. Depattment

Manager .25 1.00 1.00

Microfilming Unit

Micr641m Superv.isou .50 1.00 1.00
Comer.dOperator 3.00 5.00
Clerk , .25 2.00 2.00
Inspection Specialist .50 2.00 2.00
Microfilm Technician .25 1.00 1.00

Preservation. Unit ..

.25 1.00iireservation Supetvisor--
Preservation Technician 1:00

Total for DIVISION 11.13 30.75 35.00

Year 4 Year 5

1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00.

.50 .50
3.00 3.00
3.00 3.00

.50 .50
1.00 1.00

1.00 -1.00

1.00.. 1.00
1.00 1.00
'3.00 3.00

1.00 1.'00
4.00 5.00

1.00 1.00

1.00 1.00
5.00 5.00
2.00 2.00
2.00 2.00
1,00 1.00

1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00

35.00 36..00



Access Service:hrision

Division Off ice

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

Associate Director .50 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Execdtive Secretary .38 .50 .75 1.00

User Services Office

Manager .75 1.00 1.00 1.00
.Account Representative .25 1.50 2.00 2.00

Original Form Department

Manager , .17 1.00 1.00 1.00
Supervisor 1.00

Clerk 5.00 17.00 27.80

Microform Department

Manager '.17 1.00 1.00 1.00

Supervisor, .50 1.00
Clerk 6.65 22.45 36.70

Total for the DIVISION .50 2.72 17.65 46.70 73.50

24
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Computer and Support Services Division

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 .Year 4' Year 5

Division Office

.75

.50

1.00
.75
.75

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00

Associate Director
Executive Secretary
Clerk/Typist

Computer/Communications(Department

Manager . .25 1.00 1.00: 1.00

Communication Specialist .25 1.00 1.00 1.00

Computer Operator .50 2.001 2,00. 2.00

Personnel Department

Manager .75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Executive Secretary .75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Personnel Administrator .25 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00'

Personnel Clerk .25 1.00 2.00 2.00 ,2.50

Fiscal'ServiceS Department

Manager .50 1.00. 1.00 1.00 1.00

Accounting Supervisor .75 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Bookkeeper .254 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Accounting,Clerk 1.25; 1k50 1.50 1,50

Payroll Supervisor 1.00 1.00 1:00 1.00 1.00

Payroll Clerk '.25 .50 .50 .50 .50

Physical Plant Department

Manager .25 1.00 1.00 1.00 1,00
Security Officer .50 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Inventory Supervisor .50 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

'custodial/Maintenance
Supervisor .50 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Clerk .50 1.00 2.00 2.00

Messenger 1.00 1.00 1.00

Custodians 1.00 1.00 2.00 3.00 3,00

VAC Mechanic 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00_.

Groundskeeper .50 1.00 1.00 1.00

Total for DIVISION 9.75 20.25. 28.00 30.00 30.50

Total for NPC 35.63 73.97 102.65 13.70 162.00
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, ACM -. Associated Colleges of theMidwest

Akil .11 AngloAmericah Cataloging Rules, Second Edition

ANSI American National StandardS-Institute

ARL Association of PesearCh Libraries.

ASCII American:Standard Code for Information InterChange

'ASD Access Services DiVision

ASR Automatic Send/Receive
if

AT&T American Telephone and Telegraph Co.

BALLOTS Bibliographic Automation of Large Library Operations
using a Time-sharing System

BAUDOT The standard five-channel Ugfiletpewriter code

BLLD British Library Lending Division

BRS Bibliographic RetrieVal Services, Inc.

CLR. Council on Library Resources, Inc. .

CODEN A five character, alphanutheric code that provides con-
cise,, unique, and unambiguous identification of serial
and nonserial titles

coM Computer output microfilm

CONSER Conversion of Serials project

CCNIU National Commission on New Tqhnological Uses of Copy-
righted Works

CRL Center for Research Libraries

CRT Cathode ray tube display terminal

CSSb, Computer and Support Services Division

DDS Dataphone Digital Service

EBCDIC Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code
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GrOss national 'traffic

HVAC .Heatingi ventilation, air conditioning'

LL Interlibrary loan
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INWATS Wide Area Telecommunicatong SeFvice for incoming traffic:.

ISDS. International Serials Data,SySteM

I5SN. International Standard setial 14piiber
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LC Library of Congress

MARC Machine-Readable Cataloging

MARC-S / Machine-Readable Cataloging - Serials
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MUX Multiplexor

NCtIS National Commisgion on Libraries and InforMation Science

NLM National Library of Medicine.

NPC National Periodicals Center

NSDP Ilational Serials Da 'ta Program

NSF., National Science Foundation

NYSILL New'York State-Interlibrary.Loan-network

OCLC OCLC, Inc., formerly Ohio College' Library Center-

OCR Optical character recognition'

PLr480 Agricultural.Trade Development and Assistance Act- of 1954

RDPD - Resource Development and Preservation Division
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S/C 30 ANSI Committee Z39, Subcommittee 30
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TELENEZ, , _A commercial,- l added network offered by Telenet Com-
munications Corporation
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TELEX

,TYMtIET

Teletypewriter

Teletypewriter qXchange Service

A commercial vale added network offered by Tymshare,
Inc.

UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
Organizaton

UNISIST A UNESCO programjor cooperation in the field of techni-
cal information.

UPS United Parcel Service

,USBE Universal Serials and Book Exchange, Inc..

OSPS United-States Postal Service

, %YAN Value Added Network
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